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PREFACE
Most Indian tribes whose original habitat was 1n
eastern North America were forced westward by the advancing tide of the whites, eventually onto or to the eastern
periphery of the Great Plains from Texas northward into
Canada.

Several tribes of Algonkians, the most numerous

and widespread linguistic stock, including the Cheyenne,
Arapaho, Blackfoot, Cree, and Ojibwa, by 1800 had abandoned their sedentary agricultural way of life 1n the woodlands for a nomadic hunter-warrior life on the Great Plains
from the Arkansas River on the south to the Saskatchewan
River and Lake Winnipeg of Canada.
The Cherokees, the most southern tribe of the
Iroquois and the most advanced of any tribe north of
Mexico, in the late 1830's reluctantly abandoned their
homeland of northern Georgia and the adjacent area for a
"Trail of Tears" and for the less beautiful and less
fertile country of northeastern Indian Territory.

Sirnul-

taneously, the Muskogean Creeks, Seminoles, Chickasaws,
and Choctaws, who had occupied the region semi-encircling
the Cherokees from Carolina southward into Florida and
westward to the Mississippi River, exchanged their hornelands, or what remained of them, for less desirable lands

..
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1n Indian Territory betwee1

the Red and Arkansas rivers

and east of the ninety-eighth meridian.
The Siouan speaking peoples, whose original habitat extended from Virginia, across Pennsylvania, and
northward beyond the Great Lakes, likewise were pressed
westward, primarily by the retreating Iroquois and Algonkian tribes.

The Teton Dakota, in the last half of the

eighteenth century the most powerful tribe of the Siouan
stock, moved westward from the Green Bay region, where
first visited by the French in the 1640's, and took possession of the reg1.on between the Mis·souri and Platte rivers
as far west as the Big Horn Mountains and the headwaters
of the Powder River.

By 1775, when they drove the Chey-

ennes from the Black Hills, they had completed the transition into a typical plains nomadic, horse-buffalo society
and were 6ivided into seven sub-tiibes or bands, including
the Brul~, an enemy of the Ponca, the subject of this
study.

The Yankton Dakota a semi-horticultural-hunter

division of the Siouan peoples whose habitat during their
early relations with the whites was northern Minnesota and
the reg1.on northward to beyond the Lake of the Woods, and
the Santee Sioux, a sedentary agricultural people who resided along the Minnesota River, were driven westward into
the Dakotas during the war with the United States in 18621863.
The Southern Sioux, those whose original homeland

lV

was 1n the

Virginia-Pennsy~vania-Ohio

region, were forced

westward by the powerful Iroquois ahead of the arrival of
the white men.

In their migration, basically along the

valley of the Ohio River to the Mississippi and thence up
and down that stream and up the Missouri River, they became
separated into a number of tribes--the Quapaw in Arkansas,
the Osage in Missouri south of the Missouri River, the Oto
at the common corner of the present states of Missouri,
Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas, the Kansa and Iowa in the areas
bearing their respective state names, and the Ponca who
established their sedentary village at the junction of the
Niobrara and Missouri rivers.

All these tribes retained

their woodland culture, but, having settled within range
of the vast herds of buffalo, they soon began making hunting
excursions onto the plains during the surmner and fall.

By

the mid-nineteenth century, when their way of life was
precipitately interrupted by the Americans, their societies
had become an intermingling of woodland and plains cultural
traits.

Except for warfare, in which they remained remark-

ably deficient, the Ponca were making a rather rapid transition to the plains environment.
The Ponca were never a numerous people, nor did
they ever form a significant barrier against the whites,
but their tribal history epitomizes an Indian culture in
transition and Indian tribal relations, sometimes cordial
but more often not, with the whites, particularly the

v

government of the United.Siates.

The existing scholarly

studies dealing with the Ponca are few, and those are
highly specialized.

Every people, certainly those who

endured for centuries, fought wars and negotiated treaties
to obtain a homeland or to defend it against aggressors,
and developed their own distinctive cultural patterns
deserve a recorded history.

Hopefully, this study will

fulfill this need and contribute to a better understanding
of the role of the Indians in the history of the American
West.
During the progress of this study I have become
deeply indebted to a host of people.

I would like to ex-

press my sincere appreciation to Horn Professor Ernest
Wallace for his direction of this dissertation and to
Professors Alwyn Barr, Brian Blakeley, Key Ray Chong,
James Harper, and William Tucker for their helpful criticism.

I also am grateful to Mr. and Mrs. W. D. O'Brien of

Lubbock, Texas, for financial assistance to do field work
among the Ponca and to expedite the completion of the
study.

A special thanks is directed to Ponca informants

Tom Knudsen of Niobrara, Nebraska, and. also to Wilbur
Waters and Clyde Warrior of Ponca City, Oklahoma.

The

staffs of the Texas Tech Library, the Southwest Collection
at Texas Tech, the Saint Louis University Library, the
University of Oklahoma Library, the University of Nebraska
Library, the Oklahoma Historical Society, and the Missouri
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Historical Society all pro\ided courteous and invaluable
help 1n locating useful materials.

Most of all I would

like to thank my wife Marilyn for assisting with the
research and for typing the preliminary drafts.
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CHAPTER I
PONCA ORIGINS AND CONTACT WITH THE
FRENCH AND SPANISH
Prior to the advent of the first Europeans into
North America the Siouan linguistic family of Indians
occupied portions of Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and areas along both sides of the Ohio River.
For a time the Siouans dominated the Ohio Valley from
Western Pennsylvania to the Mississippi River.

Yet, when

Europeans began settling along the Atlantic seaboard, the
Siouans had already begun a gradual migration _toward the
north and \vest.

During the westward shift, the Dhegiha,

one division of the Siouan family, divided into five
separate tribes:
Quapaw.

the Ponca, Omaha, Osage, Kansa, and

By the time of their first contact with Europeans,

most of the Dhegiha had crossed the Mississippi River and
were living along the eastern periphery of the Great
Plains.

1

1 James Owen Dorsey,

•
M1grat1ons o f t h e S1ouan
Indians," American Naturalist 20 (March 1886): 214-215;
James Mooney, "The Siouan Tribes of the East," Smithsonian
Bureau of Ethnology Bulletin 22 (Washington, 1894), 8-10,
12-13; John R. Swanton, "Siouan Tribes and the Ohio Valley,"
II

•

1

•

2

Although no definii <~ date can be affixed to Siouan
habitation east of the Mississippi River, historic evidence
and tribal tradition affirm their presence there.

Sebastian

Montero, a Spanish monk with the Juan Pardo Expedition,
encountered remnants of the Dhegiha in present South Caro2
lina ln 1566.
Osage tradition places ancestral habitation as far east as the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers,
but the Ponca remember having lived only as far east as
the juncture of the Ohio and Wabash rivers.

Unquestionably,

the Dhegiha migrated as a group down the Ohio Valley at
least as far as the Mississippi, while at the same time
other and larger Siouan groups moved northward into the
reglon west of the Great Lakes. 3
The Siouans were slowly driven from east of the
Mississippi River by the powerful Iroquois on their northeast and the Tuscarora to their southeast.

Evidently, the

Dhegiha moved in stages as it is unlikely that a single
American Anthropologist 45 (January 1943): 49-50; George
E. Hyde, Indians of the Woodlands (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1962-)-,-63-65; William Elsey Connelley,
"Notes on the Early Indian Occupancy of the Great Plains, ..
Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society, 19151918 14 (Topeka~918): 445; N. H. Winchell, The Prehistoric Aborigines of Minnesota and Their Migrations,"
Popular Science Monthly 73 (September 1908): 213-214, 217,
224.
11

2

Michael V. Gannon, "Sebastian Montero, Pioneer
American Missionary, 1566-1572," The Catholic Historical
Review 51 (October 1965) : 335-336-.-3oavid I. Bushnell, Jr., "Tribal Migrations East of
the Mississippi," Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections 89
(1934): 6-9; Mooney, "The Siouan Tribes of the East," 10.

3

enemy attack could have beE.n sustained long enough to
force the entire retreat.

Some, if not all, had crossed

the Mississippi and divided into tribes before 1540, because the De Soto Expedition encountered one tribe, the
Quapaw, 1n the vicinity of the Arkansas River.

The tra-

ditions of all five tribes agree that the first separation
occurred near the juncture of the Ohio and Mississippi
.
4
r1vers.

.,

While the Quapaw (Ugaxpe or "downstream people")
were following the Mississippi southward to the Arkansas
River, the Omaha (Umaha or "upstream people") went up the
west bank of the Mississippi almost to the mouth of the
Missouri River, near present-day Saint Louis.

There, they

built earth lodges, practiced agriculture, and engaged in
the hunt.

Finally, at an undetermined date, the Omaha con-

tinued their northwestward migration along the south bank
of the Missouri.

Upon reaching the Osage River at present-

day Osage City, Missouri, one tribe, the Osage, followed
in a southwesterly direction the tributary that now bears
its name.

Another tribe, the Kansa, continued up the south

bank of the Missouri to the eastern border of present-day
4 Ibid., 12-13; Connelley, "Notes on the Early
Indian Occupancy of the Great Plains," 446; Hyde, Indians
of the Woodlands, 167-168; Dorsey, "Migrations of the
Siouan Indians," 215-216.
Connelley stresses the quest
for food as being the major cause of the migration; Mooney,
who is more likely correct, places more emphasis on the
pressure of the hostile Iroquois.

4

Kansas, where it was turneL back by the hostile Cheyenne
5
Indians.
After the departure of the Osage and Kansa, the
remainder of the Dhegiha (Ponca and Omaha) crossed to the
north bank of the Missouri River.

The Ponca and Omaha

then shifted northwest along the Chariton River into what
is now southern Iowa.

At the point where the Chariton

turns west, the two tribes went due north until they encountered the Des Moines River and the Iowa Indians between
present-day Des Moines and Ottumwa, Iowa.

There the Iowa,

a cognate tribe, readily joined the Ponca and Omaha in
their wanderings.

6

The three tribes then followed the Des Moines
River northwestward across Iowa.

They eventually reached

the Pipestone quarry region in southwestern Minnesota,
apparently between 1680 and 1700.

Tradition and archeo-

logical data reveal that along the way they built several
earth lodge villages where, as previously, they grew crops
and hunted until the game became scarce. 7
Between 1680 and the early 1700's, the three tribes
occupied at least two permanent fortified villages on the
5 Mooney, "The Siouan Tribes of the East," 12-13;
Dorsey, "Migrations of the Siouan Indians," 215-216, 218.
6 Ibid., 218-219.
7walter J. Fewkes, Bureau of American Ethnology,
First Annual Report (Washington, 1928), 64-66.

5

Big Sioux River.

These twc ancient villages are the Split

Rock Site on the Big Sioux River at its juncture with the
Split Rock River, and the Rock Island Site, about ten miles
southeast of Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Simultaneously,

however, the Yankton Sioux, who were moving into this same
area, forced the Ponca, Omaha, and Iowa to retreat to the
southwest.

During this move, near Lake Andes in present

South Dakota, the Ponca and the Omaha acquired their
"sacred pole." 8
The three tribes again reached the Missouri River
opposite the mouth of the White River.

At this point,

around 1715, another separation took place.

The Omaha

and Iowa remained on the Missouri, but the Ponca crossed
to the right bank and continued westward as far as the
Black Hills and the Little Missouri River.

9

After wandering for several years the Ponca rejoined the Omaha and Iowa on the Missouri near where they
had separated.

Together the three tribes then descended

the right bank of the Missouri to the mouth of the Niobrara
River.

Here, in 1735, the final separation occurred.

The

Omaha and Iowa continued downstream, but the Ponca remained
8 Ibid., 64; Dorsey, "Migrations of the Siouan
Indians," 219.
9 James H. Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," Bureau of
American Ethnology Bulletin 195 (Washington, 1965), 15.

6

at this site. 10
With this location as a base, the Ponca established
a claim over a vast area.

Within a few years, as generally

recognized, their northern boundary was the White River,
their eastern was the Missouri River, and their southern
was the Platte River.
was never definite.

Their western boundary, however,
Some Ponca claimed that Pike's Peak

marked the southwest extremity of their territory; others
felt that the western limits of their territory was bounded
by a line extending due south from the Black Hills to the
North Platte River. 11
It is apparent that the Ponca did not utilize their
entire area at any given time because their claim did not
go unchallenged.

Until the mid-eighteenth century, bands

of Comanche, who still roamed the sand hill region of
western Nebraska, were the greatest threat.

Trade, how-

ever, established peace between the two tribes when the
Comanche introduced the horse to the Ponca in exchange for
a superior bow.

When the Comanche abandoned the sand hills

region later in the eighteenth century, a greater challenge
developed for the Ponca.

The Teton Sioux, who then occu-

pied the area north of the White River, began moving
10 norsey, "Migrations of the Siouan Indians," 219.
11 Joseph Jablow, Ponca Indians, Ethnohistory of
the Ponca:
Indian Claims Commission Findings (New York:
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1974), 316-317.

7
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Fig. 1.--General Area of the Ponca. From J. N.
Nicollet, ~drographical Basin of the Upper Mississippi
River C.I.A. Annual Report, 28 Cong., 1 sess., House Exec.
Doc. 2, Vol. 1 (Washington, Blair and Rives, 1843): n.p.

8

southward.

12

The Ponca, inferior in numbers, posed no threat to
the Sioux, but to their south the Pawnee, a much larger
tribe, formed a barrier to both the Sioux and the Ponca.
Consequently, the Ponca were many times forced into alliances with the Sioux against the Pawnee, and sometimes
even against their own kinsmen, the Omaha.

Thus, the Ponca,

although by nature friendly and peaceful, from the 1730's
until placed on reservations, were forced, because they
were surrounded by enemies and could retreat no farther,
to fight intermittent wars for surviva1. 13
As the power and influence of the Sioux increased,
the range and habitat of the Ponca became proportionately
smaller.

Yet by 1789, when the first recorded white contact

occurred, the Ponca still used a vast area west of the
Missouri River between the White River in present South
Dakota and the Elkhorn River in present Nebraska.

On the

west their range and movement was determined by the Sioux.
By this time they had acquired many of the characteristics

d£ the Plains Indians, but they still maintained permanent
12 Dorsey, "Migrations of the Siouan Indians," 220;
James Owen Dorsey, "Omaha Sociology, .. Bureau of American
Ethnology, Third Annual Report 3 (Washington, 1884): 319;
William Duncan Strong, "An Introduction to Nebraska
Archaeology," Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections 93
(1935): 272-273.
13

rbid.

9
villages and depended upon both the hunt and agriculture
.
14
f or s ub s:tstence.

The permanent, earth lodge, villages of the Ponca
were always located near the confluence of the Niobrara
River, Ponca Creek, and Bazile Creek with the Missouri
River in northeastern Nebraska.

Since the Ponca engaged

in two annual buffalo hunts, these villages were only
occupied from about December until early summer.

After

the crops had been planted and one or two hoeings administered, the Ponca went to the plains to hunt buffalo,
usually in June or early July.

A second hunt took place

in October or November after the crops had been harvested.
The length of the hunts depended entirely upon the time
required to find a sufficient quantity of buffalo.

During

.
d :tn
.
. .
15
t h ese f orays t h e Ponca l :tve
s k.:tn t:tp:ts.

Although the Ponca were primarily agriculturalists,
the acquisition of the horse led to an increased dependence
on the hunt.

Furthermore, the Ponca were ordinarily near

the buffalo range, and the neighboring Omaha were eager
.
to trade their surplus agricultural produce and goods
acquired as middlemen with white traders for buffalo meat
and hides.

This trade was especially important for the

14 Louis Houck, ed., The Spanish Regime in Missouri,
2 vols. (Chicago: R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company, 1909),
2: l-3.

15 rbid.; Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 8, 39.

10
Ponca during the period WhLn the French and Spanish controlled the Missouri country. 16
Because of their location and small population,
the Ponca were neglected by the French and Spanish.

Both

nations preferred to ally and trade with the larger and
more strategically located tribes, including the more distant tribes who had access to smaller fur bearing animals
whose pelts were more desirable and profitable than the
bulky buffalo hides.

As a result, neither the French nor

the Spanish made a lasting impact upon the Ponca. 17
The French were first, trading and trapping on
the Missouri River from the early 1700's until 1763.

Yet,

they did not officially record the Ponca as a tribe.

Except

for a few instances, the French confined themselves to the
regions of the Upper and the Lower Missouri and never penetrated the area below the White River or above the Platte
River where the Ponca were then located.

French goods that

did reach the Ponca were filtered either through the Omaha
to the south, or through other tribes to the north and east.
The Omaha, who feared all upriver tribes, were especially
16 Abraham P. Nasatir, ed., "John Evans: Explorer
and Surveyor, .. Missouri· Historical Review 25 (1931): 222229.
17Abraham P. Nasatir, "Anglo-Spanish Rivalry on
the Upper Missouri, .. The Mississippi Valley Historical
Review 16 (December 1929): 359-374; Abraham P. Nasatir,
ed., Before Lewis.and Clark:
Documents Illustrating the
History of the Missouri, 1785-1804, 2 vols. (Saint Louis:
Historical Documents Foundation, 1952), 1: 79-112.

11
diligent in curtailing nort~1bound traffic in European
weapons.

Yet, after Spain acquired the Louisiana Terri-

tory from France and attempted to organize the Missouri
trade in the 1790's, the Ponca were found to possess both
French and English weapons. 18
The Spanish were the first to record and furnish
data concerning the Ponca, although this initial information evidently came secondhand from other Indians or from
French traders and trappers.

In December of 1785, the

Spanish Governor General of Louisiana, Esteban Rodriguez
Miro, described the Ponca to his Commandant of the Interior,
Josef Antonia Rengel.

According to Governor Miro, the

Ponca at that time had their village on Bazile Creek near
the Missouri River.

Supposedly, they were a fierce and

wandering tribe, numbering about eighty warriors, who were
friendly only when outnumbered or when it was to their
advantage.

19

After 1791, Spain attempted to regulate the Missour1 trade to counteract encroaching British traders.
The Spaniards felt that sending licensed traders among
the Missouri River tribes would be one effective measure
18 Nasatir, "Anglo-Spanish Rivalry," 359-362;
Nasatir, Before Lewis and Clark, 1: 80.
19

Abraham P. Nasatir, ed., "An Account of Spanish
Louisiana, 1785," Missouri Historical Review 24 (1930):
523-535.

12
toward this regulation.

I1· 179 3, several traders applied

for licenses and one company, the Company of Explorers of
the Upper Missouri, was formed.

Among the first traders

to be licensed was Jean Meunier, a Frenchman by birth but
by then a Spanish national, and his partner, Jacques
Roland.

Meunier and Roland were granted a four-year

monopoly of the Ponca trade on the basis that Meunier had
discovered that tribe 1n 1789 and thereafter had been the
only trader among them.

Meunier gave no description of

the Ponca except that they lived at the mouth of the
. b
N 10 rara

.
20
R1ver.
When Meunier returned to the Niobrara in 1794,

there were other traders in the area, and the Ponca were
beginning to adopt the Omaha practice of pillaging passing
boats on the Missouri.

Two of these traders were Jacques

D'Eglise and Jean Baptiste Truteau.

D'Eglise was a licensed

independent trader, who prior to 1794 had led two expeditions as far north as the Mandan villages.

Truteau, on the

other hand, was chosen by the Missouri Company to lead their
20 Jean Monier, "Establishment of Trade with Ponca
Indians, 1793" (unpublished two-page MS, in Nebraska Historical Society Library, Lincoln, Nebraska).
The trader's
name is variously spelled, but "Meunier" seems to be the
most common.
Lawrence Kinnaird, ed., "Spain in the Mississippi Valley, 1765-1794," American Historical Association,
Annual Report, 1945 4 (Washington, 1946): 205-206; Nasatir,
"Anglo-Spanish Rivalry," 369-370. A group of Saint Louis
traders headed by Jacques Clamorgan formed the Company of
Explorers of the Upper Missouri (hereafter referred to as
the Missouri Company) . Clamorgan forced the cancellation
of Meunier's monopoly.

13
first commercial venture u~ the Missouri, hopefully to the
villages of the Mandan.

The Truteau party, eight men and

one pirogue, left Saint Louis on June 7, 1794.

On August 6,

Truteau was overtaken near the mouth of the Platte by
D'Eglise, who was making his third trip up the Missouri.
Since D'Eglise's party was smaller, five men including
D'Eglise, and planned on traveling at night, Truteau entrusted D'Eglise with twenty-six guns which belonged to
the company.

Yet, despite these precautions, the Ponca

confiscated part of D'Eglise's goods, including the guns,
as he attempted to slip by the mouth of the Niobrara.

By

surrendering some of his goods, D'Eglise was allowed to
proceed to the camps of the Arikara. 21
Meanwhile, Truteau managed to slip past both the
Omaha and the Ponca.

However, he was turned back by the

Teton Sioux, in present South Dakota, after they had taken
a portion of his goods.

After this misfortune, Truteau

returned downriver to present Charles Mix County, South
Dakota, where on November 11, 1794, he began the construetion of Ponca House for winter quarters and a trading post.
21

Jean Baptiste Truteau, "Journal of Jean Baptiste
Truteau on the Upper Missouri 'Premiere Partie' June 7,
1794," American Historical Review 19 (January 1914): 299333; Abraham P. Nasatir, "Jacques D'Eglise on the Upper
Missouri, 1791-1795," The Mississippi Valley Historical
Review 14 (June 1927) :~-56; Abraham P. Nasatir, ed. and
trans., "Documents: Spanish Exploration of the Upper
Missouri," The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 14
(June 1927):-57-71.

14
Ponca House was thirty-foul

and seven-tenths miles north

of the mouth of the Niobrara River on the left bank of
the Missouri, but from this location Truteau traded freely
with the Ponca, and other tribes, throughout the winter of
1794-95.

22

Furs must have been reasonably plentiful, be-

cause Truteau, Meunier, and another Saint Louis trader,
Solomon Petit, were all able to obtain pelts. 23
Among the traders to the Ponca, Truteau fared
least well and failed to recover the guns lost by D'Eglise.
Truteau gave the location of the Ponca camp as two leagues
higher than the mouth of the Niobrara River and one league
from the Missouri River.

In March of 1795, he held a

series of councils with the Ponca at which he stressed the
desire of the Spanish for regular trade.

He acknowledged

that the Omaha, for their own benefit, had always discouraged such intercourse by pillaging boats and by spreading
rumors that the Ponca would probably kill traders.

The

Ponca readily agreed that the Omaha, especially Chief
Blackbird, were detrimental to their trading interests.
Yet, they refused to promise that future trading expeditions

22 Ray H. Matt1son,
.
. S't
Report on H1s t or1c
1 es Ad']acent to the Missouri River, between the Big Sioux River
and Fort Randall Dam, Including those in the Gavins Point
Reservoir Area," South Dakota Report and Historical Collections 28 (1956): 26-27, and maps at conclusion of article;
Aubry Diller, "Pawnee House: Ponca House," The Mississippi
Valley Historical Review 36 (1949): 301-303.
II

•

23 Nasatir, "Anglo-Spanish Rivalry," 372-373.

15
'I

would be dealt with fairly.··

4

To add to Truteau' s frus-

tration, the Ponca admitted taking the guns from D'Eglise,
to fight the Arikara, but they successfully outmaneuvered
all attempts to collect payment.

The Ponca were aided 1n

their resistance to pay by the Omaha chief, Blackbird, who
spread rumors that Truteau possessed strong medicine and
was going to kill all the Ponca.

Consequently, in May of

1795, a disillusioned Truteau left the Ponca, to visit the
Arikara, convinced that the Ponca were as unscrupulous and
as guilty of thievery as the Omaha. 25
Meanwhile, the Missouri Company had dispatched a
second and stronger expedition to find and to assist Truteau, whom the company thought was now among the Mandan.
This party, under the command of Lecuyer, 26 left Saint
Louis in April of 1795.

Unfortunately, the Ponca treated

this expedition much more harshly than they had Truteau.
They took all of Lecuyer's trade goods and equipment without compensation.

However, this loss was mostly due to the

24

Nasatir, Before Lewis and Clark, 1: 290-293.
Truteau felt the. Ponca took advantage of him by setting
their own price on certain articles.
For example, two
Ponca chiefs took one-half of his cloth and white blankets
and only gave him three deer hides.
In another instance,
Truteau received only thirty deer hides for sixty pounds
of gunpowder and sixty pounds of shot.
25
26
records.

rbid.
Lecuyer's first name does not appear 1n any
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poor leadership of Lecuyer and to the vices of Lecuyer and
some of his men, who preferred the favors of Ponca maidens
to the establishment of trade.

When the company learned

of Lecuyer's plight,· it sent a relief party under Antoine
Breda, but it arrived too late to be of any assistance.
Fortunately, in October of 1795, most of Lecuyer's and
Breda's men encountered a third expedition corning up the
.
. 27
M1.ssour1..
This expedition, which had left Saint Louis near
the end of August in 1795, was led by James Mackay, a
general agent for the Missouri Company.

Mackay's instruc-

tions, in part, called for the pacification of the Missouri
tribes and the establishment of trade sufficient to counteract English traders who were encroaching from the north.
Mackay felt strongly that the Ponca should be severely
reprimanded or punished.
the Omaha.

The Mackay party wintered with

For winter quarters the men constructed Fort

Charles, a few miles south of present Omadi, Nebraska.
After chiding the Omaha for pillaging boats of Spanish
traders, Mackay made with them a mutually beneficial alliance for trade and friendship which held the Ponca 1.n
check.

On November 24, he informed a Ponca chief, who was

visiting the Omaha camp, that in view of past Ponca rnisconduct the Spanish would now discontinue their trade.
27 Nasatir, "Anglo-Spanish Rivalry," 377.
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Omaha Chief Blackbird, he

~~dded,

would henceforth act as

the intermediary in any Spanish-Ponca relations.

Further-

more, in exchange for Spanish protection and gifts, Chief
Blackbird promised aid in punishing the Ponca in the event
of any future depredations against traders.

This in effect

bought the Spanish traders safe passage through Ponca
t

.
.
errltory
an d lncreased
Omaha control over the Ponca. 28

Yet, in spite of the Omaha alliance, the impact
of the Spanish on the Missouri River tribes gradually declined until 1803 when Spain lost the Louisiana Territory.
Hoping to counteract English influence on the Upper Missouri,
Spain, during her last years there, officially spent most
of her energies in consideration of forts, militia, and
other defensive measures which never materialized.

The

Governor General of Louisiana, Baron De Carondelet, offered
two suggestions which he felt would strengthen Spanish
trade and control.

He petitioned the Spanish Government

to subsidize the Missouri Company at the rate of 10,000
pesos per annum, so that the company could be more competitive.

He also pleaded for the lowering of import and ex-

port duties.

Neither plan was acted upon, and, as a re-

sult, Spanish traders could not compete with the superior
28 IIouck, The Spanish Regime in Missouri, 2: 181193; Annie H. Abel;-ed., "Mackay's Table of Distances,"
The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 10 (1923-24) :
428-431.
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and less expens1ve British yoods. 29
Ignored by the Spanish, the Ponca experienced
ser1ous difficulties in the early 1800's.

Constant raids

by the Brul~ Sioux and ravages of smallpox, carried upriver by traders, decimated the tribe to eighty warriors.
/

In 1804, the Brule took advantage of the weakened condition of the Ponca and carried off sixty men and several
women and children into slavery.

Fortunately, through

Omaha intervention most of these unfortunate Ponca regained
their freedom and took refuge with the Omaha tribe during
the winter of 1804.

30

Almost unbelievably, the Ponca, as a result of
their contact with the French and Spanish, underwent no
significant changes 1n their life style.

They suffered

many hardships, but they were able to maintain permanent
villages near the mouth of the Niobrara River, where they
practiced a rudimentary type agriculture.

Twice each year

they traversed the plains, hunting buffalo for meat and
hides.

Whether they were on the plains as hunters or 1n

their permanent villages, the Ponca observed certain
29 Nasatir, Before Lewis and Clark, 2: 385-395.
30 Annie H. Abel, ed., Tabeau's Narrative of
Loisel's Expedition to the Upper Missouri (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1939), 99-100.
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cultural customs and tradi • i_ons.

These cultural traits

identified them as a tribal entity and set them apart
.
. R1ver.
.
31
.
from the oth er S1ouan
tr1'b es along the M1ssour1
31

rbid., 100-101.

CHAPTER II
MATERIAL CULTURE
The eighteenth and nineteenth century Ponca possessed both Woodland and plains Indian characteristics.
These traits were 1n evidence in several aspects of their
material culture.
trative example.

Their means of subsistence is an illusThe continued dependence upon agricul-

ture was a \.-Joodland heritage; the tribal buffalo hun·t
reflected their adaptation to the plains environment. 1
Unlike some tribes who settled in the historic
period on the plains, agriculture, which had been practiced
from time immemorial, continued to be a major economic pursuit of the Ponca after the tribe settled near the Niobrara
River.

Corn (maize) was the staple crop, primarily because

of its reliability and ease of cultivation.

Each spring,

corn was planted and tended (two hoeings) by the squaws,
until the crop was mature enough to grow unaided.
people left their village for the summer hunt.

Then the

Usually

this hunt lasted until fall, when the corn was ready for
harvest.

The Ponca then returned to their permanent
1 Howard,

"The Ponca Tribe," v111.
20

21
village, harvested the cor1 , and placed it on scaffolds
After the corn was dried~ i t was

to dry for winter use.

stored in cistern-like pits, usually inside the dwellings.
Although the Ponca planted some corn each year, if possible,
they did not always enjoy a fruitful harvest.

Many times

floods, droughts'· grasshoppers, or unfriendly Indians
ruined the crop, tragedies that caused the Ponca much
suffering during the following winter. 2
Even though corn was their staple crop, several
foods, both cultivated and wild, were eaten.

Beans, squash,

pumpkins, gourds, and even watermelons were sometimes
planted.

3

Like the corn, these crops were also left in

the field to ripen with little cultivation.
were widely used.

Wild edibles

During excursions away from camp, the

women foraged for potatoes, turnips, sweetpeas, onions,
rlce, and "mouse beans.

11

In season strawberries, rasp-

berries, Juneberries, buffaloberries, grapes, plums, and
crabapples provided a welcome supplement to the Ponca
diet.

Many of these edibles were preserved (dried)

use during the winter months.

for

4

2 omaha and Ponca Tribes, Educational Leaflet No. 2
(Omaha:
Nebraska State Historical Society, 1953), 2.
3 Howard,

11

The Ponca Tr l'b e,

II

45 .

4Melvin Randolph Gilmore, "Uses of Plants by the
Indians of the Missouri River Region," Bureau of American
Ethnology, Thirty-Third Annual Report (Washington, 1919),
67, 120; Tom Knudsen (Northern Ponca), to Kenneth R. Jacobs,
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Yet, regardless of the success of the annual agricultural crops and food gathering pursuits, hunting provided the bulk of the diet.
hunting:

The Ponca used two methods of

the individual or small group hunt, usually for

small game, and the community tribal buffalo hunt.

The

most numerous of the small game included rabbit, turtle,
fish, duck, and geese.

Rabbits and sitting fowl were

taken with bow, while turtles were usually speared.

Al-

though sometimes speared in shallow water, fish were most
often caught with a line and a bird's claw hook.

Large

animals hunted included elk, antelope, deer, bear, and
buffalo.

Often these animals were driven onto some 1ce-

covered stream where, if they faltered, they became eas1er
prey.

5

After the Ponca had become well-established on the
plains, buffalo became their mainstay of life.

The over-

whelming bulk of these animals were taken in two annual
communal hunts, in the summer and in the fall.
were well organized and important events.

These hunts

The chiefs 1n

conference decided when the hunt would begin.

They ap-

pointed a leader, always a warrior who had gained the
confidence of the tribe by exhibiting consistent bravery
interview, Niobrara, Nebraska, 21 July 1975. Mouse beans
were wild beans stored i~ holes in the ground by rodents
.for winter.
Indian women were always on the lookout for
this source of food.
5Howard, "The Ponca Tribe, .. 39-41.
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and good judgment, to plan 3nd direct the entire hunt.

To

assist him in keeping order and in conducting the hunt, the
leader appointed buffalo-police from among the bravest war.

r1ors.

6

On the way to the buffalo range, the tribe, led
by the sacred pipe keeper, traveled in four-day intervals,
then encamped and sent out scouts.

After the Ponca

acquired horses, the keeper and the p1pe were transported
on separate mounts.

Following the pipekeeper, came the

hunt leader bearing his insignia, a crooked staff wrapped
in swanskin and decorated with eagle and crow feathers.
Next came the hunters, followed by the rest of the people
with their tents, hunting equipment, and other belongings
borne by pack-horses and dogs.

The traditional camp circle

was observed, except the mouth of the camp circle faced
west instead of east.

The sacred p1pe keeper had a special

tipi in the center of the circle.

The hunt leader's tipi,

which served as headquarters, was also near the center.
When the scouts alerted the tribe that buffalo
had been located, the chiefs, the hunt leader, and the
buffalo-police gathered in the leader's tipi and prayed
6 Gilmore, "Uses of Plants by the Indians of the
Missouri River Region," 4; George F. Will and George E.
Hyde, Corn among the Indians of the Upper Missouri
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1964), 91.
7 Howard,

"The Ponca Tr 1'b e,

II

40 .

7
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for a fruitful hunt.

Afte~wards,

the warr1ors were dis-

persed to encircle the herd, if possible.

Whether on foot

or on horseback, with bow or with gun, the Ponca, when
expedient, used the surround method.

When the hunters

were all in place, unseen by the buffalo, the hunt leader
gave the signal, and everyone charged the herd, hoping to
start the animals milling in confusion.
buffalo as possible were killed.

Then, as many

Cows and young animals

were preferable for their superior meat and softer hides,
but some bulls were taken for their tougher skin.

After

the killing and skinning were over, the meat was cut into
transportable size pieces and carried back to camp, where
the women sliced it into strips and jerked it for later
use.

Everyone shared 1n the buffalo kill, although cer-

tain choice cuts were reserved for the warrior who had
killed the animal and for those who helped skin and cut
the meat.

Usually, after each successful kill, there was

a feast of fresh boiled or roasted buffalo tongue.

8

Seasoning for the food was not unknown, especially
salt and sugar.

The tribe made annual visits to a salt

flat three miles west of present Lincoln, Nebraska, where
the women dug out chunks of salt, dried it, and then
transported a year's supply back to their Niobrara village.
This enabled the Ponca to preserve meat either by drying

8 rbid., 41.
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or by salt curing.

When mt

,1

t was plentiful, pemmlcan was

prepared as an emergency ration.

The Ponca made pemmican

by boiling the marrow from bones, and then mixing this fat
with pounded or pulverized salted meat.

Sometimes nuts

and berries were included ln the mixture, and the finished
product was always stored in sections of gut.

The Ponca

obtained sugar by boiling the sap of maple and hickory
trees.

Another sweetner, wild honey, was much sought after

by the Ponca and was considered a delicacy when mixed with
nuts.

9

Hunting likewise supplied the tribe with material
for clothing.

When the first contact with the white man

occurred, Ponca clothing was fashioned entirely from
animal skins.

In summer the men wore moccasins, leggings

of deer or elk skin that reached from the ankle to the hip,
and an elk or deer skin breechcloth that passed between
the legs and was secured by a belt at the waist.

The ends

of the breechcloth, one in front and the other behind,
hung from the waist to mid-thigh.

In winter a one-piece

deer or elk skin shirt with openings for the neck and
arms was worn.

A round otter-skin cap and a buffalo robe

were also added for protection in the winter.
clothing similar to the adult males.
9 Ibid.

I

4 4.

10 Ibid., 61-62.

10

Boys wore
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In both summer and winter, the women wore a oneplece deer or elk skin dress that reached to mid-calf.
The females' leggings were knee-length, and their hightopped moccasins covered their ankles completely.

Like

the men, the women wore buffalo robes in the winter.

Girls

were dressed in the same mode and fashion as the women.
Elk or deer skins were most desirable for clothing, because
they could be worked to a fine texture. 11
Moccasins were the three-piece type.

The two-

plece upper portion was made of soft deer skin.

One

plece formed the toe and heel, and was sewn together at
the back of the heel.

The second upper piece was fashioned

into an overlapping tongue.

The third piece, or sole, was

fashioned from the tough neck skin of a bull buffalo.

Al-

though most moccasins were left ln their original pelt
colors, some Ponca occasionally dyed them black, a color
not used by any other North American tribe.

The black dye

was obtained by firing a particular clay found along the
Niobrara River.

Ordinarily, the Ponca did not decorate

their everyday clothing. Their ceremonial costumes and
moccasins, on the other hand, were very elaborate with
fringes, quillwork, beadwork, feathers, or fur ornamenta.
12
tlon.
11 rbid.
12 Ibid.
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Historically, Ponci· dwellings were of four types:
the round earth lodge, the hemispherical skin lodge, the
elongated hide lodge, and the three-pole tipi.
lodge was a plains adaptation.

The earth

According to tribal legend,

the Ponca acquired their earth lodge design from their
neighbors, the Arikara, a Caddoan tribe that had previously
migrated northward and settled on the Missouri River near
present Bismark, North Dakota, and then modified it considerably to meet their own needs and desires.

Ponca

lodges varied in size, from twenty to forty feet in diameter, from ten to fifteen feet high in the center, and
from five to seven feet high along the eaves.

Most of the

construction was done by the women, although the men did
help with the heavy posts and beams.

For a large lodge,

a circle was excavated from one to five feet deep and
then ringed with posts {usually elm)

from ten to fifteen

feet apart and extending about five feet above ground level.
These uprights were then connected by fastening poles to
their tops.

Next, four larger posts were set so as to

form a fifteen-foot square in the center of the lodge.
These main posts extended ten or more feet above the ground
and were also connected on top by four poles.

Small

saplings were then laid like rafters across the central
square and down to the outer rlng of shorter posts.

This

framework was covered with grass, or reeds, over which a
layer of sod or dirt was applied.

An opening was left ln

28
the top of the lodge to prl~ide light and to serve as a
smoke hole.

The entry was usually a tunnel that extended

from five to ten feet out from the main structure.

For

heating and cooking purposes, a circular depression or
fireplace was located in the center of the lodge.

The

fire area varied, but usually it was about one foot deep
and from three to four feet wide.

In the construction of

earth lodges, the Ponca did not observe the camp circle,
although to take advantage of the morning sun, the dwelllngs seemed always to face the east. 13
The hemispherical and elongated hide lodge was
built for either temporary or summertime use.

It was much

less difficult to construct, but it was also less stable
than the earth lodge.

The framework was built upon the

same principle as its earthen counterpart, except long
slender green poles were used.

These poles were set in

the earth, bent, and tied to form either shape desired.
Then, other small poles or vines were fastened crosswise
along the uprights to form a lattice type frame.

When

the frame was complete, tanned buffalo hides were stretched
and fastened over the entire structure.

The hemispherical

type was usually smaller than the earth lodge, but the
13James Owen Dorsey, "Omaha Dwellings, Furniture,
and Implements," Bureau of American Ethnology, Thirteenth
Annual Report (Washington, 1896), 269-278; Ralph Linton,
The Origins of the Plains Earth Lodge, American AnthroEologist 26 (April 1924) : 24 7-249.
11

11
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elongated version was ofterj forty feet in length.

One

advantage of the skin lodge was that the skins could be
rolled up at the bottom for ventilation in hot weather. 14
The tipi was the last type dwelling utilized by
the Ponca.

Even though it was first introduced for a

specific purpose, it became increasingly popular until
the reservation period, and it is still used in ceremonial
activities.

The Ponca tipi was of three-pole construction

and differed little from other plains three-pole tipis.
In construction, three fourteen to sixteen foot poles
(usually cedar) were laid on the ground and tied together
with rawhide about three feet from the top.

These three

poles, hoisted into position with the butt end of the poles
on the ground, formed the base or foundation around which
other poles were placed that crossed at the apex.

The num-

ber of poles used varied according to the size of the tipi
desired, but it is estimated that the Ponca used anywhere
from twelve to twenty.

The outer covering was made by

sewing together ten or twelve tanned buffalo hides.

The

covering was tied at the tipi top, except for the smoke
hole opening, with rawhide and pinned to the ground with
sharpened wooden pegs.

The open front, from the smoke

flap down to the entry opening, was laced together with
14 norsey,
ments,11 269-278.

11

0maha Dwellings, Furniture, and Imple-
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long, thin, wooden pegs.

1

four by s1x foot skin, with

the hair turned to the outside to repel water, served as
the tipi door, fastened only at the top and held taut by
.
.
15
a st1ck t1ed crosswise along the center flap.

Ponca tipis were well made and very durable.

The

finished tipi was usually twelve feet high, ten to fifteen
feet in diameter at the base, and about one and a half feet
across at the top.

The hides were carefully sewed by the

means of an elkhorn awl and with either deer or buffalo
s1new.

Tipis often were painted with symbolic designs

that depicted past battles or hunts.

The tipi was used

principally on the annual buffalo hunts and when holding
a sun dance, but later, in the pre-reservation period as
the Ponca became increasingly nomadic, it
used as a winter dwelling.

w~s

sometimes

The winter tipi encampment did

not adhere to the circular pattern, because it was located
1n a wooded area for protection from the wind and cold.

16

Furnishings for all four types of dwellings were
few and similar.

Two or three buffalo hides, with the

hair left on, served as beds.

The beds were located oppo-

site the door and along the sides of the structure.

Some-

times crude benches, built along the walls of the earth
lodge were used for sitting and sleeping, while the space

lSibid., 271-274.
16

rbid., 273-275.
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underneath was utilized

fo~

storage.

The few cooking

implements were either kept near the fire area or hung
from the pole used to support the cooking pots over the
fire.

Extra clothing was stored in parfleche-type trunks

and placed underneath the beds or in some other unused
area of the dwelling. 17
Before the arrival of white traders, tools and
other essentials were made from native materials.

The

primary early agricultural implement was the hoe, made
from the scapula (shoulder blade) of a buffalo.

The hoe

was the principal tool used for planting and cultivating
crops and for all other activities that required a digging
or chopping instrument.

Scrapers, used mostly for tanning

and working hides, were made from buffalo horns.

Sometimes,

even knife blades and large spoons were fashioned from
buffalo horns.

Wood was used most often for spoons, bowls,

mortars, and pestles.

Since the traditional method of

eating meat, unless it was in soup, was to impale it upon
18
.
.
a sharpened st1ck,
not many eat1ng
utens1'1 s were nee d e d .

The Ponca made clay pottery and bark baskets before white contact, but there is too little surviving
evidence to determine the quality or the exact method
employed 1n the manufacture of pottery.
17 rbid., 275-278.
18

rbid., 277-278.

The evidence
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that does exist, suggests

L

:1at they used the paddle-and-

anvil method with some check stamping.

They did, however,

continue to make bark baskets for carrying and storing
purposes long after they had acquired white men's trade
goods.

These baskets were made from the bark of the

ta-wa-ahe (probably willow)
near their Niobrara home.

trees found along the streams
The Ponca, unlike some tribes,

stripped the bark from the tree in horizontal sections instead of pulling it upward or downward. 19
Before the Ponca possessed firearms, the principal
weapons used were the bow and arrow, the spear or lance,
the war shield, the knife, and the war club.

Ponca bows

were fashioned from either ash or Osage-orange and were
considered to be of high quality.

Although arrowheads were

made by a recognized arrowhead maker, the bow and arrow
shafts were usually the product of each individual warrior.
There was no standard bow length, but most were approximately four feet long, which was considerably longer than
the average bow of the typical plains Indians.

The bow

wood was first heated over hot coals until it became somewhat pliable, then a slight curve was bent at the middle.
Next, two notches were made on the bow head and another on
the bow foot to secure the bow string.

Bow strings were

19 Robert W. Neuman, "Check-Stamped Pottery on the
Northern and Central Great Plains," American Antiquity 29
(July 1963): 17-18.
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made by rolling together pleces of wet sinew taken from
the back of an elk or a buffalo.

Usually, a warrior car-

ried an extra bow string, 1n case one became damaged or
broken.

When the bow was not 1n use, the string was un-

strung.

Unlike some of their neighbor tribes, the Ponca

did not make compound bows. 20
Most arrow shafts were two feet in length and were
made from either ash, dogwood, or Juneberry saplings.
After it was cut, the shaft was smoothed and polished by
rubbing it with snakegrass, which had the same effect as
sandpaper.

A flint or metal arrowhead was then attached

to one end by binding it with sinew.

To provide greater

accuracy in flight, three eagle feathers were fastened on
the other end, and when the warrior painted his identification mark on the shaft, the arrow was finished.

The number

of arrows carried, which varied with each individual, usually was from five to twenty.

Ponca quivers, made from

otter skin, were frequently decorated with quill or beadwork.21
Another weapon used by the Ponca was the spear or
lance.

Spears ranged in length from six to ten feet and

were tipped with a sharpened flint inserted into the split
20 oorsey, "Omaha Dwellings, Furniture, and Implements," 286; Omaha and Ponca Tribes, 405.
21 rbid.
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end of the handle.

Usuall}, they were made from ash or

some other hardwood, but after the introduction of firearms,
cedar was preferred, because of its lightness, since the
spear was then carried mainly by the standard bearer of
.
.
.
22
th e warrlor
socletles.
Shields were employed as a defensive weapon.

The

Ponca shield was circular in shape and was made from the
tough shoulder skin of a buffalo.

Several layers of hide

were stretched over a willow frame until the owner was
satisfied that it would deflect any enemy projectile.
Sometimes sand was applied, with glue made from buffalo
hoofs, to the outer layer of skin to provide extra strength.
The warrior decorated his shield and its deer skin cover
with paintings of his medicine or other desirable symbols.
The knife, important for many purposes, was often
used in close combat, particularly when a warrior 1 s bow or
gun became inoperable.

Knife blades were made of flint or

bone, until metal could be obtained through trade.

Near

their Niobrara home, the Ponca quarried a blue flint that,
when sharpened, made excellent knife blades.

The blade

was shaped by chipping small pieces from it with another
stone.

When the desired shape was attained, it was then
22 rbid., 5.
23

rbid.

23
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fastened with sinew and glt :~ to a handle of wood or bone. 24
War clubs, and later metal tomahawks, used by the
Ponca were of two kinds.

The one-piece "rifle-stock," or

"rabbit-leg," type had a sixteen to twenty-two inch ash
handle with a large knob on the end.
had elaborate carvings on the handle.

This type sometimes
The other type had

a stone head inserted in a split in one end of the hardwood
handle and was securely bound with sinew and glue.

The

latter was borrowed from the Teton Sioux, while the wooden
club reflects a hold-over from their woodland heritage.
The metal tomahawk head, which became available late in
the eighteenth century, soon superseded the other types.
The metal heads had an opening into which a straight wooden
handle was driven or pegged on the end to hold it secure.
To provide additional security against the head slipping
off the handle, the Ponca sometimes bound the head to the
25
. h raw h'd
1 e.
h an dl e w1t
One of the Poncas' most important possessions was
the horse.

Although there is some question as to exactly

when this tribe acquired the horse, it is safe to say it
was near 1750.

About this time, the Comanche, who at that

time possessed horses, occupied the sand hills reg1on of
western Nebraska, where they carne in contact with the
24 norsey, "Omaha Dwellings, Furniture, and Implements," 278-279.
25 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 55.
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Ponca.

The two tribes wert at first hostile.

The Ponca,

awe stricken by the superb horsemanship displayed by the
Comanche in their dashing attacks, sought a means for
establishing peace.

Fortunately, the advantages of trade

led to the establishment of peace.

The Comanche desired

the superior bow used by the Poncas; the Poncas wanted
horses.

The Comanche taught the Ponca how to use, ride,

and care for their newly acquired horses.

The horse made

it possible for the Ponca to hunt and to fight more
effectively and to transport their goods more rapidly and
efficiently.

After the Comanche left the area, the Ponca

by means of the horse were able to extend their range
deeper onto the buffalo plains and simultaneously adapt
their culture to their plains environment.

Unlike many

tribes, the Ponca valued mules almost as highly as horses~
and likewise used them for hunting, for beasts of burden,
and for ceremonial parades.

26

Accessories for the horse included bridles, re1ns,
and saddles.

The bridle and two reins were fashioned from

strips of rawhide.

The hair side of the buffalo hide was

26 John C. Ewers, "The Horse in Blackfoot Indian
Cultures: With Comparative Material from other Western
Tribes," Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin No. 159
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1969},
4-5; Alice C. Fletcher and Francis LaFlesche, "The Omaha
Tribe," Bureau of American Ethnology, Twenty-Seventli Annual
Report (Washington, 1911), 79-80; Frank Gilbert Roe, The
Indian and the Horse {Norman:
University of Oklahoma
Press, 1955);-118.
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turned to the inside on th(
chafing the horse's skin.
11

the high

nose and chin straps to avoid
The saddle, which resembled

Spanish" type, was made by covering a wooden

(usually elm)

frame with buffalo or elk hide.

Buffalo

skins, and later blankets, served as saddle pads.

For

greater ease of movement, saddles were not used on the
buffalo hunt. 27
The number of horses possessed was an
of wealth and social standing.

indication~

Those who owned several,

usually trained a special horse for war and another for
hunting.

In addition to the natural increase, the Ponca

obtained horses by trading, stealing, and catching them 1n
the wild.

Although wild stock was the least desirable,

the Ponca were very adept at the capture.
method was by means of a lasso.

The most popular

The lasso was made by

plaiting the hair from the head of a buffalo into a rope,
about three-quarters of an inch 1n diameter and from twenty
to fifty feet in length.

One end of the rope was then

shaped into a noose large enough to slip over a horse's
head, and the ends of the noose were fastened with short
strips of rawhide to a long pole.

The other end of the

rope was coiled and secured to the rider's waist.

When he

carne close enough, the hunter slipped the noose over the

rnen ts, 11

27 oorsey, "Omaha Dwellings, Furniture, and Irnple2 8 0.
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wild horse's head; then, tlH3 short cords broke, the pole
was discarded, and the rider held on to the hair rope
until the victim was subdued. 28
The Ponca also had a unique method of breaking
their horses.

First, the horse was taken to a three or

four foot deep stream which had a muddy bottom.

Then a

small boy was placed on the saddleless horse, which was
driven back and forth until the horse became accustomed
to a weight upon its back.

The water and the muddy bottom

kept the horse's bucking to a minimum, and, even if the
. .
d . 29
r1. d er was th rown, h e was usua 11 y unlnJure

The acquisition of the horse did much to make the
Ponca a plains Indian.

Because horses provided the means

for increased mobility and lessened the burden of transporting camp goods, meat, and hides by travois, the tribal
hunt could be vastly extended.

Also, the horse enabled the

tribe to give immediate chase to their enemies and, whenever
.
necessary, to carry out reta 1 1atory
ra1'd s. 30

Other means of transportation and travel included
the use of dogs, hide boats, and snowshoes.

Before the

acquisition of the horse, the dog was the only domesticated
animal the Ponca possessed.
28

The tribe bred and raised

rbid., 281.

29 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 49-50.
30

rbid., 49.
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three kinds.

The most impc:ctant, a large animal with

pointed ears, was used to transport goods by means of a
dog travois or a back pack.

Once while hunting in the

Rocky Mountains, these work dogs had to be fitted with
hide moccasins to prevent frostbite and other damage to
.
31
t h e1r paws.

Another type, which resembled a small

Collie, was used in hunting small game.

This breed was

sometimes called "four eyes" because it always had a tan
spot just above each eye.

The third type, also small, was

raised for its flesh and hair.

These animals were fattened

on camp garbage for human consumption.

Unlike the Chey-

ennes, who usually regarded dog meat as a delicacy to be
served on special occasions and to distinguished visitors,
the Ponca served it, usually in a soup, any time rations
ran short.

The hair from these dogs was used for sashes,

turbans, and garters.

32

The Ponca sometimes had to travel by water, too
deep and wide to ford, and this was done in round hide or
"bull" boats.
~1issouri

Usually this travel was confined to the

River, as the Niobrara River was almost always

fordable.

In making a skin boat, the Ponca bent ten red

willow saplings into a round framework and secured this
31 Ibid., 48.
32 Ibid. , 4 8-49; "Ponca and Pot taw a tami," The Duke
Collection: American Indian History 50 (unpublished MS,
T-597; Norman:
University of Oklahoma American Indian
Institute, 1972): 8.
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frame with rawhide thongs.
and glued over the frame.

Several green hides were sewn
This made a reasonably safe

vehicle that was controlled and propelled by a flattened
elm paddle.

Usually two to three people could ride in

the boat without difficulty. 33
In winter, snow was difficult to traverse and was
especially troublesome to hunters.

To facilitate their

movement over snow, the Ponca fashioned wooden snowshoes.
The snowshoe was an oblong device, made by bending a willow
branch to the desired shape.

Smaller willow stems, v1nes,

or sometimes rawhide, were stretched over the frame 1n a
criss-cross fashion.

Although it required constant repalr,

when worn for a great distance, this made a fairly efficient
snowshoe.

34

The Ponca were great music enthusiasts and consequently possessed several musical instruments.

Their ex-

treme interest stemmed from a belief that music was a
medium of communication between man and the unseen.

For

example, the Ponca sang before going to war, go1ng on the
hunt, and on all ceremonial occasions; they also sang when
they planted crops, hunted herbs, and even during preparation for participation in sports.
33 oorsey,
ments,., 281.
34

Ibid.

11

In fact, almost every

0maha Dwellings, Furniture, and Imple-
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experience of life, from ClJdle to grave, called for some
.
35
sor t o f mus1c.
The early musical instruments of the Ponca included
whistles, rattles, flutes, and drums.

Whistles were made

from cedar wood, eagle bone, and elder wood.

The cedar

whistle was usually from eight inches to one foot long,
and was made by hollowing out a small, straight cedar
branch and cutting one hole in the top near the lip end.
Both adults and children used cedar whistles.

Eagle bone

whistles were made from the small hollow wing bones of the
eagle.

Usually, warriors were the only users of this type

of whistle, since it was used primarily in ceremonies.
Later, all participants in the sun dance were allowed
eagle bone whistles.

Then, an eagle feather was attached

to one end for decoration; today, the eagle bone whistle
1s also used in peyote ceremonies.
was primarily a child's toy.

The elder wood whistle

The pithy substance 1n the

center of an elder branch was pushed out, and one or more
holes were cut in the top

Sl. d e

to camp l ete t h e wh.1st l e.

36

Ponca rattles were either of the gourd or greenhide type.

A hole was punched in a four to six inch round

35 Harlety Burr Alexander and Alice C. Fletcher,
Indian Music (Santa Fe: School of Indian Research, 1926),
n.p.
36 norsey,

ments," 281-282.

"Omaha Dwellings, Furniture, and Imple-
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gourd, allowing for the

ex~raction

of the gourd's contents

and the insertion of either pebbles or seeds for the rat.tling effect.

A wooden handle was then placed into the

hole and secured with glue and rawhide.

For a hide rattle,

a round twig framework was constructed over which a green
skin was stretched and a wooden handle was attached.

The

entire rattle was strengthened by dipping the round part
in glue.

Rattles were used by medicine men and for almost

all ceremonial occasions.
.

wows an d peyo t e serv1ces.

They are currently used in pow37

Flutes were made from red cedar and were used by /
the young Ponca males in courtship activities.

In the

even1ng, a young suitor, out of sight but within hearing
distance of the tipi of his desired mate, would play love
songs on his flute, hoping that the female would join him
but satisfied if she just acknowledged his musical efforts.
The flute does not seem to have been connected in any way
with Ponca ceremonies.

The cedar flute was similar to the

cedar whistle, except it was usually longer and had more
. the upper s1'd e. 38
pitch holes cut1n
Undoubtedly, the oldest Ponca musical instrument,
and certainly the most important and the most used, was
the drum.

The drum was made by hollowing out a large

37 rbid., 282.
38 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe, .. 80-81.
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p1ece of wood.

Sometimes it was hollow all the way through,

and, when this was the case, hide was stretched over both
ends, although only one end was played.

Drums were used

in all tribal ceremonies, festivities, and dances.

At

present, a drum partly filled with water is the principal
instrument used 1n peyote rites.

To become a drum player,

the individual had to serve an apprenticeship with a
recognized player before being pronounced proficient with
.
.
t
1ns
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th 1s
Just as their possessions set them apart from
other Indian tribes, the Ponca were also different to a
degree in physical appearance, language, and in the manner
in which they viewed life in general.

Therefore, a knowl-

edge of the non-material culture is essential to understand
the Ponca as a tribe.

CHAPTER III
NON-MATERIAL CULTURE
Physically, the Ponca were better proportioned
than any of their cognate tribes.
muscular.

The men were tall and

Six feet was not an uncommon height.

women were slender and graceful.

The

Many travelers described

them as exceptional 1n their beauty.

Both sexes were light

brown 1n color, and they were a lighter hue than their
Kansa or Quapaw kinsmen.
for their stamina.

The men were especially noted

It has been recorded on several occa-

sions that a Ponca warrior, on foot, was able to overtake
an enemy on horseback.

Vigorous physical exertion seems

to have contributed much to the well-being of the men. 1
The language spoken by the Ponca is Cegiha, a
subdivision of the widespread Siouan.

Cegiha means "be-

longing to the people of this land" or "those dwelling
here."

If a Ponca was challenged in the dark, in his own
1

James Owen Dorsey, "On the Comparative Phonology
of Four Siouan Tribes," Annual Report of the Smithsonian
Institution for the Year 1883 (Washington~885), 919-920;
George Catli~North American Indians: Being Letters and
Notes on their Manners, Customs, and Cond.ltiOns Written-During Eight Year's Travel Amongst the Wildest Tribes of
Indians-rn-North America, 1832-1839~vols. (Edinburgh:John Grant, 1926), I: 238.
44
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territory, he would say, "J am a Cegiha"; but, if away
from his territory, he would reply, "I am a Ponca."
Although all five Dhegiha tribes speak variations of Cegiha,
only the Ponca and Omaha can communicate with each other.
The Kansa, Osage, and Quapaw speak an entirely different
dialect.

The dialect of the Ponca and Omaha had some major

differences, enough to make easy a speaker's tribal identity.

The voice inflection differed; a Ponca spoke with a

more rhythmic or s1ng-song pattern. 2
Although the Ponca kept "winter counts," on a
limited scale, by using signs and symbols, they had no
satisfactory written language until the 1880's.

James Owen

Dorsey, a missionary, after studying the Cegiha language
for more than a decade, prepared in the 1880's a Ponca
.

.

grammar an d d 1ct1onary.

3

The Ponca tribe was organized into half-tribes,
phratries, and gentes.

This tribal differentiation was

observed in the camp circle during the annual buffalo
2

Dorsey, "On the Comparative Phonology of Four
Siouan Tribes," 919.
3

John W. Powell, ed., Bureau of American Ethnology,
First Annual Report (Washington, 1881), xiii-xix.
There
are no surviving Ponca "winter counts." See also James
Owen Dorsey, "Ponka ABC Ha-ba-ru," Missionary Jurisdiction
of Niobrara (New York, 1873), 1-6; James Owen Dorsey,
"Omaha and Ponka Letters," Smithsonian Bureau of Ethnology,
Bulletin 11 (Washington, 1891), 5-127; James Owen Dorsey,
"The Cegiha Language," U.S. Geographical and Geological
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region (Washington, 1890),
1-377.
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hunts.

The half-tribes we1c2 the Tciju and the Wajaje.

The Tciju contained two phratries:
and the Wind Makers or War.

the Thunder or Fire,

Facing north, the tipis of

these two phratries made up the east half of the camp
circle with the Fire phratry located in the northeast
quadrant and the Wind Makers in the southeast.
phratry contained two gentes.

Each

The Fire phratry was com-

posed of the Hisada (Thunder People) and the Wasabehitaji
(Touch Not the Skin of a Black Bear) , and the Wind Makers
were divided into the Cixida (Wildcat People) , which had
two subgroups, and the Kikapashna (Elk People), which had
at least three subdivisions. 4
The Wajaje half-tribe had the western half of the
camp circle.

It contained the Earth phratry, which camped

in the southwest quadrant, and the Water phratry which
camped in the northwest segment.

All the gentes took

their positions in a clockwise arrangement starting with
the Fire phratry.

The Earth phratry consisted of two gens,

the Makan (Medicine People) and the Wacabe
People), each with two subdivisions.

(Dark Buffalo

The Hater phratry

contained the gens Wajaje (Osage People) divided into two
groups, and the Nuge

(Reddish-yellow Buffalo People) .

5

4 James Owen Dorsey, 11 The Social Organization of
the Siouan Tribes," Journal of American Folk-Lore 4
(November 1891): 331-332.
r:

:>Ibid.
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Water
Phratry

Thunder or
Fire
Phratry

WAJAJE
HALF-TRIBE
Earth
Phratry
6

TCIJU
HALF-TRIBE

3

Wind Makers
or
\\Tar
Phratry

Fig. 2.--Sketch of Ponca Camp Circle. The
numerals refer to the fol~owing Gens: 1. Hisada or Rain
Makers, 2. Wasabehitaji or Touch not the Skin of a Black
Bear, 3. Cixida or Wildcat, 4. Nikapashna or Elk,
5. Makan or Medicine, 6. Wacabe or Dark Buffalo,
7. Wajaje or Osage and 8. Nuge or Reddish-yellow Buffalo.
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Each of the eight

~ens

had specific duties to

perform and taboos to observe.

The Hisada, or Rain

Makers, were in charge of the rain-making ceremony.

The

Wasabehitaji always provided the head chief, and its members must never touch the skin of a black bear.

The

activities for the Cixidas were not well defined, but they
were

forbid~en

to touch charcoal, verdigris, or blood.

The Nikapashna were the tribal barbers who supposedly had
power to cure headaches but must never touch buckskin.
Medicines, herbs and otherwise, were the responsibility of
the Makan gens or Medicine People, who were also the keepers
of the sacred pipe.

The Wacabe, whose duties are not

clearly defined, were forbidden to eat buffalo tongues or
to touch a buffalo head.

The Wajajes

(Osage People) were

renowned trackers, who served as scouts against enemies
and searched for lost tribesmen.
touch snakes.

They were forbidden to

The Nuge members, who supposedly knew every-

thing about water and ice, could not touch a buffalo's
head, skin, or eat buffalo tongue.

6

Kinship was the key to status, especially for the
male, in the family, ln the clan, and in the tribe.

In

Ponca society, which followed a patrilineal system, the
man was the dominant member of the family.

The eldest son

was the most honored child and always inherited the father's
6 Howard,

"The Ponca Tribe," 89-90; Fletcher and
LaFlesche, "The Omaha Tribe," 41-47.
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sacred bundles and ceremonJal responsibilities.

If the

eldest child was a girl, she too was honored, but she
could not inherit her father's possessions or privileges.
In fact, a male child was frequently adopted to maintain
the continuation of a family line.

Thus, unlike the system

that prevailed among the typical nomadic plains tribes,
the eldest son of a chief normally inherited his father's
office. 7
Usually a male child was allowed almost unrestricted
freedom until the age of seven or eight.

During this time,

he engaged in all sorts of play activities, but usually
these related to the hunt or to warfare.

Boys often made

miniature bows and arrows and held mock hunts and battles.
They played with the girls until age ten when the sexes were
separated until courting age.

The male child's schooling

was administered by the grandfather, if alive, or, if not,
by other elders.

At the age of seven or eight, boys were

expected to begin assuming some responsibilities, including
herding the livestock.

The early teenage years were spent

in preparation for becoming a warr1or.

Because of the

small amount of warriors, Ponca boys, sometimes as young
7 "Ponca Peace Pipe Legend," Omaha, Su1~day WorldHerald, 15 June 1952, sec. 4B, 2. Joseph Birdhead, the
last keeper of the sacred pipe, donated it to the University of Nebraska, where it still resides in its buffalo
skin case.
Birdhead donated the pipe because his only
child, a daughter, was ineligible to inherit it.
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as twelve, accompanied war parties.

They were not recog-

nized, however, as full-fledged warriors until they had
participated 1n war parties, counted coup, and afterwards
participated 1n the sun dance. 8
Generally, males did not marry until they were in
their twenties.

The male had to first prove himself as a

warrior, provider, and, if possible, possess a goodly
number of ponies and buffalo robes before he was considered
eligible for marriage.

The courtship procedure generally

paralleled that of other plains Indian tribes.

Whenever

possible the male used intermediaries, and, when he was
ready to propose, his parents presented gifts, usually
horses or robes, to the father of the prospective bride.
Often, the bride was as young as fourteen.

If the gifts

were not returned within five days, the proposal was
accepted.

Elopement, however, was not uncommon.

In fact,

in the nineteenth century when the tribe was 1n an 1mpoverished condition, it was recognized as a method of
marriage.

In such cases, the couple absented themselves

from the tribe for an unspecified time.

When they returned,

they were accepted as legitimately married.

A male could,

although he seldom did, have more than one wife.

Men were

bound by custom to marry and to care for their brothers'
8 stewart Culin, "Garnes of the North American
Indians," Bureau of American Ethnology, Twenty-Fourth
Annual Report (Washington, 1907), 383-394.
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widows.

Sororal polygyny, whereby the husband's w1ves

sisters were either wives or potential wives, was the
standard social norm. 9
Divorce could be, and often was, instituted by
either party.

Although the woman was considered to be the

property of her husband, she could terminate her marital
status, if wronged or mistreated, simply by stating that
she no longer wanted to be married.

If mistreatment was

involved, the wife could have her mother or brother intervene; then, if the warnings went unheeded, she could leave
her husband and return to her mother's lodge.

To divorce

a wife, the husband merely announced at the annual "give
away" dance that she displeased him.

10

Girls were allowed to play freely during their
early years.

They emulated their mothers by playing house,

dolls, and other games.

However, as soon as they were

able, they were required to assist the mother in her chores.
They helped cook, gather wood, prepare skins, and carry
water for family use.

Until age ten, girls played games

with boys, and were often close to their brothers.

After

that the brother, if older, seldom spoke directly to his
9 D. J. M. Wood, Agent U.S.

Indian Agency, Ponca,
Oklahoma, to C.I.A., 12 November 1890, 40 (original
letterbook, Indian Archives, Oklahoma Historical Society):
249-255.
10

Ibid., 250-255.
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sister; instead, he addres~ ed her through a third party;
and if no other person was present, he made his statement
in a loud voice.

The sister had to comply with his

. h es. 11
w1s
Girls generally married at a much earlier age than
boys.

Sixteen was considered the appropriate age, but

fourteen was not unusual.

A wife was expected to do all

the work around her husband's lodge or tipi, if it were
separate from his parents' dwelling.

Extended family

habitats were not uncommon among the Ponca, and, when this
was the case, the new bride shared the household responsibilities.

Marriage ensured Ponca women of security, but it

also relegated them to a life of hard work.

On the annual

buffalo hunts, the women were expected to erect and take
down the tipis and to prepare the meat and skins.

In

agricultural pursuits, in their permanent villages, the
women again did most of the work.

The only respite a wife

could expect was isolation in the menstrual hut during
menstruation or participation in one of the many
played by the women.

g~1es

12

The women were inveterate gamblers and played
several games of chance.

The plum stone game and shinney

11 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 85.
12c u 1'1n, "Garnes of the North American Indians, ..
187-189.
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ball were the most popular.

In the plum stone game, which

was somewhat similar to modern day dice, the women used
five plum stones or bones.

Three were marked only on one

side with lines or dots and the other two were marked on
both sides.

Two to four players could participate.

To

play, the stones were placed in a dish or bowl and dashed
on the ground.

The number of dots turned up was the score.

A designated number of short sticks were used as counters.
The player who won all the sticks received the stake, sometimes quite large.

According to Ponca legend, Ukiaba, a

tribal hero, invented the plum stone game by sending five
magic plum stones to a maiden he admired with word that
.
f or h er. 13
t h ey wou ld a l ways wln
Shinney ball was played by both women and men who
generally placed wagers on the outcome.

The game, very

similar to modern day soccer, was played with a skin-covered
grass ball, a two-foot crooked club, and a playing field
that ranged in length from three hundred to four hundred
yards.

Two posts, or goals, were placed at each end of the

field about twelve to fifteen feet apart.

The object of

the game was to propel the ball between the goal posts with
the aid of the club.

Men were much more aggressive than

women in their play and among them injuries were quite
common.

14

13 rbid.

14 rbid., 641-642.
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Several other
women.

game~

were played by both men and

Some of the more popular involved skills at archery.

One such game was played by shooting an arrow across another
arrow already on the ground so that the feathered ends
crossed.

The marksman who came closest won.

A similar

game, learned from the Yankton Sioux, was to shoot an arrow
into a pile of arrows.

The shooter got to keep the arrows

that the feather on his arrow touched.

Another game was

to dislodge an arrow that was hanging in the branches of a
tree by shooting an arrow at it. 15
There were several throwing games.

Of these the

hoop and pole game, played frequently by both men and boys,
was the most popular.

A slender ash sapling was cut 1n

the spring, when the sap was rising, and bent into a circle
by holding the wood over a fire.
with rawhide thongs.

The ends were then secured

The participants threw skin-covered

poles at the hoop while it was in motion.

The winner was

. k s t h roug h tne
,
.
1 e.
the person who threw the most st1c
c1rc

Generally, the boys tried to emulate the men and
their games, although one game, whip top, was played exelusively by younger boys.

It was much like a spinning

top, except it was played in winter on an ice-covered
stream with stone balls, river pebbles, or clay balls.
15
16

rbid.

I

383

I

Ibid., 517.

394.
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The wlnner was the player ' ~10 kept his ball spinning the
17
longest.
Horse raclng and ceremonial dancing also provided
entertainment and diversions from daily routine.

After

the Ponca acquired horses, races were held at any appropriate time except during the winter.

Frequently, the

races were inter-tribal with wagers placed on the outcome.
The sun dance was the largest and most sacred ceremony of
the Ponca.

It was held in June, when the corn had silked,

and it lasted for four days and four nights, during which
time the dancers abstained from food, water, and sleep.
The object of the dance was to bring rain for the crops.
The dance was held in a semicircular arbor partially
covered with brush and tree boughs to protect the dancers
from wind and sun.

The warriors and the young men who

desired warrior status were the participants.

The dancers

wore a blanket over their lower body, a fur necklace, and
a bandolier of red horse hair.

They formed in the shape

of a wheel and danced around a ceremonial pole, from morning until night, blowing eagle bone whistles.

The pole

had a nest of twigs at the top for the thunder bird (the
raln symbol) to stop in and, hopefully, to bless the Ponca
with raln.

Ropes of rawhide were fastened to the top of

the pole and to the dancers' chests.
17 Ibid., 747.

When he broke loose
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from the thong by ripping the flesh from his body, a dancer
was then considered an honorable man. 18
The pipe dance was in reality a second phase of the
sun dance.

A pipe, a drum, and gourd rattles, 1n the cen-

ter of the dance area, were used to accompany the dancers.
Each dancer carried a feathered stick that resembled a pipe
stem.

The object of the dance was to provide for the needy.

Those who needed charity (public welfare) prepared a small
bag of tobacco and passed it around.

They were then g1ven

goods by the more prosperous tribesmen.

Some, of course,

too lazy to provide for themselves took advantage of the
.
.
19
s1tuat1on.
Another important ceremony, the Hethoshka, or war
dance, was sponsored by the Hethoshka, a warrior society.
The sponsoring society arranged all events and provided
food for the attendants.

A Hethoshka could take place

either before or after a battle, at any time of day or
evening, but it always featured inflamatory war speeches
and the recounting of brave exploits or coups.

The dancers

18 Forrest Clements, "Plains Indian Tribal Correlations with Sun Dance Data," American Anthropologist 33
(April 1931): 221-226; Clark Wissler, The Relation of
Nature to Man in Aborginal America (New York: Oxford University-press,-r926), 61, 85, 87, 93. For a full description of the Ponca Sun Dance see George A. Dorsey, "The
Ponca Sun Dance," Field Columbian Museum Anthropological
Series, Publication Number 102 7 (Chicago, 1905).
19 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 105.
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moved in a clockwise fashi<

;1

around a drummer who sat 1n

the center of the dance area.

The accompaniment consisted

of a drum, singing or chanting, and sometimes gourd rattles.

The following song depicts a victory over the

Pawnee in 1855:
Hi'-ai-o-hi+!
Hi'-ai-o-hi+!
Hi'-ai-o-hi+!
Hi'-ai-o-hi+!
U-bi'-ska cte he+!
Pa-han'ga-qtci ke+!
Cu'-g¢e-¢a'ji
a-he+!
"'r'
Gan'-~l nan'-wa-pe+!
Ce'na-wa'-¢e a-he+!20
The participants' costumes varied according to each individual's taste, but all wore a porcupine and deer-hair
roach headdress and a crow feather belt or a feather dance
bustle.

Sometimes goods, as well as food, were distributed

as part of the ceremony.
midnight.

Usually the dance lasted until

After the Ponca were moved to Indian Territory

and there were no more wars, the Hethoshka took on religious
overtones.

21

The women had dance societies.

The best-known was

20 James Owen Dorsey, Ponka and Omaha Songs, .. The
Journal of American Folk-Lore 2 (October-December 1889):
271.
The-translation is Hi-ai-o-hi+! Hi-ai-o-hi+! Hiai-o-hi+! Hi-ai-o-hi+! Ubi-ska was he! He was the first
one! He did not send him back to you! And they fear us!
They are exterminated!
11

21 Alice

c. Fletcher,

Hae-thu-ska Society of the
Omaha 'J.lribe," The Journal of American Folklore 5 (April
1892): 135-144.
11
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possibly the scalp dance.

On the day after the return of

a successful war party, the women organized a dance honoring the warr1ors.

The dancers formed a large circle and

swirled in a clockwise direction around the drummer, usually
for several hours, carrying the newly taken scalps on short
sticks and chanting to the rhythm of the drum.

If prisoners

had been taken, they were also paraded around the circle by
22
the dancers.
Although the Ponca

spe~t

much time in festivities,

they revealed their serious character in spiritual matters
and religious rituals.

They had always believed in one all
/

powerful being or God called Wakanda who, they felt, had
created all things.

,

Each individual envisioned Wakanda

and prayed to him in his own way, but generally did so
only when confronted with serious matters.

Yet, the Ponca

also believed that people, places, and things could possess, 1n varying degrees, supernatural powers.

A person

.,.

or thing that had supernatural power was called Xube.

This

power was the basis for all sacred objects, medicine men,
shamans, and medicine bundles.

The two most sacred items

were the Ponca pipe and the sacred pole.

23

While still with the Omaha and Iowa tribes near
22 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 113.
23 James Owen Dorsey, 11 A Study of Siouan Cults,"
372-374; William ~vhitman, 11 Xli'be, A Ponca Autobiography,"
The Journal of American Folk-Lore 52 (April 1940): 130.
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the pipestone quarry regio1

of Minnesota, the Ponca made

their sacred pipe bowl from red stone found there.

Later,

as they migrated south and west, they made the pipe stern
from ash wood found along Ash Creek, directly across the
Missouri River from present Ponca, Nebraska.

Each of the

seven Ponca bands also made sacred pipes, but the tribal
pipe was the most sacred and became for the tribe the
symbol of peace.

24

The sacred pole, which symbolized tribal unity,
was obtained by the Ponca during their journey west.

In

the vicinity of Lakes Andes, in present Torn Mix County,
South Dakota, the Ponca and Omaha were supposedly guided
to a cottonwood sapling, which they cut as their sacred
pole.

Originally, the pole was probably ten to twelve

feet in length, but as it aged the bottom part rotted away,
making it necessary to add an eighteen inch piece of ash
to the bottom.

It was fastened there by a soft cord of

buffalo hide, and the extension made the pole nine and
one-half feet long.

All the wood was exposed, except the

middle eighteen inches which held a layer of swan's down
wrapped in cottonwood bark and fastened in place with an
eighteen inch square of buffalo hide.

The exposed portion

of the pole was greased each year just before the tribe
24 oorsey, "Omaha Sociology," 280-282.
The Southern
Ponca still possess a tribal pipe that they consider sacred.
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returned from its summer b~ffalo hunt. 25
Ponca medicine men or shamans claimed to possess
supernatural powers from mammals or birds, including the
bear, buffalo, or an eagle.

They could obtain their power

through ceremony, individual vision, or, ln some cases,
through purchase from one of the society members. 26

The

largest organized group was the Medicine Lodge or Pebble
Society.

Admission into this group was by purchase only,

and the price was very high, usually ten or more horses,
unless the prospective member had a relative in the society.
The Ponca believed that evil shamans could, and did, cause
persons to become ill and sometimes to die by shooting them
with "magic" medicine bows.

To counteract these maladies,

the medicine man would supposedly extract whatever foreign
object the bad shaman had shot into his victim.

For ex-

ample, one Ponca medicine man regularly let others shoot
him with his own gun and bullet, and then he extracted the
ball.

During the latter part of the nineteenth century,

the Medicine Lodge Society became increasingly a social
organization and less and less devoted to healing and
.
27
exorclsm.
25 rbid., 233-235; Dorsey, "A Study of Siouan
Cults," 391. The sacred pole is now located at the
Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
26 rbid.
27 Alanson Skinner, "Medicine Ceremony of the
Menomini, Iowa, and Wahpeton Dakota, with Notes on the
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Another group devo 1 '~d to healing was the Bear
Society.

The Bear doctors derived their special powers

from the bear, either through a vision or by purchase from
a person endowed with such power.

The members of the

society were the tribal physicians, who supposedly could
diagnose any illness.

An essential part of their practice

was the performance of the Bear Dance to drive out of the
victim the evil spirits that had caused the malady. 28
Another healing organization was the Buffalo
Society or Buffalo doctors.
c1ne power from the buffalo.

Members obtained their mediThey were the surgeons and

specialists for the healing of wounds.

To effect a cure,

they generally relied upon the application of herbal concoctions and a special dance routine.

By the latter part

of the nineteenth century, both the Buffalo and Bear societies had disappeared, primarily because the wars had
ceased and because of the acceptance of white doctors and
.
.
29
the1r
me d'1c1nes.

The mescal bean cult practitioners believed that
the mescal bean had a variety of strong powers.
tained the mescal bean in trade with the Pawnee.

They obAt a

Ceremony among the Ponca, Bungi Ojibwan, and Potawatomi,"
Indian Notes and Monographs 4 (New York: Museum of the
American Indian, Heye Foundation, 1919): 10-11, 306-308.
28 Dorsey, "A Study of Siouan Cu1 ts,
29

11

Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 118-119.

381-382.
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formal meeting the ceremon~. al leader prepared the tea
which was drunk either by an ill person or by the members,
who then had visions and prayed for the recovery of the
afflicted.

Feathers of the sacred flicker bird, the car-

rier of prayers to heaven, were worn by the members during
the ceremony.

The mescal bean in its natural state was

considered to be a powerful war medicine for men and
horses.

The warriors carried it on their persons for pro-

tection from danger and gave their horses mescal tea to
drink, purportedly to give the animals greater stamina in
the chase and in battle.

The mescal cult closely paral-

leled the peyote cult, which the Ponca adopted from the
Cheyenne and Arapaho in 1902.

30

The Poncas did not formalize their religion.

They

rarely gathered as a group to worship or to call upon
Wakanda.

Yet, on occasion a smoking ritual was performed

before praying.

~vhen

this custom was observed, pipe smoke

was blown in six directions:

toward the four directions,

toward the ground, and toward the sky, in that order.

31

The Ponca believed that death was caused by malevalent spirits, whom they feared.

To discourage future

30 James H. Howard, "The Mescal Bean Cult of the
Central and Southern Plains: An Ancestor of the Peyote
Cult?" American Anthropologist 59 (February 1957): 7577' 82-86.
31 Dorsey, "A Study of Siouan Cults," 395. The
numbers four, seven, and twelve are sacred to the Ponca.
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visits by these spirits, tl (~ surviving family members gave
away much of their property and possessions to convince
the spirits that they were unworthy of another visit.
Family members would mutilate their bodies as a token of
mourning for a loved one·.

The mourner might tear out an

ear lobe, cut off his hair, or cut off pieces of flesh
from an arm, leg, or shoulder.

In winter the Ponca placed

the corpse in a tree or on a high scaffold where it remained until nothing was left but the bones.

Then, the

bones were buried under soil and covered with rocks.

This

method served the dual purpose of keeping the body safe
frc\1;1. marauding animals and of avoiding the necessity to

dig in the frozen ground.

In warm weather, the corpse

was placed in a sitting position covered by a rock cairn
on top of a hill.

32

In Ponca folklore several.imaginary beings were
used primarily to frighten children into good behavior.
There were water and land monsters, who dwelled in out of
the way places and were capable of caus1ng an individual
harm if anyone wandered near their lair.

The most famous

was the Indacinga, a superhuman character, who lived in
the forests.

This creature, which hooted like an enormous

owl, was so powerful it could uproot trees and overturn
32 rbid., 373-374. These methods of burial were
abandoned after the Ponca were settled in Indian Territory.
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Fig. 3.--Two types of Ponca Burials.
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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lodges.

Ponca mothers con~ 1~antly warned their children

that, unless they behaved, the Indacinga would catch them.
The warning usually moved unrully children to become
angelic, at least for short periods of time. 33
Adults, too, believed in certain supernatural
beings.

The "deer woman," who had the body of a beautiful

woman but hoofs like a deer, lurked 1n the forests and
seduced unwary males.

According to Ponca legend, any male

who succumbed to the "deer woman's" advances became, and
ever afterwards remained, a homosexu.a1. 34
Chieftainship was both hereditary and elective.
There were two grades of chiefs, big chiefs and small
chiefs.

The big chiefs were usually awarded their posi-

tions because of heredity through a particular gens, but
occasionally a warrior attained the position of big chief
by exemplary behavior and good deeds.

Each gens had a big

chief, and an unlimited number of small chiefs.
cipal chief always came from the Wasabe gens.

The pr1nThe main

chief was responsible for the sacred pipe, installed all
new chiefs, and presided at all council meetings.

The

small chiefs were elected from within the gens from those
33 rbid., 386; Stephen D. Peet, "Prehistoric America," Myths and Symbols in Aboriginal.Religior: in ~erica
5 vols. (Chicago: Office of the Amer1can Ant1quar1an,
1905), 5:438.
3 4 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe, " 7 8.
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who had exhibited outstanding qualities as warriors and
statesmen.

In the nineteenth century, the small chiefs
35
were called headmen.
Tribal government was weak.

Yet, it functioned

ln a loosely organized manner that managed to expedite
most matters satisfactorily.

The most powerful govern-

mental organization was the tribal council.
was composed of the big and little chiefs.

The council
It discussed

matters of general importance and decided most major issues.
To carry out its decisions, it appointed the buffalo-police
from the various gens for a one-year term.

On issues of

great importance, or those that would have a tribal impact,
the entire male population was sometimes informed and con. .
su 1 te d b e f ore a d eclslon
was reac h e d . 36
Tribal punishment was limited to certain offenses
and followed established patterns.

A person who violated

the rules during the tribal hunt, during the tribal ceremonies, on a war party, or within the camp was punished by
the buffalo-police.

The punishment normally was a desig-

nated number of lashes for each offense.

Afterwards, the

guilty party would be consoled to prevent the miscreant
from

ta~ing

35

.

revenge should he later b ecome a po 1 lceman.

Ibid., 92.

36

37 Norman D. Humphrey,

rbid.

I

37

94-95.

"Police and Tribal Warfare
in Plains Indian Cultures," Journal of Criminal Law 33
(July 1942) : 154-157.
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If a person was gui~ty of murder, the offended
party's relatives usually passed judgment and set the
punishment.
with goods

Sometimes the relatives could be bought off
of considerable value donated by the entire

tribe; at other times the relatives demanded and obtained
the banishment of the accused from the tribe.

The period

of banishment was four years, and during that time the
guilty party had to live several miles

f~om

the camp and

could communicate with no one except his wife, who could
take him food.

On rare occasions, the relatives of the

deceased relented and let the murderer return to the tribe
. d . 38
b e f ore th e f our-year term h a d exp1re
Far more brutal was the retribution sometimes
sought by an injured party in sexual transgressions.

A

husband, who caught an erring wife, could kill the adulterer with impunity.

The same held true for the wife, who

caught her husband and another woman engaged in extramarital sexual relations.

Often, however, the husband

resorted to mutilation of the offending persons who, consequently, were thereafter scorned by the entire tribe.
By right the husband could cut off the hair, scalp, or
mutilate the sexual organs of the offending male, and cut
off or notch the nose and ears of a wayward wife.
38 williarn

c.

Such

MacLeod, ''Police and Punishment among
Native Americans of the Plains," Journal of Criminal Law 27
(July 1937): 195-197.
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mu ti la tion was frequent, a1 , i blood vengeance could not be
enacted against the wronged husband or wife. 39
Ponca society was male oriented, and institutional
warfare, while it lasted, provided the men a basis for
dominance.

Although the Ponca were not ordinarily warlike,

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they had
to fight to protect their homeland and to avenge tribal
wrongs.

When in actual combat, the Ponca were unsurpassed

in fighting skills and ferocity.

As previously mentioned,

enraged Ponca warriors would sometimes run down escap1ng
horsemen on foot.

40

The Ponca sanctioned only defensive warfare.
following situations might precipitate a conflict:

The
when

the homeland or hunting grounds were threatened, when the
Brule Sioux attacked, and when the Ponca were forced to
al1y with the Sioux against the Pawnee.

In general, the

Ponca were friendly with their neighbors, including the
whites.

With their Omaha kinsmen to the southeast, they

were always friendly to the extent that they often hunted
together.

Although on several occasions the two tribes

considered uniting, they never did.

Toward the south, in

the Platte River country, the Pawnee were friendly until
39 Howard,

40 Marian

"The Ponca Tribe,

w.

11

142-143.

Smith, "The War Complex of the Plains
Indians," American Philosophical Society, Proceedings 78
(1938):

425-434.
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early in the nineteenth ce1 tury when the Ponca were coerced
to join the Oglala Sioux in an attempt to destroy the Pawnee
as a tribe.

To the north and west, the Ponca had to deal
/

with the powerful Oglala and Brule Sioux.

Sometimes the

relations were peaceful but, more often, they were hostile.
The Ponca were always on good terms with their neighbors
to the northeast, the Yankton Sioux, who lived just across
the Missouri River.

After 1862, the same held true with

the Santee Sioux, who were relocated on their eastern
border.

41
When the Ponca did go on the warpath, they usually

made it a small raiding affair for scalps and horses.

The

war parties were always led by an experienced warr1or who
owned, or could borrow, a sacred war bundle that supposedly
guaranteed success for its bearer.

Since war and raiding

provided a warr1or with an opportunity to w1n honors and
prestige, a popular leader had no problem recruiting followers.

42
There were

SlX

categories of war honors.

The

first, or highest, award was accorded to the person who
struck or touched an unwounded enemy.

Anyone who attained

this honor could wear an eagle feather upright in the scalp
lock, wear moccasin strings made of the skin of the gray
41 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe,
42

Ibid., 135.

11

130-133.
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wolf, paint the upper port~ ,Jn of his body black, and could
thereafter appoint

11

Soldiers."

Soldiers were those whose

duty it was to ride around the outside of the camp during
ceremonials and maintain order. 43
The second honor was accorded the first to strike
a fallen enemy whether wounded or dead.

The recipient of

this honor could wear an eagle feather horizontally in the
scalp lock, paint his body with irregular black stripes,
.
44
an d b e ca ll e d upon t o serve as a so ld 1er.
The third highest honor was awarded to the second
person to strike a fallen enemy.

Although there were no

badges of distinction connected with it, the honoree was
entitled to sit and to eat with the tribal soldiers, and,
when the tribe was on the move, he was charged with chastising the stragglers and with issuing the order for the
tribe to encamp.

45

To kill an enemy was the fourth highest honor a
warr1or could attain.

If the killing was accomplished

with a gun, he could paint the end of his gun red for
tribal dances and could wear a necklace of shavings that
represented gun wadding.

During buffalo hunts, ·he was

given a very choice cut from the back and hind quarters
of the buffalo.

If the killing was done with an arrow,

43 Fletcher and LaFlesche,
44

Ibid.

45

Ibid.

11

The Omaha Tribe, .. 440.
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the warrior was entitled tc wear an arrow shaft, one-half
of it painted red, in his scalp lock.

On buffalo hunts

this identity entitled the wearer to receive a choice cut
46
of meat.
The fifth rank was attained by taking an enemy's
scalp.

The recipient of this honor signified his achieve-

ment by painting his face a light red color with black
stripes criss-crossing the red.
to the soldiers.

He could also be a servant

To take a scalp was not regarded as a

great achievement because the victim was usually dead when
the scalp was taken.

47

To capture or to steal horses from the enemy was
the least significant 1n the heirarchy of honors.

The

holder of this honor could dance at ceremonials with impress1ons of horses' hoofs painted on his body.

He could

also wear a coiled rope around his body, and, if the ceremony included horses, his horse could be painted with
horses' hoofs.

48

If the war party was successful in taking scalps,
prisoners, or horses, the villagers held a celebration for
the victorious warriors.

Festivities consisted of dancing

and the retelling of heroic exploits experienced by the
war party.

If the party failed, nothing was said about

the affair and a period of mourning was observed.
46 Ibid.

47

Ibid.

48

Ibid.

It was
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difficult to be a good war ~eader, because a leader's popularity was dependent upon the amount of spoils he gave
the participants, as well as on how well the war party
succeeded.

If, for instance, the party did not meet with

at least moderate success or, if someone was killed, the
war leader was at fault.

When this happened, a leader

could not direct war parties again until his honor had
b een res t ore d b y th e counc1'1 . 49
Protracted wars with the Pawnee and Sioux and
disease took the lives of considerable numbers of Ponca
males.

Facing the mighty Pawnee, or the even more awesome

Sioux, the Ponca, inferior in numbers, fared miserably in
their wars of attrition.

Just as devastating was a wide-

spread outbreak of smallpox on the Missouri in 1800.

By

the time the Americans (Lewis and Clark) contacted the
Ponca, only between fifty and eighty of more than three
hundred still survived.

In v1ew of these hardships, it is

amaz1ng that the Ponca were able to maintain a tribal
.
50
ent1ty.
49

rbid.

50 Elliot Coues, ed., History of the Expedition
under the Command of Lewis and Clark, 3 vols. (New York:
Dover Publications-,-Inc., 1965), I: 109.

CHAPTER IV
ARRIVAL OF THE AMERICANS
In September of 1804, when the Lewis and Clark
Expedition passed through their country, the Ponca Indians
were suffering from many misfortunes.

Their trade with

the Spanish was in a precarious position.

Smallpox, which

hit the Missouri tribes in 1800, had hurt them severely.
Moreover, since 1794, they had been continuously fighting
both the Brule Sioux and the Arikara.

Although they had

been able to hold their territory, the tribe had suffered
irreparable losses. 1
In the pursuit of her trade along the Missouri
River, Spain had followed a practice of licensing as many
traders as possible at exorbitant fees.

Thus, Spanish

merchants had to charge higher prices than English traders,
and even then they sometimes did not make a profit.

Un-

fortunately, the Ponca were cut off from British merchandise by the Sioux and access to Spanish goods was dependent
upon the good will of the unpredictable Omaha Chief
1 coues, History of the Expedition under the Command
of Lewis and Clark, 1: 109.
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Blackbird.

Chief Blackbirl', who was intensely feared by

the Ponca, acted as middle-man in all Ponca trade.

This

harmed the Ponca fur trade, since all furs had to be turned
over to Blackbird.

Blackbird's rigid control (particularly

the detention of supply boats), was to prevent European
.goods from reaching the upriver tribes and to maintain a
monopoly of the trade for himself.
some relief in 1801, when Blackbird

The Ponca received
died, but they soon

suffered another disaster. 2
In 1800 smallpox swept through the tribes on the
Missouri River.

Within two years after first striking the

Ponca, the dreaded disease had reduced the population of
the tribe from approximately one thousand to two hundred.
To escape the epidemic, the surviving Ponca abandoned their
village and started wandering over the prairies.

Some

Ponca joined the Omaha, who were in a similar predicament,
but, nevertheless, there were instances when the two tribes
fought over meat and because they were afraid of spreading
smallpox.

While the tribe was still suffering from small-

pox, 1n 1803, the Ponca country became part of the United
States, and a few months later the first Americans offi.
3
cially penetrated Ponca terr1tory.

2 rbid., 3: 1215-1219. Chief Blackbird once
poisoned thirty of his own tribesmen when they threatened
revolt against his rule.
3 Hiram Martin Chittenden, The American Fur Trade
of the Far West: A History of the-proneer Trading Posts
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The Lewis and Clar;

Expedition, the first group of

Americans officially to contact the Ponca, left Saint Louis
on May 14, 1804, to explore the Missouri River and to find
a waterway to the Pacific.

Lewis and Clark set out with

forty-five men, three boats (one keelboat and two open
boats), and two horses.

Although much of Lewis and Clark's

information regarding the Ponca came from Regis Loisel, a
trader they met coming down the Missouri, they, nevertheless, added much to the knowledge of Ponca village sites.
They also can be credited with drawing the attention of
the United States to the Ponca tribe.

On September 4, 1804,

Lewis and Clark sighted Bazile Creek, a popular Ponca village location.
time.

There were no habitations there at the

Bazile Creek, which entered the Missouri from the

south, was about thirty yards wide and was approximately
four and one-half miles south of the confluence of the
Niobrara River with the Missouri.

4

Sergeant John Ordway, who kept a journal during
the expedition, described the Niobrara as a very swift
river that carried sand far out into the Missouri channel.
Captain Clark, after ascending the Niobrara for a distance
of three miles, reported that it was a fast runn1ng stream
and Early Fur Companies of the Missouri Valley.and the
Rocky Mountains and of the Overland Commerce w1th Santa Fe,
3 vols. (New York:
Francis P. Harper, 1902), 2: 871.
4

coues, History of the Expedition under the Cownand
of Lewis and Clark, 1: 107.
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that flowed from south or ~outhwest, 152 yards wide and
about 4 feet deep where it entered the Missouri.

Three

miles up the Niobrara, Clark found a beautiful plain and
an abandoned Ponca village on the north side of the stream.
Sergeant Ordway stated that the location of this village,
was on the south side of the river.

In all probability,

the Ponca, at one time or another, had dwellings on both
sides of the river but none remained intact. 5
On the next day, the expedition reached Ponca Creek,
ten miles north of the Niobrara, where the Ponca village
was then located.

Ponca Creek, which flowed from the south,

was thirty yards wide at its entrance to the Missouri.

The

Ponca dirt-lodge village was two miles above the mouth of
the creek.

Lewis sent to the village site two men, who

soon returned with information that all the Indians of the
camp tnat was situated on the lower or east side of the
creek were away on the annual summer hunt.

The town site

was so deserted that the scouts were able to kill a buffalo
within the village proper.

Thev also discovered an ancient
~

fortified site three miles farther up and on the east side
of Ponca Creek.

6

Loisel informed Lewis and Clark that the Ponca
tribe had only twenty lodges, fifty warriors, and in all
numbered only two hundred people.
5

Ibid., 108.

6

The Ponca were associated

Ibid., 109.
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with the Omaha for mutual 1·.rotection, since the two nations
were allied by a similarity of misfortunes.

Both tribes

had once been numerous, lived in villages, and had cultivated Indian corn until their common enemies, the Sioux and
the smallpox epidemic,had forced them to abandon their
towns.

At the time they were wandering over the plains on

the sources of the Wolf and Niobrara rivers, and they
visited their villages only occasionally for the purpose
of trade.

7

Lewis and Clark reported nothing more concern-

ing the Ponca, either on their upstream or on their return
journey.
After Lewis and Clark the Ponca were not again encountered by the Americans for seven years.

During that

time, they were either scattered over the plains or residing
with the Omaha.

Then ln 1811, while ascending the Missouri

River, John Bradbury, an English botanist who was traveling
with John Jacob Astor•s Pacific Fur Company·•s party led by
William Hunt, located the Ponca.

Apparently, the tribe

still roamed the countryside north and south of the Niobrara
River.

On May 23, 1811, Bradbury was accosted by three

Ponca warriors while he was searching for specimens along
the north side of the Missouri River near present-day
Springfield, South Dakota.

When the Indians insisted that

he go to their camp, Bradbury delayed the trip until his
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boats arrived by letting tJ~~~rn play with his compass and
pocket microscope.

Bradbury then offered the Indians

whiskey in an attempt to entice them aboard one of the
boats, but they declined and left.

The next mornlng a

larger party of Ponca came to the Astorian's camp and
sold the whites one thousand pounds of dried buffalo meat
for tobacco worth two dollars. 8
A few days after Bradbury's visit, another traveler,
Henry M. Brackenridge, contacted the Ponca.

Brackenridge,

was traveling with Manuel Lisa and his Missouri Fur Company
party, which for greater safety was trying to catch up with
Hunt's Astorians.

On May 27, 1811, Lisa's party stopped

at a Ponca camp on Bazile Creek.

Brackenridge recorded

that almost all the Ponca men were naked and the women and
children were filthy and disgusting.
chiefs to come aboard his boat.

Lisa allowed two

Immediately, the

Indians began begging for knives, guns, and whiskey.
After imbibing some whiskey one of the chiefs became belligerent, and both Indians were put ashore.
8

The troublesome

Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., Early Western Travels,
1748-1846, 32 vols. (New York: AMS Press, Inc., 1966),
vol. 5: Bradbury's Travels in the Interior of America,
1809-1811, 94-97. A reprint of John Bradbury, Travels in
the Interior of America in the Years 1809-1810 and 1811:
InCluding a Description of ijpper Louisiana, together with
the States-of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee, with
IITinois and~vestern Territories, and Containing Remarks
and Observations useful to Persons~igrating to those
COUntries, 2nd ed. (London: Sher\vood, Neely, and Jones,
1819).
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chief chased all of the otler Ponca away.

The Lisa party

stayed only two hours with the Ponca and then moved on
upstream.

On their return trip, Bradbury and Brackenridge

traveled together, but they did not see the Ponca, who
were apparently on a hunt. 9
Although his writings do not substantiate it,
Manuel Lisa seems to have had considerable influence upon
the Ponca.

During the War of 1812, Lisa, who was subagent

to the tribes along the lower Missouri, managed to keep
most of his charges, including the Ponca, loyal to the
United States.

In fact, on one occasion the Ponca actually

took the field against the Iowa Indians who sided with the
British.

Whatever his influence, Lisa was instrumental 1n

keeping the Missouri region relatively quiet during the
war.

10
Following the cessation of hostilities, Lisa con-

tinued his influential role.

The United States decided to

establish treaty relations with the tribes immediately west
of the Mississippi River and consequently needed Lisa's
help.

In June of 1817, Lisa persuaded eight Ponca chiefs
9

Thwaites, vol. 6:
Brackenridge's Journal up the
Missouri 1811, and Franchere's Voyage to the Northwest
Coast, 1811-181~89-94. A reprint of H. M. Brackenridge,
Journal of a Voyage up the River Missouri: Performed in
1811, 2na-ed. (Baltimore=- Pomeroy and Toy Printers, 1816).
10

and
the
Richard Edward Oglesby, Manuel Lisa --Opening of the Missouri Fur.~~ade (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1963), Vlll.
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to go to Saint Louis and tc negotiate a treaty of peace
and friendship, their first, with the United States.
William Clark and Auguste Chouteau represented the United
States.

In this treaty, signed on June 25, 1817, both

parties agreed that any past hostilities would be mutually
forgiven and forgotten and that henceforth there would be
perpetual peace and friendship between the citizens of the
United.States and all individuals composing the Ponca
tribe.

The chiefs acknowledged that they were under the

protection of the United States and of no other nation,
power, or sovereign.

In return, the United States for the

first time officially recognized the Ponca as a tribal entity and agreed henceforth, in accordance with established
policy, to deal with the tribe on the basis of an inde.
11
pen d ent nat1on.

Unfortunately, this was not the case.

For many years to come, the United States more or less
ignored the tribe and its problems.
The treaty, nevertheless, opened the door wider to
the peaceful entrance of Americans among the Ponca.

Over

the next few years several travelers added bits of information about this tribe.

In 1820, Edwin James, a botanist

and geologist with the Stephen H. Long expedition to the
Rocky Mountains, described the tribe.

James said that the

11 charles J. Kappler, ed., Indian Affairs:
and Treaties, 58 Cong., 2 Sess., Doc. 319, 5 vols.
ington, 1904), 2: 140.
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Ponca lived in a small vil~age of earth lodges 180 miles
above the mouth of Omaha Creek.

This would have placed

them in the vicinity of the Niobrara River.

According to

James, their principal chief was Smoke Maker, and they
numbered about two hundred persons.

Apparently, James'

estimate was entirely too low, s1nce most sources placed
the population at that time at 750.

In 1822, Jedediah

Smith, a young employee of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company,
reported that the Ponca were agriculturalists, living in
stationary villages, but he did not indicate the month of
.
. . 12
h lS VlSlt.
In 1823, Paul Wilhelm, a touring German prince,
made a lengthy report on the Ponca.

Wilhelm felt that the

Sioux were a serious threat to all the smaller tribes along
the Missouri River.

The Ponca were at an extreme disadvan-

tage for they had fewer warriors, fewer and inferior guns,
and very little opportunity to procure better weapons.

The

prince thought the Ponca and the Omaha were the best behaved
Indians on the Missouri.
12

Ponca. Chief Smoke Maker presented

Thwaites, vol. 17: Part IV of James Account of
S. H. Long's Expedition, 1819-1820,-rs~ A reprint of
Edwin James, comp., Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Hountainsperformed in the Years 18191820 (Washington, 1826, by order of the Honorable J. C.
Calhoun, Sec. of War); Dale L. Morgan, ed., The West of
William H. Ashley: The International Struggl~for the Fur
Trade of-the Missour~the Rocky Mountains, and the Columbia, with Explorations BeYond the Continentar-DiVIde, Recorded in the Diaries and Letters of William H. Ashley and
his ContemPQraries, 18~1838 (Denver: Old West Publishing
Company, 1964, 13.
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him with a fine, highly cherished,

11

yellow wood" bow.

The

German, highly impressed with Smoke Maker's sincerity, left
his desperately ill servant with the tribe.

The servant

later recovered completely under the Indians' care and
afterwards made his way back to Saint Louis. 13
Tragedy befell the Ponca in 1824.

Peter Wilson,

subagent to the Missouri tribes, was on his way to the
Grand Bend of the Missouri to administer to the Sioux when,
on October 4, he stopped at the mouth of the Niobrara River.
The entire Ponca nation had gathered there to mourn the
loss of all of the chiefs.

Sho-too-gah-hah, a son of one

of the deceased chiefs, explained what had happened to
Wilson.

Thirty Ponca, including all the chiefs, had

visited the Oglala Sioux to negotiate peace and had been
well treated.

On their way home they fell in with another

,

band of Sioux, probably Brule, who at first treated them
kindly, but, when the Ponca continued their journey, these
same Indians attacked and killed all but twelve of the
party.

Some of the chiefs were too old and infirm to

defend themselves.

In all probability, all the Ponca would

have been murdered had not several other Sioux chiefs arrived and stopped the slaughter.

Even so, all the Ponca

chiefs were dead, and the tribe was left leaderless and
13 Paul Wilhelm, Duke of Wuertenberg, "First Journey
to North America," trans. by William G. Bek, South Dakota
Historical Collections 19 (1938): 375--385.
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confused.

14

Subagent Wilson il~Jediately recognized Sho-toogah-hah as a chief, subject to the approval of the Missouri
agent, Major Benjamin O'Fallon.
the action.

Later, O'Fallon sanctioned

While among the Ponca, Wilson made an offi-

cial census.

In 1824, the tribe had 200 warriors, 10 old

men, 200 boys and girls, and 260 women, for a total population of 670. 15
In the following year, 1825, the United States
made a second treaty with the Ponca.

The Missouri fur

trade was at its peak, and some tribes, including the
Arikara and the Blackfoot, were hostile to American
traders and, consequently, a detriment to commerce.

To

pacify the Indians and to stabilize the fur trade, the
United States government decided to send a treaty-making
expedition up the MissouL·i River.

The peace commission,

led by General Henry Atkinson and Indian Agent Major Benjamin O'Fallon, departed Fort Atkinson on May 16, 1825.
The party consisted of fifty mounted men and four hundred
foot soldiers.

The foot soldiers were transported on eight

keelboats equipped with paddle wheels designed by General
14 Peter Wilson to Major O'Fallon, 4 October 1824,
National Archives Microfilm Publications, Microcopy 234,
LR, by the O.I.A., 1824-1821, Upper Missouri Agency, 18241874 (Washington, 1948), Roll 883, Frames 14-29.
15 Ibid.
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Atkinson.
9.

The party arrivl:l at the Ponca village on June

The village proper was made up of dirt lodges for the

most part and was located at the mouth of Bazile Creek on
. the Missouri, three hundred miles by river above Council
Bluffs.

General Atkinson stated that the Ponca were a

small tribe of not more than 900 or 1,000 persons, of whom
180 were warriors .. They were pretty well armed with fusees
and well supplied with horses and mules.

They cultivated

corn, pumpkins, and other vegetables, and left their villages in the spring and fall for the chase.

They hunted

buffalo in the neighboring country to the west and northwest, where they procured an abundant supply, both of flesh
for food and robes for clothing and traffic.

Atkinson also

noted that like their kinsmen, the Omaha; they spoke the
same Siouan dialect and they treated the whites with friendliness.

Yet, the Ponca were brave and warlike.

For many

years they had sustained themselves in their present location against the Sioux, their nearest neighbors to the
north and, until lately, their bitter enemies.

16

On June 9, 1825, the Ponca and the United States
mutually agreed to and concluded a second treaty in their
village at the mouth of Bazile Creek.

This treaty was

again one of friendship but it also regulated trade, traffic
16 Expedition up the Missouri, in 19 Cong., 1 Sess.,
House Doc. 117 (Washington:
Gales and Seaton, 1826), 513.
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1n guns, and the treatment :Jf persons and property.

. Again

the Ponca acknowledged the supremacy of the United States
over their affairs.

They agreed to the regulation of their

trade by the President, to allow American commercial interests to enter their country, to protect the merchants, to
trade only with those traders who were licensed, and not
to trade, sell, or give guns or ammunition to the enemies
of the United States.
stolen property.

Both parties agreed to restore any

For its part, the United States promised

to protect the Ponca, to send licensed traders into their
country, and to remain at peace with·thern.

In addition to

General Atkinson and Major O'Fallon, the treaty was signed
by nineteen Ponca chiefs and headrnen. 17

Apparently, the

Ponca had lost no time in solving their leadership crisis
following the 1824 disaster.
For several years thereafter the Ponca were not
mentioned in official reports.

Then, in 1832, George

Catlin, an artist who was painting Indian life along the
Missouri River and traveling aboard an American Fur Cornpany steamer, found the Ponca encamped on both sides of
the Niobrara River in from seventy-five to eighty skin
tipis.

While the steamer stopped for wood, Catlin held a

long conversation with Chief Smoke Maker, who showed concern over the state of the tribe.
17

2:

.
Kappler, In d.1an Aff a1rs:
225-227.

Smoke Maker complained
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that the game and other ed_.bles had disappeared from the
Niobrara area.

Consequently, the hunters had to go farther

and farther out onto the plains where they were sometimes
attacked and killed by the Sioux.

Even worse, some Ponca

males had become addicted to whiskey, and increasingly
others were showing an inclination toward drinking.

Fortu-

nately, Smoke Maker felt that there was an increasing possibility of a Ponca-Sioux alliance against the powerful
Pawnee to the south.

Should ·this occur, it would solve

the hunting problem on the plains by making it far less
hazardous for the Ponca to follow the buffalo. 18
The day before Catlin arrived at the Ponca village,
a very unusual event took place.

Hongs-kay-de, the

eighteen year-old son of Chief Smoke Maker, legitimately
acquired four wives.

Feeling that his son should be con-

templating marriage, the chief had given Hongs a tipi,
nine horses, gunpowder, and other desirable goods.

Hongs

immediately bargained two horses and other articles to
four different fathers for the right to marry their daughters.

As part of the bargain, everyone was sworn to

secrecy until the day of the wedding.

On the specified

morn1ng young Hongs led two of his horses up to one of his
prospective father-in-law's tipi and demanded his first
bride.

The other three prospective brides' fathers, who
18catlin, North American Indians 1: 238-239.
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saw this, concluded that a hoax was being perpetrated at
their expense.

Therefore, the enraged fathers immediately

voiced a protest.

The rest of the tribe, however, was con-

vinced that a deal had been made with all four fathers,
and Hongs was allowed to take his four wives as planned.
In fact, the tribesmen marveled at the ingenuity of the
young bridegroom and concluded that he was endowed with
.

.

s t rong me d 1c1ne.

19

While at the Ponca camp, Catlin witnessed another
and less desirable event.

The Indians were preparing to

go to the plains to hunt buffalo, and they were going to
leave a helpless old man behind to be exposed.

To his

surprise, Catlin, who sought to comfort the man 1n his
misery, learned that the old Indian, a former chief, had
requested that he be left behind.

He was too old and

decrepit to keep up with the tribe, and he could not be
carried easily.

His friends had constructed a small

lean-to of buffalo hides and provided him with fire, food,
and water, but these provisions would not last long and
the old man would be left to the elements.

20

About four months later, on his return trip down
the Missouri, Catlin again passed the Ponca camp site.

He

and several others went ashore where they found the lean-to
still standing.
19

The firebrands, however, were all used up,

Ibid., 239-240.

20

Ibid., 243-244.
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and the old man's skull anc other bones, picked clean by
wo 1 ves, were scattered nearby. 21
The following year, in May of 1833, Maximilian,
Prince of Wied, visited the Ponca at their camp at the
mouth of Bazile Creek.

The prince on a sightseeing tour

of the Missouri River traveled alone aboard the American
Fur Company's steamer, Yellowstone.

Maximilian described

Chief Smoke Maker and two other unnamed Poncas as robust
and goodlooking, tall and well-proportioned, with high
cheek bones, aquiline noses, and animated dark hazel eyes.
Their hair hung to their naked shoulders.

They wore orna-

mented bands around their necks, narrow white metal bracelets on their wrists, and their ears had large slits for
the insertion of ornaments.

Chief Smoke Maker had a chin

beard and wore a clean white blanket.

The others wore

plain buckskin pantaloons and large buffalo robes. 22
According to Maximilian, the Ponca had previously
grown corn and traded their surplus to the Sioux.

For the

last three years, however, they had not grown any gra1n,
but had procured some from the Omaha.

They expressed an

interest in again raising corn and asked their agent, Major
21

rbid., 244.

22 Thwa1tes,
.
. . 1'1an,
val. 22:
Part One o f Max1m1
Prince of Wied Is Travels in the Inter1or o f North America'
1832-1834, 283-284. A reprint of Maximilian, Prince of
Wied, Travels in the Interior of North America, trans. by
H. Evans Lloyd--(London: Ackerman and Company, 1843).
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Johnatl1an L. Bean who was \ ~th Maximilian, if the United
States government would furnish them farm implements.
Agent Bean was non-committal, but he gave the Indians some
tobacco, powder, and ball.

Before Maximilian departed up-

river for the Mandan villages, he was presented with a fine
wooden war club and a pair of elkskin moccasins.

A few

montl1s later on his return trip back down the Missouri, he
found the Ponca

villag~

of one hundred tipis about four

days journey up the Niobrara River.

Yet, unlike his earlier

visit, he did not spend much time with his Ponca friends. 23
During the 1830's, the Ponca seldom encountered
any traders because they did not produce enough furs to
make i t profitable for the merchants.

Since the American

Fur Company had a monopoly on the Missouri trade, it
charged outrageously high prices for its goods, and the
Ponca could not afford them.

The Ponca simply could not

procure sufficient furs to afford the goods that were available and, although friendly to the United States, they were
not receiving any annuities.

The profit made on different

articles bought at Saint Louis and sold on the Missouri is
shown in figure four on page ninety.24
23 Ibid., 285-286.
24 J. L. Bean, U.S. Sub-Indian Agent, to H. L.
Ellsworth, U.S. Commissioner Indian Affairs, Fort Leavenworth, 6 November 1833, in 23 Cong., 1 Sess., House Report
474 (Washington, 1834), 126-127.
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Fig· 4. --American , 1r Company Trade Prices.

Goods

l yard scarlet stroud

Saint Louis
Prices

Upper Missouri
Prices

$1.80

$ 8.00

l yard blue stroud

1.65

6.00

l

4.00

12.00

3.00

10.00

l yard American calico

.16

1.00

l yard English calico

.22

1.50

7.50

25.00

l pound gun powder

.30

1.50

l pound lead

.06

.75

l pound tobacco

.07

1.00

3.50

10.00

l looking glass

.06

.75

l pound sheet lron skillet

.25

1.25

l pound blue beads

.40

6.75

l pound white beads

.40

6.75

l hoe

.40

2.50

l axe

.75

2.50

l fire steel

.04

.25

l moccasln awl

.01!

.25

3-point Mackinac blanket

l 2!-point Mackinac blanket

l London gun (shot)

l wampum

l ....oound vermillion

1.25

7.50

l knife

.30

1.50

l comb

.08

.50

l gallon whiskey

.25

16.00

SOURCE: J. L. Bean, U.S. Sub-Indian Agent to H. L.
Ellsworth, U.S. Commissioner Indian Affairs, Fort Leavenworth, November 6, 1833, in 23 Cong., l Sess., House ~eport
474 (Washington, 1834), 126-127.
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During the early lt 50's, however, a trading post
was 1n operation among the Ponca.

Peter H. Sarpy, an

independent trader, maintained a one-room building on the
north bank of the Niobrara River about one-quarter mile
from the Missouri.
main bands:

The Ponca were then divided into two

one, led by Chief Whip, camped along the

Niobrara; the other, led by Chief Drum, resided on Ponca
Creek.

Yet, the Ponca were unable to utilize to any great

extent the post's facilities.

One proprietor of Sarpy's

store, Charles Larpenteur, portrayed the Indians as a
nuisance and related an incident indicative of their behavior.

In the winter of 1852-53, all but six lodges of

Ponca were away on a buffalo hunt.

The six Ponca men, who

stayed near the store, were continuously begging Larpenteur's
cook for food and coffee.

Finally, Larpenteur became dis-

gusted and refused the Indians any more food.

The next

morning Larpenteur was awakened by six Indians in his
room, who were angry about the way he had treated them.
Realizing that the warriors only wanted more food,
Larpenteur handed his cook an axe and pulled his pistol,
and together the two drove the malcontents away.

After-

wards, the Indians apologized and asked that they not be
reported to their chiefs.

Larpenteur agreed and after-

wards only gave the Indians a cup of coffee when he thought
it proper.

Since white settlements were getting close and

92

it was no longer profitabll, the post closed in 1853. 25
The first large group of whites to spend any
length of time with the Ponca were the Mormons.
fall of 1846, 200 Mormons (35 families)

In the

in 150 wagons en-

camped near Grand Island In Nebraska Territory.

Several

Ponca chiefs, wbo encountered them while visiting some
Pawnee, invited the intruding whites to spend the winter
of 1846-47 with them on the Niobrara River.

Bishop Henry

Miller, the Mormon leader, after a conference with his
people, decided to accept the Ponca offer.

The Mormons

had a small cannon, and this may have prompted the invitation.

The Ponca always looked for new defenses against

the Sioux and the Pawnee.

The Mormons built s9me log

houses near the Ponca village but most spent the cold
months in tents like their Indian friends.

The Ponca and

the whites got along Well together all winter.

The young

Mormons often went hunting with the Indians and shared
equally in the game taken.

In the spring of 1847, when the

Mormons left for the Great Salt Lake, Chief Whip instructed
them on the best route to follow west.

26

25 Elliot Coues, ed., Forty Years a Fur Trader on

the Upper Missouri: The Personal Narrative of C~arles
Larpenteur, 1833-1872, 2 vols. (New York: Franc1s P.
Harper, 18 9 8) , 2 : 2 9 9- 3 0 3 .
26

Edwin A. Fry, "The Mormon Winter Camp on the
Niobrara," Nebraska History and Record of Pioneer Days 5
(1922) : 4-6.
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About a year after

.-:he Mormons left the Ponca were

1

first visited by missionaries.

Father Pierre-Jean DeSmet,

S.J., with about fifteen followers enroute to visit the
Sioux in 1848, stopped at the Ponca village on the Niobrara
River.

Father DeSmet traveled some distance behind his

wagon and men and, as soon as the wagon arrived, the Ponca
attempted to steal the goods.

But the "Black Robe" was

able to restore order when he reached the camp and the
Indians gathered around 1n awe.

At their insistence,

Father DeSmet spent one day and a night with them.

That

evening, after smoking the calumet with the Indian leaders,
the priest made a small distribution of tobacco which was
highly appreciated by the Indians.

The missionary preached

the first Christian sermon the Ponca had ever heard, and,
afterwards, many of the young Indians were baptized in the
Roman Catholic faith.

After DeSmet departed, the Ponca

petitioned for a Catholic missionary to live among them.
Nothing ever came from their pleas, but De Smet was not
soon forgotten.

27

The 1855 annual buffalo chase was the last successful hunt for the Ponca and marked the last large-scale
battle with the Pawnee.

For· the hunt the tribe divided

27 Hiram Martin Chittenden and Albert Talbot
Richardson, eds., Life, Letters and Travels of Father
Pierre-Jean DeSmet, S.J., 1801-1873, 4 vols. (New York:
Francis P. Harper, 1905), 2: 625-627.
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into two parties:
smeller" band.

the "Grc.,y blanket" group and the "Fish

The "Fish smellers" sighted a large party

of Pawnee hunters and chased them to their camp.

The Ponca

charged the camp only to find it deserted.

Somehow, the

enemy had all managed to slip away unseen.

The "Fish

smellers" confiscated all the Pawnee meat and supplies and
then returned to the hunt.

Meanwhile, the "Gray blanket"

band had encountered the fleeing Pawnee and ln a fierce
fight the entire party of Pawnee were wiped out.

While the

fight raged, an old woman carried Chief Smoke Maker's infant son to the scene and placed his feet on two fallen
Pawnee warriors.
"Trod-on two."

Afterwards, the child was known as
Feeling against the Pawnee was especially

high, because the year before a Pawnee chief had forced a
Ponca peace emissary to eat two pots of beans cooked in
.
28
ur1ne.
During the 1830's and 1840's, peace was established
with the Sioux.

However, it was a peace that benefitted

the Sioux more than the Ponca.

The price the Ponca had to

pay was to ally with the Sioux against the powerful Pawnee
to the south.

Their hostilities with the Pawnee kept them

on the move, and they could hardly rema1n in their permanent villages long enough to raise crops.

Finally, the

Ponca resorted to trading buffalo meat to the Omaha for
28 Howard, "The Ponca Tribe," 30-31.
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gra1n.

Thus, for more thai' two decades, the Ponca were

almost entirely a· nomadic tribe because of their alliance
with the Sioux.

Then in the 1850's, the still hostile

Sioux and the encroaching white settlers forced the Ponca
to settle their boundaries with the United States.

CHAPTER V
TREATIES AND PROBLEMS WITH THE SIOUX
In 1854, the United States made a treaty with the
Omaha tribe, whereby the Omaha ceded a portion of their
land to the government and became annuity Indians.

This

action infuriated the Ponca because they claimed some of
the ceded area for which they received no compensation of
any kind.

As a consequence, the 1854 treaty prompted the

Ponca to relinquish much of their territory to the United
States in 1858.

1

On June 16, 1857, Indian agent A. H. Redfield
visited the Ponca and listened to their complaints.

Not

only had the Omaha sold part of the Poncas' land, but
white settlers were encroaching closer and closer to the
Niobrara.

Other whites were cutting and selling tribal

wood to the passing steamboats.

For these reasons, pri-

marily, the Ponca chiefs let it be known that they wanted
permanent boundaries established by treaty.
field was sympathetic.

Agent Red-

He reported his findings to

1 Report of the Secretary of the Interior, 3 Deceililier 1857, in 35 Cong., 1 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 2
(Hashington: James B. Steedman, Printer, 1858)--;--2: 405.
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Washington and recommended that some relief action be
taken.

2

In response, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
ordered John B. Robertson, the Omaha agent, to verify Redfield's report.

On October 17, 1857, Agent Robertson held

a council with the Ponca chiefs and headmen.

The Indians

were in an impoverished state and their spokesmen voiced a
desire to sell part of their lands to the United States.
In accordance with his instructions, Robertson then chose
s1x chiefs to visit Washington to negotiate a treaty. 3
As a result, a treaty was concluded 1n Washington
on March 12, 1858, between the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, Charles E. Mix, and Chiefs Iron Whip, Strong
Walker, Mitchell P. Cerre, Lone Chief, Heavy Cloud, and
Standing Buffalo.

The Ponca ceded to the United States

all their lands except those for a reservation, roughly
126,000 acres in the form of a triangle, between Ponca
Creek and the Niobrara River.

In exchange, the United

States agreed to make annuity payments for a period of
thirty years in the amount of five dollars per capita and
a payment of twenty thousand dollars to be expended for
houses, agricultural implements, livestock, and for the
breaking and fencing of the land.

The United States also

agreed to maintain a manual-labor school for a ten-year
2 Ibid., 411-412.

3

Ibid., 437-438.
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Fig. 5.--Ponca Delegation to Washington ln 1858.
From the Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.

'
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Fig. 6.--Chief Iron Whip, 1859.
Office of Anthropology.

From Smithsonian
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I

G

--------~~-------Fig. 7.--The Ponca Niobrara Reservation. An enlargement of a map in C.I.A. Annual Report, 48 Cong.,
2 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 1, Vol. 2 (Washington, 1884):
n.p.
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period at an annual cost net to exceed five thousand dollars.

For grinding grain and sawing lumber, the government

promised to erect a saw and grist mill and to furnish the
mechanics and tools necessary for their operation.

In

return, the Ponca pledged their loyalty and placed themselves under the protection of the United States.

The

treaty was duly ratified by the United States Senate on
March 15, 1858. 4
In April of 1859, J. Shaw Gregory, who had formerly
been assigned to the Upper Missouri Agency, was appointed
as special agent for the Ponca.

It was 1860, however, be-

fore he established a regular agency.

The agency was

located between and near the junction of the Niobrara and
Missouri rivers and within the present boundaries of
Nebraska.

From 1861 until its removal in 1877, however,

it was officially attached to Dakota Territory.

Originally,

the agency was under the Central Superintendency, but in
1861 it was transferred to the new Dakota Superintendency.
After the latter was discontinued in 1870, the agent reported directly to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in
Washington.

5

4 Kappler,

Indian Affairs:

Laws and Treaties, 2:

772-775.
5 J. Shaw Gregory to C.I.A. Charles E. Mix, 3 August
1860, in National Archives Microfilm Publications, Microcopy 234, L.R. 1824-1881, Ponca Agency, 1859-1863 (Washington, 1948), Roll 670, Frame 355.
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Almost immediately, Agent Gregory faced many problems.

The government was slow in responding with the goods

and services promised in the treaty, and it never made any
effort to protect the Ponca from raids by enemy tribes.
The Sioux, angry with the Ponca for making the treaty, renewed hostilities and began harassing the Ponca at every
opportunity.

6

In early June of 1859, after planting their crops,
the Ponca left their village for the summer hunt.

They

were cautioned by their agent to hunt alone and, because

,

of the Brule threats of retaliation, not to go north of
the Niobrara River.

Instead, they should confine their

hunt on or near the headwaters of the Elkhorn River around
present Atkinson, Nebraska.

Agent Gregory confirmed that

the Ponca followed his instructions but, even so, on July
28, 1859, while they were encamped on the Elkhorn, they
,
were attacked by a large group of Brules under Chief Little
Thunder, with some Oglalas, and Cheyennes.

In the ensuing

fight, the Sioux and Cheyenne drove the Ponca from their
camp, killed fifteen warriors, including Chiefs Heavy
Cloud and Podara, and carried off three Ponca children.
When the Ponca returned to their camp, they found that the
hostiles had destroyed their lodges, skins, robes, and
meat.

The Ponca had counted on these supplies to sustain
6 Ibid., 27 August 1859, Frame 45.
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them throughout the corning iv inter.

,

The Brule later ex-

plained that they had gone to war solely because the Ponca
made a treaty with the United States. 7
Agent Gregory appealed to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs to compensate the Ponca for their losses
and to punish the offenders.

Both requests were ignored

~

even though the Brule band of Sioux was known to have been
led by a chief called Little Thunder.

,

The Brule, who at

the time numbered two thousand, occupied the country west
of a line drawn from the fork of the Platte River to the
mouth of the White River.

It was sometimes difficult to

place the blame on a particular band of Brul~, because
they were divided into two groups, the Missouri Brule and
~

the Brule of the Platte.

Later in 1859, a large party of

Brule moved so close to the Ponca Agency that the white
settlers in the town of Niobrara became alarmed and
pleaded with Washington to send troops from Fort Randall,
Dakota Territory.
.
d.8
were lgnore

Their pleas, like those of the Ponca,

,

During 1860, the Brule, engaged ln a war against
the Omaha, left the Ponca alone.
ever, were not so considerate.

Other Sioux tribes, howOn November 27, 1860, a

7 Ibid.
8

J. Shaw Gregory to Commander Munroe at Fort
Randall, 22 September 1859, Ponca Agency, 1859-1863,
Roll 670, Frames 91-96.
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war party of ten (five Santee and five Yankton)

surprised

the Ponca Agency and stole one hundred Ponca horses, more
than half of their herd, and ten of the agency horses and
mules.

Although the Ponca immediately appealed to Fort

Randall and to Washington, the United States ignored its
treaty commitment to make restoration or compensation. 9
Without adequate ponies, the Ponca obviously could
not conduct successful hunts.

Also, in the early 1860's,

ground forage, planted and wild, did not nearly meet the
needs of the tribe.

Thus, the Ponca became increasingly

dependent on Washington for aid.

John B. Hoffman, the

second Ponca agent, in his report for 1861-62, requested
immediate emergency funds to feed the Ponca and additional
money to meet the regular agency expenses.

10

Despite the slowness of the United States government, Hoffman managed to make certain improvements at the
agency.

From December l, 1861, until May l, 1862, he pur-

chased and distributed 33 head of cattle, 2,400 bushels of
corn, 100 sacks of flour, and 12,000 pounds of pork.

Hoff-

man also pushed the construction of the cottonwood agency
9 J. Shaw Gregory to Supt. S. M. Robinson, 5 December 1860, Ponca Agency, 1859-1863, Roll 670, Frames
531-532.
10 John B. Hoffman to Supt. W. B. Branch, 11 June
1861, Ponca Agency, 1859-1863, Roll 670, Frame 550.
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b Ul'ld.1ngs. 11

When complet~d the agency buildings included:

one two-story saw and grist mill, twenty-eight by fortysix feet, with a thirty horse power steam engine; two frame
agency buildings, one sixteen by twenty-six feet and one
eighteen by thirty-two feet, each a story and a half with
an enclosed shed attached to the rear; one engineer's house
of sawed logs, seventeen by twenty-five feet; one, one-story
carpenter's and wagonmaker's shop of sawed logs, seventeen
by thirty feet; one, one-story blacksmith's and gunsmith's
shop of sawed logs, eighteen by thirty-seven feet with a
plank and earth roof; one, two-story frame barn, eighteen
by eighty feet; two, one and a half story Indian houses of
sawed logs, sixteen by twenty-five feet; seven, one-story
Indian houses of sawed logs, each being sixteen by nineteen
feet with board and earth roofs; two, one-story Indian
houses of round logs, sixteen by eighteen feet with board
and earth roofs; five, one-story Indian houses of round
logs, fifteen by eighteen feet with plank and earth roofs;
five round-log one-story Indian houses, fourteen by seventeen feet with board and earth roofs; one ice-house built
of round logs, sixteen feet square and seven feet deep,
with a plank and earth roof; and one, one-story smoke
house of round logs, sixteen feet square with a plank and
11 Report of the C.I.A., 26 November 1862, in 37
Cong., 3 Sess., Senate Exec. Doc. 1 (Washington, 1862), 2:
332.
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earth roof.

The Indian hotses cost an average of fifty

dollars each.

In addition to the buildings already con-

structed, a manual-labor schoolhouse was under construction.
Hoffman also directed the building of a bridge 12 feet wide
and 110 feet long over Ponca Creek to enable the agency
personnel and the Indians to commute to and from Fort
Randall without having to ford that stream. 12
The new construction did not include housing for
families.

Most of the people still lived in tipis, many

entirely inadequate for the severe weather conditions.

A

census taken by Hoffman, in December of 1862, listed 251
men, 349 women, 271 boys, and 219 girls for a total Ponca
population of 1,090.

Of this total, over 900 Indians

lived in 130 tipis of which only about 20 were covered with
weatherproof material.

The remainder had common cotton

drilling or sheeting as a covering.

Furthermore, the

majority of the Ponca did not have adequate winter cloth1ng.

Often a robe or blanket served as the only garment.

13

The Sioux and the weather were not the only problems
the Ponca had to face.

In 1863, a major atrocity was com-

mitted against fifteen Ponca who were returning from a
visit with the Omaha.

The United States troops involved

in the incident were members of the Fourth Iowa Cavalry
12

Ibid., 330.

13

Ibid., 331.
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stationed at Fort Randall, Dakota Territory. 14

The fifteen

Ponca, including men, women, and children, encamped for
the night at a place three miles south of the town of
Niobrara on December 3, 1863.

At sunset, after the Indians

had set up two tipis, two soldiers, with some birds and a
rabbit, arrived and asked the Indians' identity.

When the

Indians replied by signs and words that they were Ponca,
the soldiers then asked if they had a letter or pass from
their agent.

Since their agent had been absent without

leave for over two months, the Indians replied in the
negative.

The soliders, apparently satisfied, then left
15
the Ponca camp.
After dark, as the Indians were preparing for bed,

a party of about fifteen mounted troops arrived.

The

Indians, in their barefeet, carne out of the two tipis and
again assured the soldiers that they were peaceful Ponca.
But several troopers dismounted, entered the two tipis,
and offered money for the use of some of the women.

When

their offer was refused, the soldiers drew revolvers and
threatened both the men and women.

Realizing their danger,

the Indians fled into a nearby grove of willows, while
being fired upon by the intruders.

After the Indians fled,

14 Gov. Newton Edmunds to C.I.A. William P. Dole,
27 December 1863, Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Roll 671,
Frame 2 8.
15

John B. Hoffman to Gov. Edmunds, 27 December 1863,
Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Roll 671, Frame 35.
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the soldiers cut up and bu_ ned the tipi coverings, saddles,
saddle blankets, and other supplies.

Cooking utensils,

such as kettles and pans, were shot through, rendering
them worthless.

As the soldiers left, they carried off

three guns, seventeen beaver skins, two buffalo robes,
one blanket, and several other articles. 16
After making sure that the troops had gone, the
Ponca came out of the willows where their horses were
hidden and began salvaging what the soldiers had missed.
About two hours later, however, the soldiers returned with
a wagon whereupon the Indians again fled into the willow
thicket.

The troopers loaded the wagon with things they

had overlooked earlier, including skins and beaver traps. 17
When the soldiers left the camp for the second
time, the only thing salvageable was several bushels of
corn that had been left scattered on the ground.

The

Indians packed the corn on their ponies and before daylight continued the journey toward their agency.

They

passed the town of Niobrara without being seen and stopped
three miles northeast of the town to rest and to eat.

At

daybreak, they moved four miles farther and stopped again
to warm themselves and to rest.

Here, some of the women

and children left the campfire and went to search for wild
beans.

Without warning, the same soldiers who had harassed
16 Ibid., Frames 36-37.

17

Ibid., Frame 37.
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them during the night attal~ed the men and women who had
stayed in the camp.

While attempting to escape across the

ice of the Niobrara River, tv1o of the women and one child
were wounded.

The soldiers caught six of the Indians'

horses and started to leave, but a barking dog revealed
the hiding place of the Indians who had been searching for
forage.

Four of the defenseless women were brutally mur-

dered where they crouched.

One woman had her head severed

with a sabre, and the other bodies were mutilated.

The

survivors walked or were carried to the agency where they
gave a 1 eng th y account o f

.

t h e atroc1ty.

18

Unfortunately, Agent Hoffman was absent without
leave.

Had he been present, the Indians would have pos-

sessed a pass authorizing them to hunt legally away from
the reservation.

As it was, some of the property taken

from the Indians was restored, but no compensation whatsoever was made for the dead or wounded.

Hoffman tried un-

successfully to get an investigative commission to assess
the incident.

An army major did come to Niobrara for one

day, but he questioned only two prejudiced herdsmen who
had been frightened by the Ponca.

Despite several in-

quiries by later Ponca agents, the case was allowed to
.
lapse 1nto
o b scur1' t y. 19
18 Ibid., Frames 37-40.
19 rbid., 14 April 1864, Frames 87-91.
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Meanwhile, 1n July of 1863, Agent Hoffman was discharged from his position as Ponca agent because he had
spent too much money on behalf of the Indians.

While it is

true that he sometimes made purchases without authorization,
it is also true, if his records are accurate, that he spent
only thirty-seven cents per Indian, including the purchases
made without authorization, per month in 1862, hardly an
extravagant amount by any standard.

Agent Hoffman was re-

placed by Joel A. Potter, and from that time forward there
seemed to be a desire on the part of the agents and Governor Newton Edmunds, of Dakota Territory, to get the Ponca
moved to the Omaha Reservation.
not like the idea.

The Ponca, however, did

Instead, they wanted adjustments made

whereby they would regain their lost corn fields and ancient
burial grounds which had been lost in their 1858 treaty.

20

Finally, in March of 1865, Governor Edmunds took
chiefs Iron Whip, Strong Walker, Mitchell P. Cerre, Lone
Chief, and Standing Buffalo to Washington to rev1se their
treaty with Commissioner William P. Dole.

By the treaty

of March 10, 1865, the Ponca regained their old burial
grounds but had to relinquish much more territory.

The

new reservation encompassed a small area on the west side
20 Gov. Edmunds to John B. Hoffman, 11 August 1864,
Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Roll 671, Frame 156; Gov. Edmunds
to C.I.A. William P. Dole, 29 October 1864, Ponca Agency,
1864-1870, Frame 181; ibid., 26 January 1865, Frames 261263.
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of the Missouri bounded by ~! line that ran from the confluence of the Missouri and the Niobrara rivers directly
south to Ponca Creek, thence about four miles west and
northwest, thence thirteen miles directly south to the
Niobrara River, and then five miles along the south bank
of the Niobrara to the place of beginning.
in the Niobrara were retained by the Ponca.

The islands
The reserva-

tion was about 25 miles long and varied in width from 3 to
.
d about 96,000 acres of land. 21
9· m1. 1 es an d conta1ne

The Ponca were not happy for very long with the
new arrangement.

In July 1867 Congress provided for a

peace commission to make final treaties with the hostile
tribes.

'I'he commission, consisting of Commissioner of

Indian Affairs Nathaniel G. Taylor, General William Sherman, General Alfred Terry, and others,

after making the

Treaty of Medicine Lodge in October 1867, renewed their
treaty making in the spring of 1868 with the Sioux and
other tribes along the Missouri River.

The Treaty of

Laramie, concluded on April 29, 1868, insofar as the
Poncas were concerned, was a colossal blunder.

By its

terms, the lands given to the Ponca in 1858 and 1865 were
included in a reservation set apart for the "absolute and
undisturbed use and occupation .. of the Sioux, and for such
21

Kappler, Indian Affairs:
2: 875-876.

.
Laws and Treat1es,
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other "friendly., tribes or 1.ndividual Indians as from time
to time they might be willing, with the consent of the
United States to admit among them.
effect on February 24, 1869.

The treaty went into

Thus, by its terms the lands

ceded to the Ponca were taken from them without their consent, in violation of their treaty rights and without
compensation of any kind. 22
The condition of the Ponca worsened during the
1860's.

Since the Ponca were on Sioux land illegally, the

Sioux had a legitimate excuse to raid the Ponca Agency.
To make matters worse, hunting was practically abandoned,
and there was one crop failure after another.

In August

of 1867, five hundred acres of corn, pumpkins, and beans
were completely destroyed in the field by hoards of large
grasshoppers.

Consequently, the Ponca agents were con-

stantly calling for, but seldom receiving, government aid.
Yet, in spite of all these hardships, the first Ponca school
opened on January 1, 1868, with fifty students enrolled,
and the agency buildings were moved closer to the confluence
.
. and N1o
. b rara rlvers.
.
23
of the Mlssourl
In 1869, William H. Hugo, a new Ponca agent,
22 B. B. Chapman, Poncas (typewritten manuscript,
Indian Archives, Oklahoma Historical Society), 1.
23 Joel Potter to Gov. A. J. Faulk, 26 August 1867,
Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Frame 493; Joel Potter to C.I.A.
Nathaniel Taylor, 20 February 1868, Ponca Agency, 18641870, Roll 671, Frame 583.
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reported an increase in thl

,

.

depredations by the Brule Sloux.

On August 15, a party of fifteen Brule surprised and killed
a lone Ponca hunter.

During the night of October 10, a

Brule" war party slipped inside the Ponca agency and stole
thirteen horses.

On November 9, a party of about thirty

,.

Brule carne down Ponca Creek to within one mile of the
agency and made off with twenty-eight horses, nineteen of
which belonged to one head chief.

Two nights later, about

twenty Brul~ slipped down the 1~iobrara River to a Ponca
encampment nine miles south of the agency buildings, where
they killed one horse and stole eight more from Lone Chief
and Standing Buffalo.

In all, from August to November the

.,

Brule made off with fifty-one Ponca horses; none were ever
recovered.

24

Simultaneously large herds of cattle, destined for
the more numerous and hostile Sioux, were being driven
across Ponca lands.

When the Ponca agent complained that

his Indians were being neglected and would starve, Governor
John Burbank of Dakota Territory came up with a "soup plan"
whereby all the Ponca would be fed soup from one central
location. 25

Evidently, this project was not activated or,

24 william Hugo to Gov. John Burbank, 24 July 1869,
Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Frame 685; William Hugo to C.I.A.
Eli Parker, 12 November 1869, Ponca Agency, 1864-1870,
Roll 671, Frame 763.
25 Gov. John Burbank to C.I.A. Eli Parker, 9 September 1870, Ponca Agency, 1864-1870, Roll 671, Frames 918-919.
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if so, did not last long fer there is no further reference
to it.

Under such conditions it is little wonder that most

Ponca wanted a change, even if it meant leaving their horneland.
The idea of moving the Ponca to the lands of their
kinsmen, the Omaha, had never been entirely discarded.

In

1873, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Edward P. Smith decided that the Sioux-Ponca controversy could best be solved
by moving the Ponca to the Omaha Reserve in southeastern
Nebraska.

Preparations were made by the respective agents

for a joint discussion of this proposal by the chiefs of
both tribes.

On November 6, 1873, such a meeting was held

in the Omaha council house with the two agents and Barclay
.
h ea d o f t h e Nort h ern
Wh lte,

s uperlnten
.
d ency. 26

Things went exceptionally well during the conference.

An agreement was reached to consolidate the two

tribes on Omaha lands.

Before the United States government

acted upon this proposal John Q. Smith replaced Edward P.
Smith as Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
sioner Smith had other plans.

The new Cornrnis-

He wanted to isolate as

many Indian tribes as possible on reservations in Indian
Territory.

He felt that it would be better for the Ponca

and that all interests would be better served if the Ponca
26 Joseph Stanley Clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1940), 110-111.
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had a reservation of their 0wn in Indian Territory. 27
Consequently, Arthur J. Carrier, the Ponca agent,
was called to Washington in the summer of 1875 to discuss
the subject with Commissioner Smith and President Grant.
During these meetings it was agreed that certain preliminary action was necessary.

The Ponca, through their agent,

must officially request such removal.

Authority then would

be granted for a delegation of the Ponca chiefs to visit
Indian Territory and to select a site there for a new reservation.

Afterwards, the delegation would go to Washington

to complete the negotiations and to settle any outstanding
matters or differences.

28

After Carrier returned to the Ponca Agency in
September, the head chiefs made another request for removal
to Omaha lands.

Carrier, however, interpreted the request

as meaning lands in Indian Territory.

When Commissioner

Smith failed to take any further action, the Ponca, on
their own, opened negotiations with their old adversaries,
the Brule Sioux, for a peace treaty.

Subsequently, in

February 1876 a large delegation of the Brule visited the
Ponca to hold a peace council.

After a series of

27 Ibid., 111; Senate Select Cowuittee, 31 May 1880,
ln 46 Cong., 2 Sess., Senate Report 670 (Washington, 1880),
6: vi. Senate Report 670 is a detailed account of the
Ponca removal. Yet, some additional information can be
found in Senate Document 30.
28 Senate Report 670, 6: Vl.
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festivities,

the two tribe~ signed a general agreement of

perpetual peace.

Before the end of the year, a similar

agreement was concluded with the Spotted-Tail Sioux. 29
The Ponca-Sioux treaties made Ponca removal less
imperative.

The United States Congress, nevertheless, in-

serted clauses ln two successive appropriation bills that
provided funds to cover the expenses of resettlement.
by implication the move had been approved.

So,

The act of

August 15, 1876, stated that, with tribal consent, the
Secretary of the Interior could use the sum of $25,000
for the removal of the Poncas to a new home ln Indian
Territory.

A supplemental appropriation on March 3, 1877,

provided an additional $15,000 to be used for that purpose.
Having the funds provided for Ponca removal, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs let it be known that the Spotted-Tail and
Red Cloud bands of Sioux would move on the vacated lands.
Such a move was desired because it would lessen the expense
.
. .
of malntalnlng
t h e s.lOux. 30

2

g Ibid. , 6: Vll.

30

Ibid.

CHAPTER VI
A

HOME

NE~'l

When the Bureau of Indian Affairs definitely decided to remove the Ponca from Nebraska, early in 1877,
it abandoned all pretense to unite the tribe with the
Omaha.

By then its only consideration was to complete

removal to Indian Territory as quickly as possible.

The

Indian Appropriation Act of August 15, 1876, provided a
somewhat dubious legality.

Therefore, on January 15,

1877, Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Q. Smith ordered
Edward C. Kemble, Special Indian Inspector, to effect the
removal.

Inspector Kemble•s oral instructions seem to

have been to remove the Ponca with their consent, if possible, or without it, if necessary.

Before removal a tri-

bal delegation was to be allowed to visit Indian Territory
to select a suitable location.

1

1 chapman, Poncas, l; Report of the Secretary of
the Interior, 31 October 1876, in 44 Cong., 2 Sess., House
Exec. Doc. 1 (Washington, 1876), viii-xi; Senate Report
670, 6=-v-viii, 55, 406-408.
Kemble testified in his
defense that he had received Verbal instructions from
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of
the Interior, which allowed him to gain tribal consent
in almost any way possible.
11
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11
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Inspector Kemble,

i

.;companied by Reverend Samuel

D. Hinman, a missionary to the Santee Sioux, arrived at
the Ponca Agency on January 24, 1877.

During the next

three days, Kemble, Hinman, and the Ponca agent, James
Lawrence, held councils with the tribal chiefs and headmen.
All of the principal chiefs and some headmen were .present,
including head chief White Eagle, Standing Buffalo, Lone
Chief, Standing Bear, Big Elk, The Chief, Smoke Maker, and
Big Bull.

Unfortunately, the procedures followed during

the meetings are questionable.

The clerk failed to record

the minutes of the first council and neglected to write
down Inspector Kemble's statements in the second and third
meetings.

True or not, on the twenty-sixth, Kemble wired

Commissioner Smith that the Ponca had agreed to surrender
their reservation on the condition that a tribal delegation
of not less than ten Ponca be allowed to inspect lands 1n
Indian Territory and, if satisfied, come to Washington for
final negotiations.

On the twenty-seventh, Smith answered

that the Ponca could visit Washington if they had chosen a
site and wished to settle only minor details.

Despite

Kemble's statement that he had obtained tribal consent,
the Ponca chiefs later maintained that they had agreed only
to look at certain lands after which they would negotiate
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on removal.

2

On February 2, 1877, Inspector Kemble and Agent
Lawrence started by train with the Ponca search party for
Indian Territory.

The delegation consisted of White Eagle,

Standing Bear, Standing Buffalo, Mitchell Cerre, Big Elk,
Smoke Maker, The Chief, Frank LaFlesche, Louis Primeaux,
and interpreter Charles LeClair.

Reverend Hinman was ill

at the time, but planned to join them later.

In compliance

with a directive from Commissioner Smith the party was first
to visit the Osage Reservation, southeast of Arkansas City,
Kansas.

Unfortunately, no preparations had been made for

the visit, and, when the Ponca reached there on the ninth,
the Osage agent, Cyrus Beede, and the principal chiefs had
.

gone to Was h 1ngton.

3

The Ponca delegates were not impressed.

They were

disappointed that they had not received a cordial and formal reception.
became ill.

The weather was very disagreeable, and some

The entire party was confined in small, un-

comfortable quarters for five days until the storm had subsided.

Thoroughly discouraged, they quickly decided that

they were not interested in moving to Indian Territory,
2 senate Report 670, 6: 52-56, 409-410, 414.
It
seems that much of the misunderstanding was due to the
inadequacies of Charlie and David LeClaire, the interpreters at all of these councils.
3

Ibid., 415.
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particularly to the Osage ",Jnds.

Instead, they implored

their caretakers to allow them to return to Nebraska.
Ignoring their pleas, Kemble finally persuaded them to
visit the Kaw Reservation in the north-central part of
Indian Territory near present-day Kaw City, Oklahoma. 4
At the Kaw Agency on February 15, the Ponca were
accorded a warm and sincere welcome.

The Kaws probably

would have ceded part of their land, but the Ponca liked
it no better than that of the Osage.

The group then pro-

ceeded on horseback to Arkansas City, Kansas, where Inspector Kemble endeavored to reach some sort of compromise
with them.

At Arkansas City on February 17 and 18, he held

two conferences in an effort to get the Indians at least to
consider other locations.

The chiefs, however, remained

adamant in their demand to return home as quickly as possible.

As a last resort, Kemble, Lawrence, and Hinman,

without the Poncas, inspected an area west of the Kaw
Reserve along the Chikaskia River, forty miles south of
Arkansas City.

This site, the three agreed, would provide

an excellent location for the Ponca.

The area possessed

an abundance of water and timber, and the soil was suitable for agriculture.

5

On their return to Arkansas City on the twentieth,
the agents in council with the Ponca chiefs extolled the
4

.

Ibid. , 1x-x.

5

Ibid., 418.
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excellence of the lands al1ng the Chikaskia.

The chiefs,

however, declined to look at it and again insisted upon
immediately returning to their reservation.

They explained

that, even if they chose a site, the final decision had to
be made by the entire tribe in council.

Since he had been

directed to find a site, Inspector Kemble emphatically refused to concede.

Eight of the chiefs left Arkansas City

early that same evening for home, a six hundred mile walk.
Only Lone Chief and Mitchell Cerre, both too old for such
.
. d Wlth
.
a s t renuous t rlp,
remalne
Inspector Kemble. 6
During the interval between February 20 and 27,
1877, Inspector Kemble attempted to reunite the delegation
and also to find some other possible locations.

On the

twenty-first, Agent Lawrence went to the Otoe Agency, where
he attempted, unsuccessfully, to intercept the eight runaway chiefs.

Two days later, Kemble received word from Com-

missioner Smith that the Ponca had to be removed, even if
they withdrew their consent, because the Spotted-Tail and
Red Cloud Sioux were to be moved during the coming summer
to Ponca territory.

Kemble and Hinman thereupon visited

the Quapaw Reserve in the northeastern corner of Indian
Territory near present-day Baxter Springs, Kansas.

After

making an inspection and conferring with the Quapaws, they
notified Smith by telegram that the lands there would be
6

Ibid.
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the best location, healthw~~e, for the Ponca that they had
found.

Smith, however, instructed Kemble by wire on the

twenty-seventh, to return to the Ponca Agency and immediately remove the tribe to the Kaw Reservation. 7
By now, conditions at the Ponca Agency were in a
state of confusion.

The whereabouts of the delegates was

not known, and there were rumors that, if they did not
acquiesce, the United States would stop their annuity payments and

forcib~y

remove them.

Adding to the confusion,

many nearby whites 1n Nebraska and Dakota Territory became
aroused upon learning that the Ponca would be replaced by
bands of less friendly Sioux.

A leader of the opposition,

Reverend Alfred L. Riggs, an Episcopalian missionary to
the neighboring Santee Sioux, led the area clergy in a
campaign to influence the Office of Indian Affairs with
. .
8
1 etters an d pet1t1ons.

Even Inspector Kemble, still in

Arkansas City, had some reservations regarding removal.
He wrote to Commissioner Smith on March 2:
If the Ponca are moved to Indian Territory this
spring, they should have the services of a thoroughly
good and attentive physician and the care of an agent
7 Ibid., 418-420. Actually Kemble wanted to have
the eight arrested and held at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
He felt that detention would have a sobering effect on
the Ponca tribe regarding removal.
8 Ibid., 428-429; Alfred L. Riggs to C.I.A. John
Q. Smith, 8 February 1877, in National Archives Microfilm
Publications, Microcopy 234, L.R., 1824-1881, Ponca Agency,
1859-1880 (Washington, 1948), Roll 674, Frames 965-966.
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directed particularly to their diet and mode of life,
during the first year or two of their residence there,
at least. Otherwise, to send them into that climate
is to doom a large number of the tribe to inevitable
death from the sudden change.9
Inspector Kemble, nevertheless, returned, as instructed to the Ponca Agency on March 10, and began preparations for removal.

Three days previously, he had obtained

approval to move the Ponca to the Quapaw Reservation by
assuring Commissioner Smith that this could be accomplished
peacefully.

Without waiting for the eight chiefs to return,

Kemble ordered the tribesmen to prepare to move.
dians refused.

The In-

The opposition became even stronger late in

March when the eight weary and footsore chiefs arrived at
the Omaha Reservation and learned of Kemble's removal plans.
They angrily sent the following telegram to Washington:
Sloan, Iowa, March 27, 1877
To the President of the United States, Washington, D.C.
Did you authorize the man you sent to take us to
the Indian Territory to select a place for our future
home, to leave us there to find our way back as best
we could, if we did not agree to go down there? This
he told us, and left us without a pass, interpreter,
or money, because we could not select one of three
places, telling us if we did not go there peacefully
we would be driven by soldiers, at the point of the
bayonet, from our present homes. We were so left,
9 Kemble, Hinman and Lawrence to C.I.A. John Q.
Smith, 2 March 18.7 7, Saint Joseph, Missouri, Senate
Report 670, 6: 424.
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and have been thirty cays getting back as far as the
Omahas, hungry, tired, shoeless, footsore, and sad
at heart. Please answer us at once for we are in
trouble.lO
No one in Washington was courteous enough to reply,
and this unanswered telegram incited several newspapers to
publicize the plight of the Ponca.

The Sioux City Journal

was especially bold in its criticism of Inspector Kemble
and the entire process of resettlement.

Only one paper,

the Yankton Press and Dakotaian, supported the impending
removal, and its motives were immediately attacked by the
Niobrara Pioneer.

In an editorial entitled "Swindled

Poncas," the Pioneer stated that the people of Yankton were
interested in only two things, getting the larger Sioux
trade and in blocking a proposed railroad for the northern
part of Nebraska.

11

Because of the increasing opposition, Kemble decided to move the Ponca even sooner than planned, hopefully
before serious trouble erupted.

Meanwhile, he kept Cornrnis-

s1oner Smith convinced that opposition was the handiwork
of only a few individuals.

On March twenty-seventh, he 1n-

formed Smith that the tribe had given its unequivocal
10 Telegram from eight Ponca chiefs to President
Hayes, in ibid. Although the chiefs never received an
answer, Commissioner Smith wired Kemble on 3 March 1877,
v1a Springfield, Dakota, that no aid would be furnished
the eight runaways unless he (Kemble) so directed.
11 Editorial, Niobrara "Pioneer," 1n Ponca Agency,
1859-1880, Roll 674, Frames 640-642.
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consent, and, if the India1 Office remained firm, there
would be no further problems.

Unfortunately, he neglected

to tell Smith that the chiefs, who strongly opposed removal,
had not yet returned from Indian Territory. 12
The situation became critical on April 2, when the
eight chiefs finally arrived.

The chiefs' unfavorable

revelations of their experiences in and their impressions
of Indian Territory convinced even those who were still undecided not to go.

The chiefs were furious when they

learned that Inspector Kemble had withheld rations and had
threatened to use troops to carry out his plan.

Fearing

for his own safety and that of the agency personnel, Kemble
did call ln troops from Fort Randall and had Chief Standing
Bear and his brother, Big Snake, arrested and confined at
the fort.

Kemble was of the opinion that these two Indians

and a few whites, over whom he had no control, were the
. 1 ea d ers. 13
maln rlng
The show of force failed to quiet the opposition.
12

senate Report 670, 6: 67-68. There was no way
that tribal consent could have been gained without the
Ponca being allowed to confer with their missing chiefs.
13 Ibid., 6: xii; National Archives Microfilm Publications, Microcopy 617, Returns from U.S. Military Posts,
1800-1916, Post Returns Fort Randall, South Dakota, January 1867-December 1879 (Washington, 1965), Roll 989, May,
1877. Kemble, on different occasions, did eject several
white sympathizers from the reservation. This was the
first time that United States troops were called in to
keep peace within the tribe.
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The principal chief, White Eagle, engaged Solomon Draper,
a Niobrara attorney, to plead the Ponca cause in Washington.

Reverend Riggs and James Owen Dorsey, another m1s-

s1onary to the Sioux, appealed to the Indian Office for a
st.ay on removal, at least until a commission could investigate and make recommendations.

For a short time Commis-

sioner Smith and Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz
wavered in indecision.

Finally, they called Inspector

Kemble to Washington and, after reviewing with him the removal proceedings, reaffirmed the original plan.

The Ponca

would be removed to Indian Territory, by force, if neces14
sary.
Inspector Kemble had already made a rough tribal
count.
groups:

There were about 740 persons divided into two
a band of full bloods of over 400 led by Chief

White Eagle, and another group, mostly half-breeds, led
by Lone Chief.

On the basis of this figure, Inspector

Kemble made arrangements with Henry E. Bonesteel of Springfield, Dakota Territory, to furnish wagons and draft animals
14 senate Report 670, 6: 305-316, 428; Telegram
from John P. Williamson to Commissioner Smith, 21 March
1877, Yankton, Dakota, Ponca Agency, 1859-1880, Roll 674,
Frame 969. Chief White Eagle gave Solomon Draper, a
Niobrara, Nebraska, lawyer thirty ponies to represent the·
Ponca in Washington. Draper felt that two rival groups
of businessmen (one in Yankton, Dakota, and Sioux City,
Iowa, and the other in Omaha, Nebraska) influenced the
Ponca removal. Both were anxious for the large Sioux
trade.
Draper saw both Smith and Schurz, but he was unable to delay removal.
It should be remembered that
Inspector Kemble was in Washington at the same time.
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at $4.50 per day, per team.

Throughout the removal contro-

versy the half-breeds had reacted more favorably, probably
because they were easier to intimidate.

Thus, the half-

breeds constituted most of the first contingent to start
f or the new home on the Quapaw Reserve. 15

On April 16, 1877, while Kemble was still in Washington urging the use of troops against the recalcitrants,
Agent Lawrence started southward with 164 Ponca and 46
wagons.

Because of the swollen rivers and muddy roads,

the 135 miles to Columbus, Nebraska, required 13 days for
an average of between 10 and ll miles per day.

Neverthe-

.
. goo d sp1r1t.
. . 16
1 ess, th e I n d 1ans
were 1n
Agent Lawrence encamped his charges near the town
of Columbus, as instructed, and there awaited the arrival
of Inspector Kemble and Edward A. Howard, the newly
assigned Ponca agent.

Agent Howard arrived on April 28

and Kemble two days later.

Howard, who had dealt prev1-

ously with western Indians, was well aware of the Ponca
situation.

After a lengthy conference, an agreement was

reached whereby Kemble would take charge of the initial
party and agents Howard and Lawrence would return to the
15 senate Report 670, 6: 66.
16 Ibid.,. 439-443.
from 164 to 170.

The number of Indians var1es
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Ponca Agency for the remair ler of the tribe. 17
On May 2, Kemble left Columbus with the half18
breeds.
The weather became even worse; the rivers and
roads were at times impassable.

Since all the stock were

needed to move supplies and equipment, most of the Indians
walked the entire distance, thus limiting travel to about
an average of eleven miles each day.

Despite the many

hardships, there was no disturbance nor destruction of
property.

The good conduct was due in part to a small

Indian police force, established by Kemble, that maintained
discipline, kept order, and circumvented the activities of
whiskey peddlers.

The advance party finally reached the

Quapaw Reservation on June 12, 1877, after .fifty-eight days
on the road and a removal cost of $8,199. 19
Meanwhile, agents Howard and Lawrence had reached
the old Ponca Agency on May 5, and at once commenced removal negotiations with White Eagle and the other principal
chiefs and headmen.

In councils on May 7, 8, and 15, the

chiefs adamantly insisted that the United States government
was treating them unjustly.

Their arguments were in vain.

17 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs:
Howard's Journal, 1 November 1877, in 45 Cong., 2 Sess.,
House Exec. Doc. 1 (Washington, 1878), 492.
18 For route see f'lgure no. 8 .

19 Howard's Journal, 45 Cong., 2 Sess., House Exec.
Doc. 1, 417-418.
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As requested by Howard, trlups from Fort Randall, under
the comn1and of Major Fergus Walker, stopped all agricultural operations and confiscated the Indians' tools, supplies, and many of their personal belongings.

Finally,

on May 16, to avoid conflict with the military, the chiefs
agreed to move. 20
On May 19, 1877, Agent Howard started the ma1n
body of over five hundred Ponca southward with orders to
follow the route used by the preceding caravan.

Although

he deemed i t unnecessary s1nce he had appointed Indian
police, the group was escorted as far as Columbus, Nebraska,
by Major Walker and twenty-five mounted troops of Company I,
First Infantry.

Even though they had left under compulsion

and the conditions were even worse than the first party had
to endure, the Ponca behaved well.

Much of the credit was

due to the police who greatly facilitated the movement.

21

Unlike the first group, Howard's party experienced
sickness, death, and desertion during the JOurney.

Sick-

ness, especially fever, was so widespread and severe that
Howard engaged physicians wherever and whenever possible.
Most illness was attributed to the unusual weather, which
20 Ibid., 492-493.
21 rbid., 493. Major Walker also felt that the
military escort was unnecessary, but he had to carry out
his orders. The number of Indians in this group also
varies according to different accounts.
Howard estimated
that there were 543.
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produced extreme heat and l<Jrrential rainfall almost every
day.

On June 5, while the Ponca were encamped near Milford,

Nebraska, Prairie Flower, a daughter of Chief Standing Bear,
died of consumption.

Officially en route there were nine

recorded deaths, eight of whom received a Christian burial.
To add to the agent's frustration, approximately thirty of
his charges deserted either to the Omaha or to the Otoe
Reserves.

Another four families of defectors were inter-

.
. . .
cep t e d b y Howar d an d coaxe d lnto
reJOlnlng
t h e marc h . 22
The weather proved to be the greatest obstacle to
Ponca removal.

Unknowingly, a Kansas editor adequately

described the conditions faced by the Indians during the
entire trip.

With a mixture of jocularity and scarcasm he

wrote in effect that 1877 was the first year in his remembrance that grasshoppers bypassed the .midwest, since they
could neither swim nor eat fish.

The rivers and streams

that the Ponca encountered were so swollen that fording
was always a hazardous undertaking.
saturated.

Most of the roads were

The constant use of manpower was necessary to

aid the draft animals to pull the wagons out of the numerous mudholes.

Unfortunately, a few were unable to hold up

under the strain.

In one instance, Buffalo Track, a war-

rior, went berserk and almost succeeded in murdering Chief
White Eagle before Agent Howard and the Indian police could
22 Ibid., 494.
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subdue and expel him from ~l1e tribe.

As a result of a

terrible blow administered to his head during the encounter
by the frenzied warrior, White Eagle remained in a dazed
.
23
condition for almost twenty-four hours.

Rain, mud, and heat in excess of one hundred degrees,
bad as they were, were not as devastating as tornadoes.
Two such storms struck the migrating party.

Only one of

these is fully described in the records available.

On the

evening of June 6, while the Indians were encamped on the
Blue River near Milford, Nebraska, they were struck by a
disastrous tornado.

Even though there was only one fatal-

ity, enough others suffered painful injuries to tax the
meager medical facilities available at Milford.

Agent

Howard reported that the winds carried several individuals
as much as three hundred yards into the air before deposit1ng them in broken heaps upon the ground.
the camp was

sm~shed,

Every tipi 1n

and many were shredded so badly that

they were rendered useless.

Wagon boxes, supplies, and

other camp equipment were also severely damaged.

The

devastation was of such magnitude that money intended for
other needs had to be spent on repairs.

The storm delayed

the resumption of the journey for several days.

24

In spite of the hardships encountered along the way,
Agent Howard and his Poncas finally reached the Quapaw
23 rbid., 495.

24

Ibid., 494.
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Reservation on July 9, 187 , fifty-two days after their
departure from Niobrara.

If the Ponca rejoiced over

reaching the end of their JOUrney, that joy quickly dissipated when they viewed their new home.

The United States

government had made almost no prior preparations for their
care and maintenance other than the planting of 260 acres
of corn.

The only buildings on the entire reserve were a

commlssary, a mission house, and a dozen dilapidated Quapaw
huts.

Most of the Quapaw were off the reservation, as

usual, visiting or living with other tribes.
ference

The indif-

of these Indians toward their assigned land proba-

bly had prompted the Office of Indian Affairs to consider
the location as a holding area for other hostile tribes.
Yet, it still legally belonged to the Quapaw.

25

Such was the state of affairs when the Ponca arrived.

Since the United States government had not consulted

the Quapaw concerning the sale of their reserve nor paid the
Ponca for their lands in Nebraska, the new arrivals were
very apprehensive about their welfare.

Inspector Kemble

had located the half-breed band on high ground a short distance south of the commissary.

For the full bloods Howard

chose an elevated area north of that building.

Since there

were no permanent facilities, all the Ponca were housed
25

Ibid., 495-496. The majority of the approximately 235 Quapaw was at the Osage Agency.
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either in tipis or in army ._ssue tents, most too worn to
offer adequate protection from severe weather.

Equally

disturbing was the fact that the Ponca were located in
the extreme northeast corner of Indian Territory only five
miles from Baxter Springs, Kansas, a frontier town where
many vices flourished.

They were soon the victims of un-

scrupulous traders and whiskey peddlers. 26
The Ponca were not happy on Quapaw land, and irnrnediately petitioned the Office of Indian Affairs to move
them farther west.

They intimated that they would return

to their old reservation unless a definite decision was
soon reached concerning the exchange of their lands 1n
Nebraska for satisfactory lands in Indian Territory.

In-

spector Kemble and Agent Howard joined the Indians in expressing dismay and concern over the failure of the Office
of Indian Affairs to make adequate preparations at the
Quapaw Reserve and to disregard their requests for supplies.
They pleaded that the Ponca either be moved, or that proper
facilities be established for them.
Affairs, however, had a problem.

The Office of Indian

The Quapaw, having re-

turned to their reservation, refused to relinquish any part
of it until they received payment.

While officialdom in

Washington floundered in indecision, the Ponca continued
26 Ibid., 496-498. For location of the Quapaw
Reservation see Figure 25.
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to suffer.

27

In October, after Agent Howard had convinced the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs that the Ponca intended to
return to their old reservation, a delegation was finally
authorized to visit Washington.

The delegation, consisting

of Agent Howard, his clerk, two interpreters, and chiefs
White Eagle, Standing Buffalo, Big Elk, Standing Bear,
Black Crow, Smoke Maker, Frank LaFlesche, Hairy Bear,
Mitchel Cerre, and Big Snake, reached Washington on November 7 and three days later conferred with President Rutherford B. Hayes.

President Hayes was very sympathetic with

the dissatisfied Ponca and promised them a reserve as good
as the one they had left on the Missouri River:
Since the Ponca were being annoyed and imposed upon
by bad men, they might select good lands in the Indian
Territory for a reservation, more remote from white
settlements. For the land which you left on the Missouri River, you shall have a tract as large, and as
fertile, with plenty of timber and many water
27 Ibid., 512; Senate Report 670, 6: 472; Tom
Knudsen to Kenneth R. Jacobs, interview, Niobrara, Nebraska, 22 July 1975; Indian Pioneer History: Foreman
Collection, Mrs. Jane Baptiste, a Kaskaskia Indian, to
Nannie Lee Burns, a W.P.A. Writers Project Interview,
Miami, Oklahoma, 22 November 1937 (typewritten, Indian
Archives, Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City);
Leo Liegerat,
The Effect of the Oil Industry on the
Oklahoma Indians, Part 2, Tide Water Topics, 4 (November, 1922), 3. Presently, many Ponca sincerely believe
that while at the Quapaw Reserve the Ponca Tribe was
held in confinement by United States troops. However,
this cannot be authenticated from the official records.
11

11
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co~rses.

I will perm~: you to send out some of your
ch1efs to make a selection for your people among the
lands which still belong to the government in the
Indian Territory.28

President Hayes' promises placated the Ponca for awhile,
but a conflict soon developed between the Indians and
officials in Washington over the location of the new
.
29
reserva 1on.
t

The Office of Indian Affairs wanted the Ponca to
accept a 105,456-acre tract to the east of the Pawnee and
1n the forks of the Arkansas and Cimarron rivers.

This,

it claimed, was the best available location it could purchase easily from the Cherokee, and it would be some distance from the sickly Kaw Indians.

On January 2, 1878,

Indian Inspector Erwin C. Watkins, a former merchant, and
28

Report of the Secretary of the Interior: The
Ponca Delegation Council with President Hayes, 1 November
1877, in 45 Cong., 2 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 1 (Washington,
1878), vii-viii.
29 b. d
. ' . W1'11'1am N'1c h o 1 son, S uper1nten
.
d ent
I 1 ., Vlll;
of the Central Superintendency, to Commissioner Smith, 23
August 1877, Ponca Agency, 1859-1880, Roll 674, Frames 3934lli ibid., Frames 907-908. One of the requests made by
the delegation was that the entire tribe be allowed to return to their old reservation. This request was denied on
the grounds that the Spotted-Tail Sioux were to occupy
that area. Actually, the Sioux were only there for approximately six months. The chiefs were also promised that those
who had been forced to leave personal belongings on the old
reservation would be compensated. Unfortunately for the
individual Ponca, this money was forever lost in the hodgepodge of annuity and removal funds. Congress merely placed
a clause in the Indian Appropriation Act of June 30, 1877,
which provided $15,000 for removing the Ponca from the
Quapaw Reserve to a permanent location.
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Fig. 10.--Baptiste Barnaby, Ponca Interpreter,
From the Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Fig .. 11.--Charles LeClerc, Ponca Interpreter, 1877.
From the Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Fig. 12.--The Chief, 1877.
Office of Anthropology.
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Fig. 13.--Chief Black Crow, 1877.
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Fig. 16.--Chief Hairy Bear, 1877.
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Fig. 17.--Headman Big Snake, 1877.
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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the new Ponca agent, Alber1. G. Boone, a grandson of Daniel
Boone, led a tribal delegation of nine chiefs, two Indian
women, one interpreter, and two other agency employees to
inspect the proposed area.
was gone for almost a month.

The party, traveling by wagon,
In spite of Boone's pleadings,

the Indians emphatically rejected the location between the
Arkansas and Cimarron and insisted on examining an area
farther to the north along the Chikaskia River and west of
the Kaw Reserve.

Watkins and Boone acquiesced, and almost

immediately after their arrival there the Indian delegation
agreed upon an area between the Chikaskia and the Salt Fork
of ti1e Arkansas, and, despite arguments to the contrary by
the two officials, firmly insisted it was the only suitable
location they had seen.

30

Agent Boone urged the Office of Indian Affairs to
disregard the location selected by the Indians.

He felt

that it was too close to the Kaws and recommended that the
Ponca be moved either to the area between the Arkansas and
Cimarron rivers or be kept on the Quapaw Reservation.

On

January 29, the entire tribe met in council and ·over
30 Telegram from Agent Boone to Commissioner Smith,
30 January 1878, Ponca Agency, 1878, Roll 675, Frame 888;
The Duke Collection: American Indian Oral History, Ponca
and Potawatami 11 50 (Norman:
University of Oklahoma, American Indian Institute, 1972), M-45, 2 (typewritten from
original tapes) . The resignation of Agent Howard was due
in part to his consternation over the seemingly callous
disregard displayed by the Office of Indian Affairs when
dealing with the Ponca.
11
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Boone's urgings to the con .~ary, endorsed the recommendation of their delegation.

Th e f o 11 ow1ng
·
d ay, Ch'1e f Wh't
1 e

Eagle wired the decision to Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Ezra A. Hayt, who wanted to make another effort to get
Boone I s recommendation accepted. 31
Another reason for the delay was monetary confus1on.

There had been neither an

~ccurate

nor an acceptable

accounting of the funds for the removal of the Ponca, but
apparently most of the funds had been used.

Consequently,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs had to wait for a new appropriation before it could again move the tribe.

Such an

appropriation was not made until May of 1878, and in the
meantime the Ponca continued to suffer and to become 1ncreasingly discouraged.

In the previous February, Boone

informed the Commissioner that the Indians were threatening
to leave the Quapaw Reserve unless some positive action was
taken soon.

32

This time, when the Office of Indian Affairs failed
to act, about twenty families of Chief Standing Bear's
band, tired of living in the midst of illness and death,
left on March 3 for the Chikaskia location.

Ironically,

31 Telegram from Boone to Smith, 30 January 1878,
Ponca Agency, 1878, Roll 675, Frame 888.
32 Agent Boone to Commissioner E. A. Hayt, 22
February 1878, Ponca Agency, 1878, Roll 675, Frame 152.
The clause in the 1877 appropriation bill was not approved
until 1878.
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on that same day, Cornmissi< ner Hayt gave Agent Boone
authority to move the Ponca to the lands they wanted along
the Chikaskia.

Other Ponca, too impatient to wait on the

slow moving bureaucracy to move them, proceeded there on
their own.

By the end of April, 250 to 300 without benefit

of governmental aid were at or near their new homeland. 33
Before Boone could finish the necessary arrangements for removal, he was replaced on July 3 by William H.
Whiteman, a lawyer from Baxter Springs, who was even less
informed about the Ponca than Boone.

Agent Whiteman, how-

ever, soon concluded a transport agreement whereby contractor Albert A. Willard agreed to furnish thirty-five
teams and wagons to accommodate the Ponca and their supplies
at a cost of $37.50 per ton.

Finally, on July 21, 1878,

Whiteman and the remaining 190 Indians began tqe 185-mile
trek to the new reservation.

Even though the weather was

extremely hot, ninety-five. to one hundred degrees each day,
and many of the Indians were old and ill, the journey was
completed in eight days.

The only casualty along the way
34
was one old horse that died from exhaustion.
33 Telegram from Boone to Hayt, 3 March 1878, Ponca
Agency, 1878, Roll 675, Frame 232; ibid., 4 April 1878,
Frame 332.
34 secretary of the Interior to Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, 15 July 1878, Ponca Agency, 1878, Roll
675, Frame 683; Agent Whiteman to Hayt, 29 July 1878,
Ponca Agency, 1878, Roll 675, Frame 978.
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According to Whiten ~~n, the Ponca Reserve of
101,894.31 acres was far superior to the evaluation given
it by former governmental officials.

Located west of the

Arkansas River and on both sides of the Salt Fork of the
Arkansas, it had ample timber and water, and the soil was
fertile enough for agricultural pursuits.

The agency it-

self was located "on the Salt Fork River, in the large bend
formed by that river, about two miles west of its confluence with the Arkansas River, ..
City, Oklahoma.

35

near present-day Ponca

There was much work to be done.

The only

structure was a twenty-four by seventy foot commissary
building.

Additional facilities, food, medicines, and

other supplies were necessary if the Ponca were to stay.

36

Agent Whiteman immediately requisitioned supplies
to meet the most urgent needs.

He informed the Office of

Indian Affairs that, since it was too late to plant crops,
the Ponca should receive 100 percent of their food requ1rements from the government during the coming winter and
spr1ng.

The Ponca, he continued, had become very despon-

dent over the high rate of tribal illness and deaths in
Indian Territory.

Dy the end of 1879, an estimated one-

third of the entire tribe had died from disease and other
35 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
1, November 1878, in 45 Cong., 3 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 1
(Washington, 1878), 560.
36 Ibid., 560-561.
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causes connected with the Jong trek from Nebraska.

There-

fore, until the Ponca had become acclimatized, a full-time
physician and medicines for malaria, scrofula, and other
l'11 nesses were urgently needed. 37

Whiteman also felt that

the Ponca would be better off living away from the agency.
Subsequently, the mixed bloods gradually settled along the
Chikaskia River and the full bloods, except for a few who
scattered along Bois D'Arc Creek, settled along the
Arkansas River.

38

At the end of 1879, the Ponca, although still ln
temporary housing (tents and tipis) , were established in
their new location.
contented.

They were, however, far from being

Most worrisome were the unsettled questions of

their annuities and of their land titles, both in Nebraska
and in Indian Territory.

Fortunately, for most

life on

the new reservation was far less harrowing than prevlously.

39

37 rbid., 561.
38 rbid., 467, 560.

39 Ibid., 561.

CHAPTER VII
THE PONCA SEPARATION
Although supplies were not sent to the Ponca and
the construction of facilities progressed slowly, other
problems developed that obscured these basic needs.
of the Ponca were satisfied on their new reserve.

Few
Chief

White Eagle and others pleaded for authorization to visit
Washington to settle their differences.

Others took more

direct action and fled north, hoping once agaln to settle
on or near their old reservation. 1
Late in 1878, Chief Smoke Maker and nlne followers
left the new Ponca Agency in two wagons for their old homeland.

In March of 1879, they arrived at the Yankton Agency,

Dakota Territory.

Chief Strike the Ree, the principal

Yankton chief, gave them refuge and guaranteed them a home
for as long as they would work for their keep.

Such a

small group of fugitives did not prompt the government to
.
take any reta l latory
ac t'lOn. 2

1 Martin F. Schmitt, ed., General George Crook:
University of Oklahoma Press,
His Autobiography (Norman:
1946), 232.
2 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 216.
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Fig. 20.--Chief White Eagle
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.

1877.
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Fig. 21.--Chief Smoke Maker, 1877.
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.
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Fig. 22.--Chief Standing Bear
Smithsonian Office of Anthropology.

1877.
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Far more serious f~1Jm the Indian Bureau•s viewpoint was the flight of Chief Standing Bear with a larger
group of Ponca.

Standing Bear, who had lost most of his

family, vowed that he would bury the bones of his only son,
who had died at the new reserve, on the Niobrara.

In Decem-

ber, he received an annuity payment that could be used to
purchase supplies.

Biding his time, the chief, whose camp

was at the mouth of the Chikaskia River about eight miles
from the agency, waited until a heavy snow and a severe
cold wave in January of 1879 to flee the agency with twentynine men, women, and children, one old horse, and a light
wagon.

Chief Standing

~ear

carried the bones of his son

in a bag fastened around his neck.

3

Due to the bad weather, Agent Whiteman did not
know for six days of the departure.

When he learned of it,

he sent an urgent plea to Washington to have the Indians
arrested either at the Otoe or Omaha Reserve.

He feared

'

that unless the refugees were chastized, other Ponca would
follow.

He insisted that Standing Bear and the other

leaders be imprisoned.

But, the War Department, still

hoping for the transfer of the Indian Office to its administration, declined to chase the refractory Indians.

It

had no intention of shouldering the burden after the
3 John G. Bourke, On the Border with Crook (New
York:
Charles Scribner•s-sons, 1891; reprinted.,
Glorieta, New Mexico:
The Rio Grande Press, Inc., 1969),
427.
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Interior Department had deL()nstrated its inability to

•

carry the responsibility. 4
Standing Bear and his party were arrested, however, upon reaching the Omaha Reserve on March 4.

General

George Crook, the nearest military commander, sent troops
to escort the .Ponca to Omaha Barracks where they were confined.

Colonel John H. King, the fort commander, reported

that, because some were too ill and their horses, glven
them by the Omaha, were too weak to travel, it was not possible at the time to return the run-a-way Ponca to Indian
Territory.

While the Ponca were confined at Omaha Barracks,

Thomas H. Tibbles, an assistant editor of the Omaha Herald,
visited the prisoners, heard their story, and sympathized
with them.

Afterwards, Tibbles began a crusade to right

the wrongs inflicted upon them.

He first enlisted the aid

of the pastors of Omaha, especially E. H. Johnson, a personal friend of Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz.
Together, they composed a telegram to Schurz, explaining
and upholding the Ponca cause.

All the ministers in Omaha

concurred with and signed the draft.

5

Tibbles also used

the press to publicize the plight of the Ponca.
Two Omaha attorneys, John L. Webster and Albert J.
4c1ark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 218.
5 Robert Winston Mardock, The Reformers and the
American Indian (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1971), 173.
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Poppleton, agreed to sue fer the release of the Indians
from military custody.

Judge Elmer

s.

Dundy, the United

States district judge for Nebraska, set the hearing for
April 29, 1879.

George M. Lamberton, the United States

district attorney for Nebraska, was appointed by the Department of the Interior to prosecute the Ponca. 6
Meanwhile, Tibbles was busy enlisting more support
for the defendants.

General Crook, who at Tibble's request

met with Standing Bear, joined in the fight to ga1n freedom
for the prisoners.

The Nebraska senators, the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs, and the Secretary of the Interior, and
even the president received petitions urging their intercesslon on behalf of the prisoners.

The Yankton papers,

previously advocates for removal, now urged the return of
the Ponca to their old reserve which was unoccupied and had
most of the buildings still standing.

Missionaries and

ministers in Yankton, Niobrara, Sioux City, Omaha, and also
those quartered at the various Indian agencies in Nebraska
and Dakota appealed to the emotions and virtues of the
officials in Washington.

Even the Board of Indian Commis-

sioners, created to stimulate the betterment of the Indian
tribes, and its executive committees protested the contemplated forcible return of the refugees to Indian Territory.
But Commissioner Hayt, who looked upon the Board as a
6 schmitt, General George Crook, 233.
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meddlesome group of old meL, refused the request.

Joseph

Ward, pastor of the Congregational Church in Yankton, initiated a rumor that many other Poncas in Indian Territory
were also starting for the north and predicted that there
would be another Indian war unless something was done at
once.

Agent Whiteman, however, maintained that none but

the two groups had left or were preparing to leave the
southern reservation. 7
The trial, which began on April 29, lasted two
weeks.

After hearing the arguments from the opposing

attorneys, Judge Dundy, in essence, ruled that an Indian
is a person within the meaning of the laws of the United
States and has rights under the laws.

The Indian, as well

as the white race, he continued, possessed the inherent
right of expatriation and has the inalienable right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness as long as he
obeys the laws.

No rightful authority existed for the re-

moval by force of any of the Poncas to Indian Territory
and, being unlawfully restrained of liberty, the defendants
must be discharged.

His decision was based upon the fact

that there was no federal law nor treaty stipulation setting
apart a reservation in Indian Territory for the Poncas nor
7 James T. King, "A Better Way: General George
Crook and the Ponca Indians," in The Western American
Indian: Case Studies in Tribal HIStory, ed. Richard N.
Ellis (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1973), 87.
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for moving and keeping then there.

He did not deny the

power of Congress to pass such a law; rather, he simply
expressed the opinion that since no such authority had
ever been conferred, the Indians had to be released. 8
Judge Dundy•s decision angered both the Indian
Bureau and the War Department.

Both departments felt that

the decision, allowing an Indian the right to come and go
as he pleased without a permit or permission, could undermine the whole reservation system.

General William T.

Sherman in a telegram on May 20 to the Secretary of War
rather sarcastically expressed his disgust with the Judge's
decision:
Inasmuch as Judge Dundy has released from custody the
Ponca Indians who escaped from their agency where they
were fed and maintained by the Indian Bureau, I think
it would be fair to allow him in his charity to feed
and clothe them. They are in fact paupers turned
loose on the community by him and he should assume
the task and expense of their maintenance.
If the
Ponca Indians prefer to rely on him, I suppose the
army can well allow him to assume that function.9
Two days later Sherman wired General Philip H. Sheridan,
commander of the Division of the Missouri, that Judge
Dundy•s release of Standing Bear under a writ of habeas
corpus did not apply to any other than that specific case.
8 Grant Foreman, Last Trek of the Indians (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1946)-,-253.
9 Loring Benson Priest, Uncle Sam•~ Stepchildren:
The Reformation of U.S. Indian Policy, 1865-1887 (New York:
Octagon Books, 1969),-77.
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The fear that the northern tribes being held in Indian
Territory would cause trouble gradually subsided. 10
Meanwhile, Agent Whiteman became alarmed over the
large numbers of letters that promoted discontent among
the Ponca.

Principally, the letters were instigated by

Missionary James 0. Dorsey, who was engaged in working out
a written language for the Omaha.

The letters informed

the Ponca that their old reserve was vacant; that their
old enemies, the Sioux, would not trouble them anymore;
that there was no good reason why they should not return;
that Standing Bear, who was on the old reservation, would
not be sent back south.

Other letter writers urged them

to leave in small numbers and expressed an opinion that the
government would not return them.

Finally, Agent Whiteman,

fearful of the effects of such information, began destroy1ng the letters.
~1e

Afterwards, the citizens of Niobrara and

Indians of the Omaha agency found other means by which

to communicate with the Ponca, principally through the
Pawnee.

11
The communications did have an effect.

fled from the Ponca Agency on May 23.

Six families

Agent Whiteman, hear-

ing of their departure two days later and knowing the

10clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 222-223.
11 Joseph Stanley Clark, "Ponca Publicity, .. The
Mississippi Valley Historical Review 24 (March 1943) :
510.
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Arkansas River was at floou stage, attempted to intercept
them.

He traveled up the river more than one hundred miles,

checking all the ferries and bridges but found no trace of
them.

They made good their escape. 12
The Omaha Committee, composed of the pastors and

leading laymen of Omaha, retained its organization after
the release of Standing Bear.

With crusading zeal it con-

ceived a greater goal than the release ·from custody of one
old chief and a handful of his followers.

It would sway

public opinion enough to get the wrong done the Ponca corrected.

It also decided to take the Ponca case to the

United States Supreme Court to get a decision once and for
all on the rights of an Indian.

Soon church publications

contained letters and articles on the Poncas, newspaper
editorials condemned the "Indian Ring," and from pulpit
and platform the Indian situation was lamented.

13

The Omaha Committee knew that to keep the 1ssue
alive, it needed additional information about the condition of the tribe 1n Indian Territory.

Therefore, it

paid the expenses of Joseph LaFlesche, an

Omaha who had

a brother living with the Ponca, and his daughter Susette,
more popularly referred to as Bright Eyes, for a visit to
the Ponca Reserve.

The father and daughter spent one week

at the Ponca Agency and then brought back enough information
12 Ibid.

13 rbid.

I

504.
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to amply reward and keep t]
remainder of the summer.

:~

Omaha Cornrni ttee busy for the

Bright Eyes became something of

a national character, and her report furnished horror
tales for many Sunday sermons.

The public got the idea

that, whereas on the old reservation tl1ey were thrifty and
1n fine health, the Ponca were now all half-sick from ague
or other malarial diseases and were living in utter despair,
misery, and poverty.

Bright Eyes reported that too many

were sick for the well to take care of them.

Sixteen en-

tire families had perished in the two years that the Ponca
had resided in Indian Territory, and an estimated two hundred of the original seven hundred had died.

The majority,

she claimed, begged to be allowed to return to their old
reservation before the fall sickness set 1n.

Their present

life, according to Bright Eyes, amounted to a slow and
fatal torture.

14

The Omaha Committee now saw an opportunity to enlarge its activities.

The members decided to use the

talents of Bright Eyes and Standing Bear on the lecture
platform.

Bright Eyes would read a prepared message and

also interpret the speeches made by the run-a-way chief.
Four interesting topics were chosen for discussion:

the

first inspection tour of Indian Territory and the deserted
chiefs, the removal, the sickness and death at the Quapaw

14 King, "A Better Way," 84-85.
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Reserve, and the new agency and the flight of Standing
Bear.

To assure success, all four topics were embellished

by the imaginative interpretation of Bright Eyes.

By July

the number of Ponca families in Indian Territory wiped out
by illness had been increased from sixteen to twenty-four;
the five hundred Ponca still there had been reduced to four
hundred.

The farther east the party traveled, the more

disparate became the statistics.

The story of the eight

chiefs who left the delegation at Arkansas City in February
of 1877 and spent the next forty days walking the five hundred miles home, hardly needed any augmentation, but the
distance soon became one thousand, and later twelve hundred
miles.

Bright Eyes told astonished audiences that when

entering the office of the Otoe agent, the run-a-way chiefs
15
had left bloody foot prints on the floor.
As Thomas Tibbles and his party moved eastward,
their more polished speaking style and exaggerations won
many converts to the Ponca cause.

By the time they reached

Boston, they were armed with letters from such notables as
General Crook, Horatio Seymour, President Julius H. Seelye
of Amherst College, and White Eagle, all testifying to the
need for Ponca relief.

In Boston, they were received with

open arms and the leading philanthropists there founded a
Boston Committee to aid and to support the cause.

lSibid., 86.

The
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Society for the Propagatio1

of the Gospel among the Indians

joined Tibbles, and increasingly the attacks were aimed at
Secretary Schurz and Commissioner Hayt.

In some audiences,

when Schurz and Hayt were mentioned, a voice would cry out,
"Hang them!" and there would be great applause. 16
Secretary Schurz was never happier than when he or
his policies were being attacked, because it gave him an
opportunity to write sharp rebuttals.

In this way he could

demonstrate his theories of reform, as well as let the
public know it had a champion.

Any dispute was meat for

him, but this crisis was especially good.

It offered him

an opportunity to focus public attention on many of the lmprovements he had brought about in the Indian service.
Since the Boston philanthropists had turned against him on
the Indian question, he set out to prove to them that he
was right and they were wrong.

The gifted Schurz could

clothe a half-truth as an actual fact, but this time he
was attacking reformers of his own kind.

Schurz started

mildly by questioning the motives of Tibbles in trying to
raise funds in Boston.

Then, he used a reformer's guile

by issuing two statements which, on the surface, appeared
true but in reality were debatable.

The Poncas were re-

moved from Dakota, he stated, to prevent their extermination by the Sioux, and all the Indian Bureau's dealings
16 Mardock, The Reformers and the American Indian,
175.
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with them, with the except~on of the selection of their
last location, occurred under the previous administration. 17
The Boston philanthropists at once attacked these
premises.

True enough, they admitted, the Ponca suffered

serious inroads from the Sioux up to a period two years
before their forced resettlement in the spring of 1877.
However, in 1875 and 1876, they exchanged pledges of friendship with their ancient enemies and no longer had anything
to fear from that source.

The Bostonians then called to

Schurz's attention the fact that the actual removal took
place under his direction, during the first months of his
administration, and he had called upon General Sherman to
furnish troops to expedite the remova1.

18

Soon thereafter, Secretary Schurz made the front
page of newspapers with a lengthy statement in regard to
the past and present condition and the future prospects of
the Poncas.

He insisted that to charge the present admin-

istration with the resettlement was absurd.

Again, he

claimed that it was an objective of the Grant Administration to remove as many of the Indian tribes as possible
into Indian Terri tory.

'This idea, undoubtedly correct in

17 clark, "Ponca Publicity," 501-502; see also
Senate Exec. Doc. 30,
46 Cong., 3 Sess., 1 (Washington,
18 81)
0

18 Mardock, The Reformers and the American Indian,
176-177.
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the case of the southern I: ,Jians, was not true in regard
to the northern tribes.

Schurz maintained that the removal

of the Poncas was already underway when he came into office
and that he did nothing more than complete the job.

The

fact that the Northern Cheyennes and the Nez Perces were
sent to Indian Territory under his administration did not
embarrass him at a11. 19
Schurz also felt that owing to the good condition
of the Poncas in Indian Territory, it would be a mistake
to move them back to Dakota.

He mentioned that the Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs visited them the previous October
to ascertain their wants, and that a bill providing payment
for their lands in Dakota and for the purchase of their new
reservation from the Cherokees, as well as an appropriation
of $58,000 to reimburse them for their losses, had been
sent to Congress by the Department of the Interior.

Then

falling back on the reformers' use of exaggeration, he
informed the public that eighty-two houses had been completed and seventy more were under construction at the new
location, and that five hundred acres of land had been
broken for cultivation.

He emphasized that wagons, tools,

plows, harnesses, mowing machines, rakes, steam sawmill and
. , d
shingle machine, and cows had been f urn1sne
t h e Poncas. 20

19

Ibid . , 1 7 8 .

20 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 233.
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Secretary Schurz

a~ :>o

published a letter, received

on August 15, from A. B. Meacham, who had been ln the Indian
service for a number of years.

Meacham at the time was

editor of a strong propaganda sheet, Council Fire, published ln Washington solely to further Indian welfare.
Aware of this, the general public was inclined to believe
Meacham when he editorially backed the policies of Schurz.
It was either not aware, or disregarded the fact, that
Meacham was indirectly in the pay of Schurz. 21
Meacham had visited the Ponca on July 10 ln his
capacity as paymaster for .the government, and ln his letter
of August 15 he reported that the tribe was making progress.
The government, he stated erroneously, had built for the
people eighty new houses.

However, two months later Schurz

visited the agency and afterwards told a Senate investigating committee a far less favorable version of the housing
situation.

In fact, only two structures were habitable by

the next December.

If Meacham and Schurz had bothered to

examine the houses, they would have found no doors or windovvs.

Stoves and stovepipe were not received until long
.

after cold weather ha d set ln.

22

Schurz closed his open letter to the Boston philanthropists by saying that he would welcome a judicial review
21 Ibid., 233-234.
22 clark, "Ponca Publicity," 503.
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of the rights of Indians.

If, however, those proceedings

should result 1n inciting the Indians to leave their reservations and to go roaming about the countryside, the result
would probably be general vagrancy and their eventual
.
.
23
exterm1nat1on.
These statements were favorably received by some
of Schurz's severest critics, who felt that the Indians
were becoming acclimatized and were being provided with
all the facilities for prosperous industry.

Others, how-

ever, felt there had been a lack of executive management.
They considered it inexcusable that no houses had been provided and no crops planted preliminary to their second move
and that the Poncas had to spend an additional winter in
tents.

24
Meanwhile, Tibbles, upon returning to Nebraska,

maintained an active correspondence with the Boston papers.
He found that about seventy Ponca had returned from Indian
Territory.

The agent of the Santee Sioux received orders

from Washington to furnish supplies to them, but Tibbles
advised Standing Bear to refuse the offer.

He felt that

the acceptance of the offer would result in the return of
the fugitives to the south and lessen their probability of
regaining possession of their old reservation.
23

Late in

Ibid., 504.

24 Mardock, The Reformers and the American Indian,
181.
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September of 1879, Tibbles .1nd a party of the refugees
visited the site of the old Ponca agency.

There a watch-

man told them that in compliance with an order from the
Indian Office received in June, shortly after Judge Dundy's
decision, he had demolished the remaining buildings, ineluding the sawmill and blacksmith shop.

The Indians found

still intact only the foundations of their former homes.
They noticed, too, that the reservation was nearly stripped
of timber.

The lands were vacant and had been s1nce the

fall of 1877, when the Spotted-Tail Sioux were moved there
because of the desire of the Interior Department to settle
them near the Missouri River.
location and refused to rema1n.

The Sioux did not like the
Since the Sioux were no

longer there, the Ponca felt that perhaps they might be
.
d to return. 25
perm1tte

Bishop Robert H. Clarkson of Nebraska, headed the
Hestern Committee for the relief of the Ponca, and Mayor
Frederick 0. Prince led the Boston Committee.

About the

middle of October 1879, Bishop Clarkson accompanied Tibbles,
Standing Bear, Bright Eyes, and her brother, Joseph
LaFlesche, to Chicago to open another speaking tour.
LaFlesche served as compan1on and interpreter for the old
chief.

Standing Bear and Bright Eyes spoke to large audi-

ences in numerous churches and received contributions to
25 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 235-236.
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support their efforts to g~

t

their case to the Supreme

Court and to get the Ponca returned to their old Dakota
Reservation.

From Chicago they went east.

Everywhere,

they were received by enthusiastic crowds, who listened
sympathetically and contributed liberally. 26
Boston was the most receptive.

Tibbles had been

a good press agent and the crusading citizenry welcomed
the Ponca chief with enthusiasm.

They were also amazed by

the eloquence and intelligence of Susette LaFlesche; few
realized that she had been educated in an eastern grammar
school.

Her education and shrewd knowledge of human nature,

combined with her native cunning and the emotional appeal
of her cause, enabled her to sway the most skeptical audiences.

Both she and Standing Bear always addressed meetings

attired in native dress:

she ln moccasins and a dress of

beaded doeskin; Standing Bear ln feathers, blanket, wolf.

teeth necklace, an d oth er f lnery.

27

After little more than a week ln Boston, three
thousand of the original goal of four thousand dollars
needed to take Standing Bear's case to the Supreme Court
had been raised.

The committee then raised its goal to

ten thousand dollars; the difference to be used to relieve
the distress of the Ponca refugees.

Contributions

26 clark, "Ponca Publicity," 504-505.
27 King, "A Better Way," 86.
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continued to pour in.

On : aturday night, November 15, the

famous Fisk Jubilee Singers gave a benefit performance for
the Poncas before a capacity filled Berkley Street Church.
For their last selection, with Bright Eyes and her brother
on the platform to the right of the singers and Standing
Bear and Tibbles to the left, the group sang "Horne Sweet
Home" with such pathetic tenderness that many eyes, gazing
upon the sad features of the homeless old chief, were dimmed
Wl'th

tears. 28
Standing Bear could also be a source of trouble.

While the party was stopping at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in
New York City, the old chief caused the committee much
anxiety.

He told Tibbles that he intended to have his

hair cut and quit wear1ng his costume.

Knowing that this

would undermine his salesmanship, Tibbles unsuccessfully
attempted to persuade him to change his mind.

Finally,

Helen Hunt Jackson, whose A Century of Dishonor changed
public opinion about the treatment of Indians and who
traveled with the group for several weeks, and Bright Eyes
went to the Chief's room and persuaded him to wait until
the tour was completed.

After he had appeared in Washing-

ton before the Senate Committee investigating the treatment of the Poncas, Standing Bear had his long braids cut
28 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 239.
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off and put aside his blanJ et for civilian dress. 29
As a result of the enthusiasm created in Boston,
the philanthropists there appointed a special committee
of five men, with Governor Thomas Talbot of Massachusetts
as chairman on November 25, 1880, to investigate the Ponca
question.

The committee's investigation was confined to

the official reports of the Ponca agents and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs after 1876.

Upon the basis of

this research the members concluded that removal had been
disastrous.

The committee recommended that the Ponca

title to lands in Dakota be recognized and that the tribe
be restored to its old home, and it also demanded a con.
1 .
.
.
30
gresslona
lnvestlgatlon.

Henry L. Dawes, the Junior Senator from Massachusetts, became the voice of the Boston philanthropists ln
Congress and sponsored the Ponca cause.

He succeeded ln

obtaining an investigation by a Senate committee, whose
chairman was Samuel J. Kirkwood of Iowa.

Bright Eyes,

Standing Bear, and two Ponca leaders from Indian Territory
were among those who testified before the committee.

Only

the latter seemed to favor the new location in Indian
.
31
Terr1tory.
29 Mardock, The Reformers and the American Indian,
176.
30

Ibid.

31 Bourke, On the Border with Crook, 234.
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Schurz's opposi tio11 to pursuing the Ponca case 1n
the courts and the feeling by many that the money would be
spent to no avail upon lawyers lessened the enthusiasm for
the Ponca cause.

Public sympathy, however, continued to

favor the Indians as the Senate committee made known the
results of its hearings on the Ponca removal.

The philan-

thropists, blocked in their attempt to secure a court hearing, increased their efforts to secure the return of the
Poncas to Dakota when the majority of the Senate committee
recommended the passage of Senate Bill 1298 which provided
fifty thousand dollars for that purpose.

Chairman Kirkwood,

however, never permitted the proposed bill to reach the
floor of the Senate.

32

All the hubbub about returning the Poncas to their
old reservation, naturally, was taken seriously by some
members of the tribe in Indian Territory.

In April of

1880, five families, containing twenty-four persons left
for their old reserve where about seventy others were being
aided by the Omaha Committee.
Dakota had reached 115.

By midsummer the number 1n

Tibbles, accompanied by Henry

Fontenelle, an interpreter, was sent by the relief committee
to entice the Ponca in Indian Territory to return.

Upon

arriving at Arkansas City, he learned that White Eagle, the
principal chief, and other leading headmen of the tribe
32 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 244-245.
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were visiting the Cheyenne~.

Meeting them on their way

horne, Tibbles tried to influence them to steal away from
the reservation, a few at a time, and promised aid and
supplies would be furnished.

Having received no promise

from the chiefs that they would do this, Tibbles established his headquarters at a cattle camp near the Nez Perces
and, disguised

in the dress of an Indian squaw, made trips

to the Ponca Reserve, mainly at night.

Since it was illegal

for any person to intrude on any reservation without perrnission and without immediately reporting to the agency, the
Ponca agent, upon learning that Tibbles was ln the Territory, obtained orders from the
Affairs for his arrest.

Con~issioner

of Indian

On the evening of June 29, while

the intruder was crossing the Nez Perce Reservation, a
policeman of that tribe made the arrest.
at the agency overnight.

Tibbles was held

The next morning he was escorted

to the state line and released.

Tibbles, of course,

capitalized upon this experlence:
While I was under arrest and prlsoner ln the hands of
these men, I was most vilely insulted and every abuse
possible heaped upon me by the agent and his clerk.
The other employees acted like gentlemen. The chief
of the agency police, who had me in charge for several
hours, did not speak an insulting word to me.
I bore
the insults of the agent for some time, but at last
they got beyond endurance, and I said to him that no
gentleman, no, no one but a coward would insult an unarmed prisoner, and that it was only because he knew
I could not resist that he dared to do it. After that
he never said an insulting word.33
33 Omaha Herald, 20 June 1880.
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Contrary to the rell)rts circulated by Tibbles,
many of the Ponca were satisfied with their new location.
The advantages there by this time clearly outweighed those
offered by the old reservation.

Most families had houses,

each family received rations and had a milk cow, horses,
and farm tools, and an agency herd had been established.
The men could use their wagons for hauling agency supplies
from Arkansas City and thereby earn wages.

A stone and

brick industrial school building, one of the most imposing
in the Indian service, under construction provided additional employment.

The proximity to other tribes permitted

a friendly intercourse that was appreciated by everyone.
The tribe had become acclimated and the birth rate now exceeded the death rate.

Their worst days were over; on the

other hand, the Dakota group was dependent upon charity.
Schurz was trying to make amends for the unfair treatment
the tribe endured at the time of its remova1.

34

Furthermore, many of the Poncas had become convinced that Tibbles could not improve their situation.
Christian Hartman, a trusted friend and employee of the
Poncas who had worked with them since 1873 and spoke their
language, visited their old reservation during the summer
and, on his return, reported that all the old agency buildings had been destroyed, most of the logs from their former
34 King, "A Better Way," 87; Clark, "The Ponca
Indian Agency, 11 247-248.
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homes had been carried awaj , and much of the timber had
been cut and hauled off.

A change in the channel of the

Missouri River had carried away much of the fertile land
along its banks.

The Indians also remembered the periodic

invasions of grasshoppers, and the annual inroads on their
grain crops by the blackbirds and crows.

At their new

location there were neither locusts nor crows to annoy
them, and a bountiful government was trying to make amends

.

1n every way possible.

They might even get a substantial

cash payment if they could sell the reservation they still
claimed in Dakota.

They decided to stay where they were.

35

The tribal leaders informed Schurz of their decis1on by letter on October 25 and requested permission for
a delegation to visit Washington.
arrangements for the visit.

Schurz at once made

In December the Poncas reached

Washington, and, 1n a conference with President Hayes on
the 27th, they stated that they wanted to remain in Indian
Territory and to surrender their claim to the land in
Dakota.

A few days later the President commissioned George

Crook and Nelson A Miles, two brigadier generals in whom
the Indians had the utmost confidence, William Stickney,
a member of the Board of Indian Commissioners, and Walter
Allen, a member of the Boston Committee, to go to Indian
Territory and ascertain if the statements of the chiefs
35 clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency," 247-248.
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represented accurately the 'vishes of the tribe. 36
General Crook and his fellow committeemen visited
the Ponca Agency in Indian Territory and, in councils early
in January of 1881, gave the Indians every opportunity to
express their opinions.

The councils were held in private

with none of the agency employees present.

James 0. Dorsey

and Alfred L. Riggs, both missionaries who had been very
active in working with the Omaha Relief Committee, acted
as interpreters.

Despite the many attempts of Allen to

get a contrary opinion, the Indians adamantly maintained
that they wanted to remain in Indian Territory.

Allen

erroneously reasoned that the Ponca had reached that decision only after they had given up any hope for a peaceable
removal by the government and after they had given their
word to remaln.

Schurz, still worried, kept ln confiden-

tial communication with Stickney throughout the negotiations.

The Indians wanted to sell the Dakota Reservation

without consulting Standing Bear and to keep the proceeds
for their own benefit.

The

co~nittee,

however, proceeded

to Dakota Territory and interviewed the Poncas there, who
.
.
k.lnsmen. 37
were surprised to learn of the actlon
o f t h elr

The committee filed its report on January 25, 1881.
The majority report stated that the initial move was
36 King, "A Better Way, 11 86-87.
37 Ibid., 87; Clark, "The Ponca Indian Agency,"
252-253.
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injudicious and made withal~ sufficient cause, that the
Poncas still owned a clear title to the Dakota lands, that
the majority of the tribe wanted to remain in Indian Territory, and that those who had returned to Dakota wanted to
remain there.

It recommended that the Indians be allowed

one year to choose between the two places and during the
interval be permitted to visit the other place.

The govern-

ment, it further reconunended,. should continue its usual
appropriation of $53,000 for the annual expenses of the
Ponca agency in Indian Territory, and provide an additional
$10,000 for the Ponca in Dakota to be utilized, among other
things, for new homes, a school, and the employment of a
teacher.

In addition, to soothe the past suffering of the

Ponca, a payment of $20,000 should be made, $10,000 go1ng
to those in Indian Territory or a per capita payment of
less than $20, and the same amount being paid to those 1n
Dakota, making a per capita payment there of less than
$60.38
Schurz saw the end of the Ponca problem before he
left office by accepting the cownittee report and recommending congressional approval.

The Forty-sixth Congress

approved all the recommendations in its appropriation act
of March 3, 1881.

In addition, it authorized a grant of

38 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
24 October 1881, 45 Cong., 3 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 1
(Washington, 1881), x111.
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160 acres of land to each ~dult Ponca.

The 520 Ponca who

remained in Indian Territory became known henceforth as
the Southern Ponca and soon became adjusted to life on
their new reservation.

The 175 with Standing Bear on the

Niobrara were called the Northern Ponca or, after Nebraska
became a state in 1882, the Nebraska Ponca.

After being

ignored by the French and Spanish, harassed by other Indian
tribes, and disregarded for the most part by the United
States government, the Ponca now had a choice of two
homes.

39
The Ponca 1n Indian Territory soon adapted to their

new environment.

The United States government became more

responsive to their needs.

In 1890 it allotted the reser-

vation lands in accordance with the law of 1881 that provided for a grant of 160 acres to each adult Ponca.

At

first there was some opposition, but the pro-allotment faction soon convinced the dissenters, who constituted only
about 20 percent of the tribe, that division was both
necessary and desirable.

After the allotments were corn-

pleted, the excess reserve was divided into two 26,500
acre pastures and leased to the 101 Ranch whose headquarters was near present-day Ponca C1' ty. 40
39

Both the Northern

Ibid.

40 united States, Deparcraent of Commerce, Federal
and state Indian Reservations and Indian Trust Areas
(Washington, 1974), 469.
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and Southern Ponca used thL:_Lr private allotments for agricultural pursuits and cattle raising.

By 1962, the Northern

Ponca haa been fully assimilated into the white society and
their tribal status was terminated.

Since then they have

tr l· ed unsuccess f u 11 y t o regaln
· trl· b a 1 status. 4 1
During World War I the young Southern Ponca men
served with distinction in the various branches of the
armed services.

This, of course, promoted the economic and

educational welfare of the Ponca and speeded the process
of assimilation.

Although more highly regarded thereafter

by their white neighbors: they did not enJOY employment on
an equal basis with the whites until the New Deal.

During

the depression W.P.A. projects provided employment for most
adult males.

Then World War II opened high salaried jobs

for all who would work, particularly in the vast petroleum
industry.

After the war, the Southern Ponca had no diffi-

culty remaining in the mainstream of American industry.

In

1970 more than 70 percent of the adult males out of a population of 1,560 were employed full time, largely ln the oil
industry in and around Ponca City.

Although this was below

the national norm, it is considerably above the 30 percent
for the Indian population of Oklahoma.
in the oil industry the average annua l

For those engaged
42
.
lncome
was $8,000.

Simultaneously, Ponca children have gone through
41 Ibid.

42 Ibid.
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the process of integration into the public school systems.
The latest reports show that their achievement rate is very
nearly equivalent to that of their white classmates.

In

1970 over 70 percent graduated from secondary school and
5 percent continued their education in institutions of
higher learning, the majority in chemical engineering.
Government grants and scholarships are readily available
but, regrettably, too few Ponca take advantage of the
proffered aid. 43
Even though the Ponca have generally accepted
assimilation, they are still unique among American Indians
in that they have long made an energetic effort to preserve
some of their traditions and customs.

Unlike most tribes

they have retained an agency, similar to the traditional
tribal council, that functions as a cohesive force in informing and advising members of matters affecting individuals and the tribe as a whole.

In addition to handling

legalistic and administrative affairs, the council also
serves as a social tool.
Each summer a Ponca powwow is arranged and held
at the Indian fairgrounds just south of Ponca City.

All

Indians are welcome to participate in the festivities, and
hundreds of visitors see the Ponca dance and Slng.
Ponca societies preserve the old dance steps and
43

rbid.

Two

m~sic.
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Their success has led to a great demand for Ponca dancers
and singers at Indian pageants.

The two societies have

kept the musical tradition of the tribe intact and have
also allowed the members to express their creativity.

The

present "fancy war dance," performed in all national war
dance competitions, is a Ponca creation.
The Ponca, far more than most American Indians,
have welcomed assimilation.

Thus, the Southern Ponca, like

their Northern kinsmen, have settled fully into the mainstream of American life and prospects for their future
appear optimistic.

This has been due primarily to their

small number, to their general tendency to be peaceful,
and to ·their location in an area where individual enterprlse and employment opportunities are above average.
Nevertheless, Ponca culture still reflects tribal
historical experience.

Recognized as a tribal entity

since the sixteenth century, the Ponca have an unusual
inheritance of Eastern Woodland and Great Plains Indian
cultural characteristics.

Although their exper1ences

closely parallel those of several other tribes, the fact
that they were an autonomous group for so long enabled
them to assimilate those experiences in their own particular way, even different from those with whom they were
closely associated in their westward migration.
The Ponca, and their Siouan linguistic relatives,
after being forced westward by the more ferocious and
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numerically stronger Iroquc_Ls beyond the Mississippi River
separated into several tribes.

The Quapaw went downstream,

settling in present-day Arkansas on the Arkansas River,
the Osage stayed on the Osage River, and the Kansa, Omaha,
and Ponca ascended the Missouri River.

Although all five

tribes were contacted by Marquette in 1673, the Quapaw and
Osage, because of their southern location, benefitted more
from early trade with the French and Spanish.

Trading

posts could be established more easily in areas closer to
St. Louis, and, because the goods did not have to travel
as far,

the tribes in the south received trade goods more

regularly than those to the north.

Consequently, the con-

tact with the French and Spanish had less impact upon the
Ponca than the other Southern Siouan peoples.

The Quapaw

tribe was splintered by 1780, and 1n 1802 rivalry between
French and Spanish traders caused the Osage to split into
two main groups.
The tribes differed,however, 1n the degree to
which they integrated the new cultural heritages they encountered.

The Ponca continued to build earth-lodge vil-

lages and to engage in their varied agricultural pursuits.
From the Great Plains culture they incorporated increasingly, but never fully,

the use of the horse, the buffalo

hunt, and the tipi into their culture, but their adaptation
to plains warfare was negligible.

The Ponca excelled in

bow Qaking and basket weaving, but they were poor pottery
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makers.

In contrast, 1n tl ~~west the Kansa became warlike,

lived primarily by the hunt, had only semi-permanent villages, grew hardly any crops, and were poor craftsmen.

The

Quapaw continued to be primarily agriculturalists and
makers of beautiful pottery, and showed no particular desire to accept plains cultural patterns.

The Osage, on the

other hand, became ever ready to display their skill and
courage in typical plains warfare.

The Omaha tribe, nearer

than any other Southern Sioux, developed a culture very
similar to that of the Ponca, because, perhaps, the two
tribes lived in close proximity and had very much the same
historical experiences.
The Ponca believed ln a Supreme Being, but they did
not have highly organized religious ceremonies.

During

most daily activities they sang praises to God.

They tried

to appease Him after the death of a relative by g1v1ng away
possessions and by self-mutilation.

While they feared God,

they also invested power in animals, places, and things.
Many of their organized societies were based on the ''mediClne power

11

of animals or were related to preparing for

battle or celebrating victories rather than being of a
strictly religious nature.

In contrast, Osage tribal life

centered around highly developed religious rites and ceremonies.

In these affairs, the leaders faithfully followed

elaborate and strict patterns of procedure and symbolism.
The five Southern Siouan tribes, as above noted,
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had similar tribal organiz2~1ons.

They have been able to

maintain their tribal identities, because they have kept
intact their respective formal tribal organizations to
represent them in, and to inform them of, pertinent matters.
Osage and Omaha tribal interests are maintained by official
tribal councils under the general supervisory control of
the Indian Bureau.

The Quapaw have had only a nominal

tribal government since Oklahoma became a state in 1907,
and the Kansa were able to maintain a nominal tribal organization only until 1935.
The tribes engaged 1n similar recreational pursuits.
Although the specific games or activities differed, the men
all engaged in competitive sports related to hunting and
battle skills.

The young boys played games which emulated

the adult males and helped to prepare them for adulthood.
The women played games of chance and participated in some
competitive games and races, but primarily for relaxation
rather than for proficiency in skills.

The young girls,

when playing, emulated the household, agricultural, and
craft skills of their mothers.

The kinds of recreation

were modified, changed or forgotten as the tribes came increasingly in contact with the whites.
All Indian tribes faced similar problems as a result of white encroachment.

The whites pressured the

federal government to open the Indian lands to white settlement.

If the land was fertile, or if minerals were
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involved, the pressure was greater.

The United States

began making treaties with the western Indians in 1815.
Usually, in compensation for the lands ceded to the United
States, the Indian tribes were given some combination of
other land, monetary reimbursement, trade privileges, and
the promise of military protection.

The Ponca made five

such treaties, but there was a primary difference between
their treaties and those involving most other tribes--the
United States repeatedly failed to fulfill its treaty obligations to the Ponca, apparently because the tribe was
peaceful, small, and did not cause serious trouble.

Large,

warlike tribes, such as the Sioux, Cheyenne, and Pawnee,
were far more successful 1n having their treaties honored.
As more and more land was taken from the Indians,
many tribes, including the Ponca, were moved from their
original reservations to Indian Territory.

Among those,

the Ponca were unique, inasmuch as they were moved there
illegally by an appropriation bill without consent of the
tribe or without a treaty.

The other tribes were permitted

to negotiate new treaties before their removal.

The Ponca,

like the Cherokee, Seminole, Osage, and some other tribes,
were moved to Indian Territory without adequate preparation, equipment, or supplies, a fiasco that led to the
unnecessary loss of many lives on the treks and after
arrival at their new homes.
Of the five Southern Siouan tribes that migrated
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westward together, only thL· Omaha were fortunate enough
to escape removal to Indian Territory.
to Indian Territory first in 1833.

The Quapaw went

They were forced to

find refuge in Kansas with the Ottawa during the Civil
War but returned to their reservation in 1865.

The Osage

were moved to Indian Territory in 1870, the Kansa in 1873,
and the Ponca in 1877.

Of these Indians all but a small

nwnber of the Ponca still live in Oklahoma.

Thus despite

the similarity of historical developments and changing
cultural patterns among the several Indian tribes that
migrated westward, particularly the Southern Sioux, the
deviations, though often subtle, emphasize the need for
individual tribal studies.

APPENDIX
Fig. 23.

Spelling variants for the word Ponca.
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From Frederick \'V. Hodge, ed., Handbook of American
Indians North of Mexico, Bureau of American Ethnology,
Bulletin 30, 278-279. Hodge includes the sources in which
these spellings were found.
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Fig. 24.--Ponca Reservation Map. Drawn by J. P.
Woolsey, U.S. Indian Agent. Enclosed in a letter to C.I.A.
31 January 1895. From Original Ponca Letterbooks, 18801889, 36 vols, Indian Archives, Oklahoma Historical Society,
Oklahoma City, 277.
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Fig. 25.--Ponca Reservations. From map in C.I.A.
Annual Report, 48 Cong., 2 Sess., House Exec. Doc. 1, Vol.
2 (Washington 1884): n.p.
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